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Int-roduetion

Title TT of the Elementary and Secondary Eiucation Act of 196S iPubl
89-10) as amnded, provides direct Federal assistance for the acquis
of school liorary resources, textbooks, and other Instructional mate_ -le
for the use of children and teachers in public and private elementary
secondairy s,chocgs. Its purpose is to improve learning and teaching '-
making avaLlAhLe high quality instructional materials to purils and
teacher's.

to -:11r1-- -scent of the appropriation was set aside for allctmert among
:American flmee, Guam, The Trust Territory cf the Pacific Islands, V.
the Departne-lt of the Interior for children and teachers in schools 1Derated

the Rureau of Indian ;3_ffairs, and the rerartnent ef efense for chileeen
and tcache7s in overseas dependents' schools.

The ha:.ance of the appropnations was apportioned among the States aed
D.C. r711 the -asis of the num'rer of children enrolled in public and 7,7ie.-ate
schoo.,s it each State in proportion to the national total of such c7ileren.
States operate their programs under title II on the basis of State ems
aonreved h-Y the Commissioner of education. ",fate plans include ass- - --..noes
of: Admiee,tration of the program. under relative need and selectico
criteria; (7..uitahle treatment of the ,,:rivate sector: maintenance of effort.

The author. _ations and appropriations of the program up to and inc'id:Ing
fisc'l vex 1c' 74 are as follows:

iscal Year Authorisation APpropriation

1A6 S1fl'i,000,000 $100,000,000
l',6- 12:'),000,010 102,000,000
1:468 15(,;,0fln,000 99,200,000
:.-59 '.h,,on^,000 50,000,000
1--0 -nn nnn nrn- 0 / 12,Cn0,000
lr.:-71 ::'n,:-)n,9,00(' '',00.),000
V-72. ..:;(),flerlrYlr 7,C,000,000
1,---3 2:H,norvor Inrj,000,000
17,-4 L:r:,o7,-)pn :",00p,000

iv fiscal year 1974, the ninth of title IT, certain patterns had
emerged that would indicate t.e paztai realicatlon n!- the title's purpose:
to improve teaching and learnin7, throuo,h the proe-ision of high quality
school library resources, ..extkorks and other instructional materials.
This improvement was evidenced ie a earietv of ways, among which were
reports of an increasing use or fte interdisciplinary approach in course
planning. The Bicentennial Year provided special motivation, in that
States in various parts of the country reported studies in American
Civilization which combined elements or history, literature, the arts and
music, and social studies. Environmental education was another subject
:ending itself to across-the-barriers approach, in which ecology, weather,
j,,,eology, soils study, and wildlife conservation were melded into a successful
interdisciplinary curriculum_
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Metric education, early childhood education and continuing in
reading programs shared the spotlight with mather-":at._s in areas of ern.-)i.asis
requiring abundant provision of materials. Special grou-ns of isnildren
targeted for needed resources, i.e., children in rural cr isolated -.rens
children with bilingual and i-.icuitural bacgrounds, chil.dren in
and the gifted as well as the dsalvantaged.

°verall, fiscal Year 19-4 would seem to indicate an increasing h.,:aener
on the part of the States for the need of ion -- plhnr:ing and .

unification of funding pro4rams to adhieve better learninc and teaCnia,.
Finally, the librarv/media center idea, a s. al dot on the hr)til_ch
10 years ago, has grown in si:e and concept ';r- that Fiscal year 12--!,

saw it as an accepted goal to be strived for a- all levels ele-enth :
and secondary and in public and rriv;)t. With the
of it-proved media centers came ar increasing i,?mand for specialists 'sr
=taff and organise then.

the nffice of I:di:cation, title TI was administered during
yar 111-4 thy' "4.7ficf, r' Libraries and Leanninc, Peso,irces. 7r7
administration, states and other prticipatinc, areas '.ere
five regions of the United states as follo.,:s:

southea-t

H7)nnecticut, Delaware, wine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
i'hode Island, Vermont.

Alabama, District of Columbia, Florida, fieorgi.,
Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carol inn,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virgi:
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands.

Tllinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, nhio, South Dakota,
Wisconsin.

Mid-Continent t*ansas, Colorado, Idaho, Louisiana, Montana,
New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Wyoming.

l'restern Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada,
Oregon, Washington, American Samoa, Cuam, Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands, Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

Data in the report are derived from annual reports which are submitted
by State educational agencies, and other jurisdictions to the U.S. Office
of Education following the close of fiscal year 1974. The annual report
consists of two parts:

The Financial Status Report shows expenditures in the various
categories during previous fiscal year.

2
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The Performance Report provides a ro7parison of actual
accomplishments to establisred goals, provides scme
statistical information, gives reasors why established
goals could not be net, and provides order D=rtinP.nt
information.

The forms are included in the appendix of this retort. The examples =rpm
States cited to illustrate the various topics covered by the report are
arranged in order by the geographic regions - Northeast, Southeast, '.2ccer
Midwest, Mid-Continent, Western. The report provides evidence that
materials made available under Title II contributed to a great extent to
innovations in instruction and to flexibility in meeting the needs of
children and teachers in the process of education.
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Staff losses for supervisory personnel have been the most serious.
Media and subject specialists or supervisors gave the program valuable
support in such areas a project development, monitoring, technical
assistance to loce educational agency staff, inservice education
activities, and revision of school media standards.
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3. .Participation of Children and Teachers and !:tlzation of Funds
by Local Educational Agencies

Table 6 provides data on the number of children and teachers participating
in the title II program in fiscal year 1974. Of the 45.6 million and
5.4 million children enrolled in public and private elementary and
secondary schools respectively, 81.4 percent of all public school children
and 71.1 percent of all private school children benefited from the program.
The percentage of participation would be much higher if based on numbers
of children enrolled in eligible schools. Eligible schools are those
which provide elementary or secondary school education as provided under
State law, not beyond grade 12, and which comply with the State compulsory
attendance laws, or recognized by some other procedure customarily used
in the State. Schools must also be in compliance with the Civil Rights
Act. States reported that the participating chidren were enrolled in
74,480 public and 13,396 private elementary and secondary schools (Table
7). aver 1.7 million teachers participated in the program to the exter,
that their pupils had the use of instructional materials acquired untie
title II (Table 8). The figure does not represent the number of teachers
who had the use of professional materials provided under the program.

Acquisitions Fiscal Year 1973

In fiscal year 1973, 94.5 percent of the amount expended under title II
was for the acquisition of instructional materials in the three eligible
categories - school lib -ary resources, textbooks, and other instructional
materials. Of this amount $2.7 million went for ordering, processing,
cataloging, and delivering materials, a decrease from fiscal year 1972
of about $500,000 (Table 8). Nine States - Ariz., Ark., Illi., Minn.,
Neb., Ohio, Ore., Utah. and Va. - Guam, American Samoa, and V.I., reported
no expenditures for these services. For these and other States, much
of the costs for these services may be reported as part of the cost of
materials; however, State title II coordinators also report that much
of the cost of ordering, processing, and cataloging materials is absorbed
by local educational agencies.

Categories of Materials Fiscal Year 197?

Table 9 provides data on the cost of the instruct:cnai materials in

each of the three categories provided for loan to both public and private
school children and teachers in fiscal year 1973. The amount expended
for school library resources was $55.8 million, or 89 percent of the
total expended for instructional materials. The proportion expended for
textbooks is 2.05 percent, with the remaining 8.7 percent accounted
for in the instructional materials category.

There was a significant increase in both the amounts aid proportions of
funds expended for textbooks, and other instructional materials over
fiscal year 1973; however, 39 States or other areas expended no title
II funds for textbooks and 26 spent no title II funds for other
instructional materials.

The choices made by the States reflected priority needs for the three

categories. P.R. and the Trust Territory cf the Pacific Islands
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have for several years utilized large amounts of title II funds for
textbooks because of special linguistic problems and unusual need for
textbooks.

The proportion of title II funds expended to provide instructional materials
for the use of private school children (9.5 percent) is roughly the same
proportion that private school children represent of the total elementary
and secondary school population (Table 11). The proportion of furds
expended to provide textbooks for the use of public school children (Table
10) is about the same proportion expended for the same purpose for private
school children (Table 11); however, there are marked differences in the
other two categories. Instructional materials purchased for the use of
public school children are predominantly school library resources (Table 10) -
books, audiovisual or other materials that are processed and organized -
while those for the use of private school children (Table 11) are largely
"other instructional materials" or materials that are not processed and
organized.

Acquisitions - Fiscal Year 1974

The proportion of title II funds expended in fiscal year 1974 to provide
instructional materials for the use of children and teachers in private
elementary and secondary schools is almost 10 percent of the amount of title
II funds spent for instructional materials (Table 12). Ten States and areas
were unable to supply separate figures for expenditures for instructional
materials for loan to private school children. Of the total expended for
acquisitions (71.1 million), $2 million went for ordering, processing,
cataloging, and delivering materials. This figure has decreased slightly
for several years at a time when actual costs for these services has increased,
an indication that the costs for these services are probably being absorbed
by local educational agencies or that such costs are reported as part of
the cost of the materials.

Categories of Acquisitions Fiscal Year 1974

Table 13 provides data on the cost of the instructional materials in each
of the three categories provided for loan to both public and private
elementary and secondary school children and their teachers in fiscal year
1974. Since the beginning of the title II program, the largest proportion
of acquisitions funds has been spent each year for school library resources
(Table 14). This trend continues in fiscal year 1974. The amounts and
proportions of the acquisitions funds expended for textbooks and other
instructional materials declined slightly from those expended in previous
years (Table 12). Only 13 States and P.R. expended title II funds for
textbooks, however, 27 States and areas expended funds for "other instructional
materials".

Tables 15 and 16 show the proportions expended in each of the three categories
for public and private school children. Of interest is the fact that private
school children are loaned a larger proportion of materials in the "other
instructional materials" category - books, audiovisual materials, and other
materials that are not organized and processed -than public school children.

7 1
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Public school children are loaned a larger proportion of "school library
resources" are the same types of materials - books, audiovisual materials,
etc. - the difference being that school library resources are processed
and organized for use and "other instructional materials' are not.



4. Management Goals

To administer Title II of the Elem,' ary and secondary Education Act,
State educational agencies and loc' educational agencies formulate
goals for the provision of school --ary resources, textbooks and
other instructional materials for use of children and teachers
in public and private elementary ar :secondary schools. These goals,
which provide a sense of broad dir' :ion for the program, take the
form within each State of managemer- goals for administration of the
program.

Overall management goals _.entified by States for the Administration
of ESEA Title II include all activities related to program management,
from the development of a formula for the distribution of school libravy
resources, textbooks and other instructional materials among eligible
children and teachers according to relative need, to a final repor ing
on the activities, expenditures and accomplishments within the Sta e.
Specific management goals include:

1. Determination of allocations for local educational gencies

2. Disseminatinn of information and application forms and
materials

3. Review and approval of project applications

4. Provision of technical assistance to local educational
agencies requesting help in such areas as assessment of
needs; in planning, implementing and evaluating projects;
and in budgeting and accounting

5. Monitoring approved projects through on-site visits and
through the review of annual program reports, annual
inventory summaries, annual audit reports and requests
for reimbursement

Among the Northeastern States, Vermont reported a continuing experiment
with its Co-Gram (Consolidated Grants Management), which combines into
one application form requests for funds from ESEA Title I, II, III, and
NDEA Title III, thus encouraging better program planning on the part of
individual schools and districts. New Jersey reported processing 1231
applications in Fiscal Year 1974. This represented an increase of nine
applications (all of which were for vocational schools) from the public
school sector, and a decrease in the private sector participation because
of the closing of several schools. Two additional State schools applied
for Inclusion in the program.

Most States reported conducting regional conferences to assist school
personnel with project development. The Title II staff in the New York
Education Department followed up its 10 regional workshops by conducting
two special planning sessions with school personnel in New York City.
Schools were urged to determined their own needs and goals, involving
teachers and pupils in the processes of planning eld selection; in the
development of indepth materials collections in specific subject areas;
and in the introduction of new media.

9



A problem reported in some States in the area of project administration is
the monitoring of local projects. Mass. reported:

Monitoring the basic grant program continues to be a central
problem, since over 3,000 schools participate in the program.
Modifying the basic grant program so as to make it more easily
monitored does not seem a feasible alternative at this time.
Schools should not be restricted in terms of selection since
their needs vary so widely. To concentrate funds in communities
where the need for materials is most dire would mean eliminating
or withdrawing support from many other communities whose needs
are nearly as great. Very few, if any, Mass, cities and towns
could do easily without the expected annual ESEA title II grant.

Many States reported dissemination of information about the title II
program as a significant management goal in fiscal year 1974. N.J.
prepared a booklet on its special-purpose grants for those who would 14'
to visit schools to observe special features of the media and instruc,:on.,1
program or see model collections of media. Special directions and proc-sr
are outlined so that visitors can identify areas of particular interest.
Several States referred to management goals related to the use of State
advisory councils, established to assist with the development and revi.
of administrative policies for the title II program. For example, the
N.J. Advisory Council continued its activities related to the special-
purpose grants phase of the program and the N.Y. Advisory Council continued
its study of the relative need formula.

In the Sourtheastern region, N.C. reported incorporating fiscal year 194
goals for ESEA title II with the annual planning procedures of its Division
of Education Media. D.C., which operates administratively as a State
educational agency, adjusted title II management goals to conform the
decentralization plan of the school system:

1. To include representatives from each of the six regions
on the advisory committee for special-purpose grants

2. To achieve 100% representation from public and private
schools -- preferably media specialists -- at all
scheduled workshops where instructions are given on
management procedures to be used in the program

3. To lend pragmatic assistance with proposal writing
to schools having innovative instructional programs

Ky., in addition to the goals common to other States such as development
of formulas for the allocationof funds to local educational agencies and
provision of technical assistance for the improvement of project develop-
ment and monitoring, listed coordination of the ESEA title II program
with NDEA title III (equipment and minor remodeling) and the guidance,
counseling, and testing portion of ESEA title III as a forerunner to the
implementation of the proposed consolidation requirement.
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Management goals identified by the Va. title Ii staff were:

1. To revise the program calendar and extend the time for
the submission of claims for reimbursement, allow wiser
use of funds in the use of reorders, substitutions, and
cancellations

2. To review and revise the evaluation criteria for special-
purpose grants in order to asserc the Impact of these
funds on the instructional program

3. To correlate the direction of the title II program with its
revised Standards of Quality, the plan of the Department
of Education for upgrading and equalizing all aspects of Va.'s
educational program.

W.V. had as a management goal for the ESEA title II office the improvement
of the quality and efficiency of the program at both the State and local
level. To realize this goal, the following specific objectives were listed:

1. All relative need applications will describe the educational
need for which the funds will be spent

2. State priorities will be revised to exclude the acquisition
of textbooks

3. The relative need formula will be revised to reflect more
closely the actual need of each school for materials
eligible for purchase with title II funds

4. All ESEA title II forms will be reviewed and revised

5. All obligations will be liquidated within the fiscal year.
State education agency personnel will make on-site visits
to assist in accomplishing this objective.

States in the Mid-Continent region also reflected a desire to tighten up and
improve title II administration through their goals statements. Mont., for
instance, formulated goals to develop improved procedures for selection,
acquisition and use of materials, and to disseminate information on a con-
tinuing basis of opportunties provided by title II to strengthen teaching
and learning. N.M. cited as a mangement goal the development and revision
of its standards and criteria, while Okla. goals included dissemination of
information to its private schools on the utilization of innovative materials
as an aid to improving the teaching-learning process.

Cited in management goals for Tex. were maintenance of a program control
system to insure compliance with grant conditions, regulations and State
Board policies, and provision for adequate accounting information from
initial grant negotiations to final financial report; provisions of
assistance to local educational agencies in program implementation; develop-



ment of an Instructional Resources System tc 7-Y.)rdinatL
and utilization of al- irstructional resource: arc r)r-c

leadership to the Reg-onal Educational Sery c< enters
and circulation of resources.

Utah reported the following management goals:

1. To promote a systems approach to planning (E.. ,-flF2ntinn

the overall objectives of the program

2. To cromote the integration of funds of It

other Federal an:! rtc,Ite funding orogr,L:,:

on

, [SEA wr.c
related purves

To assist ln,ca' education agenci,_--

the stat_ of t'-eir media programs l!IEHr reed:,

standards and evaluative :nstrumert.'_. to ass st in
dS,P- -7: current status and determ;nini nee ~s. as an 1-borta'

'f* local alarming

5. To r-ovde fund, allotment data tfl ari.minis.-ators and

o'fH 's of loca' education 6,JPn:y, l,icinq el q it

stat,.

6. To ev
distr

,eimhursement claims and eligible

In the States n '7P Dyer Midwest, local educational reported
development of c sub-goals under the umbrella c. . formulited by
State educatio, .gences. Ill. among other. management ,ncludeO a
continuing comr- 7ment to b-ovide a quality media progr through a manage-
ment-by-objectLes syster Iowa moved to revise the aorication forms for
distribution amcrg its regional education media ce-ters and to providr
the centers wits guidelines for submitting an annual inventory; includ'nq
reporting title 7: materials removed from inventor,. three statewide
meetings were he'd for title II State Advisory Council members, Sub-agenc.:
chairmen and Reg,onal Educational Media Center persqnnel to discuss adrir's-
trative procedures id problems and provide general in`ormaticr regarrinq
the program. ffliform catalog of title II 16mm films availat'e in all if
regional educational media centers was P roduced.Rni distributed. Efforts
were made to conrdinate title II funds with other FPrierAl as well as 'tat
programs.

Neb. seemed to 7)e
use of an Advisor
prepared an adrir.
local administrat

Management goals

1. Assis-
maxir
empha...

abilit.

ring an increasingly popular trend among the States
:il in implementing and planning program change. Mich.

Hve handbook for dissemination of new directions tc
7rogram coordinators, m dia specialists, and teachers.

Dak. were:

:a school districts to develop programs to Provide
enefits f)r every child and teachP-, with particular
towards ition of matrials at upgrade the
.o read w-th uoprehension
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2. Encourage selection processes to strengthen total collections
on recently produced materials

3. Prepare guidelines and =orr-, necessary to implement the program
and reimbl;rse soc1.l educat-onal agencies

4. Encourage the employment of qualified librarians

5 Encourage maximum cooperation :etween public schools, private
schools in the title II program

6. Assist local administrators in the completion of application
forms and provide all necessa=ry information relative to title II
program requirements through "'citations, telephone communication
or mailings

7. Encourage all school districts :o participate in the program

',dew from the Western region, as regards management goals, is quite
similar to the areas described in the preceding paragraphs. Among Ore.'s
management goals were revision -f application forms to simplify procedures;
the orovision of technical assistance to local educational agencies; and
the monitoring and evaluation of local projects to assure proper use cf
funds and to assure approved methods of record keeping. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs, under whose jurisdictior there are 10 area offices serving 200
local educational agencies, comb'ne on-site monitoring of title II with
that for other Federal programs. Several management goals, i.e., meeting
deadline dates for dissemination of project application planning allowances
and receipt of completed project applications, could not be met as scheduled
because of a delay in funding. Guam listed as priority management goals
the provision of technical assistance to participating school libraries in
an attempt to meet proper project application and preparation procedures,
and the establishment of qualltatve and quantitative standards for
educational materials. Hawaii'7 reported management goals included enrich-
ment and support of the curricu-um through providing school library
resources and other instructional materia's, including audiovisual media.
Hawaii also reported, revision and up-da.,--: of its State program.

In an effort to aid in the mate-ials selection process, the State of Wash.
had as a goal the preparation and dissem-nation of its title II publication,
Selecting Learning Resources. -his usef_.1 publication contains biblio-
graphies of materials for basic collections, for guidance and counseling,
vocational and career education, ar.:_ for tther specific subject areas.



Manaremert Goals and Comprehensive P1T--,intl

Manageme-. goals used it the administration of title 1i a, to bp
allied vi the overall planning and strategy develorert used by State
education agencies wher establishing their priorities and goals. FSEn
title II taff in utate educational agencies encouraged local. educational
staff to lan media programs with effective coordination of funding fee,
Federal, .;,tate and local sources. State priorities were used to plan
title 7.rojects for the improvemert cf instru,:tion in tare`
-,hroL71h -rH- acquisition of appropriate media.

Under t-.7i s:asic cirmnt ..irogram, school districts in Mass. have discretion
us4r I' funds for local curritHla7 re-*rities and areas.

The --a- crane srci'am, however, is irterded to support State priority
areas as needs and priorities. The State priority areas
suppc-tc- -r fiscal 1974 under title II included special education

--ojects) and _areer education (16 projects) as well as subject
-elat ly new the curriculum, e.g., women's studies, consumer educa7 .

sex er,s,1-, ion, d irtrouction of the metric syste.

ne of r-and -- to organize school visits to assist local
schoo pe,-sonrel in asessing local needs relating to acquisition and
..;se of title II resour:i2s -- supports a State goal concerning school
visit- I-- the rposr :)f assisting in the improvement of instruction
and en:.:0,-aqing 'oca' evaluation. Forty visits were coordinated with
title fiscal year 1974. Needs were identified for

.es, and facilities in the followino curriculum
areas: education, elementary safety education, reading,
and en', edv_lton. The environmental education projects,
usual' -itc,:rdijpir3ry in nature, featured ecology, weather, geology,
soils, :d'ife, and plants of various areas of the State. Title II
staff have cooperated in the development of two booklets providing
informv.,-r on environmental education programs, with emphasis on access
to useful structional media in the field. Career education has also
offered Sta :es opportur'ties to develop management goals for title'll with
State planning and leacership activities. The introduction into preparation,
entry anc awancement, created a demand for media describing new and tradit-
ional career, and providing nonrestrictive occupational models for girls.
Career education projects funded under title II have offered teachers the
opportunit to help pupils learn more through utilizing a variety of
resource addition to the usual textbook and curriculum guide.

All State education agencies in the Southeast region engaged in overall
planning 3r strategy development, closely tied in with established
State pritr-ties and goal',. In Ala., all State programs are coordinated
by a plan ceveloped in cooperation with the American Management Association.
Efforts were made to have all programs, including title II, be supportive
of priori :.ias such as Right to Read, drug and career education, and
accreditation of elemenary schools.

The Fla. Department of Education established as a priority improved and
better timed services to local education agencies. Flexible timetables,
revised applications, and dissemination of information are among the
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title II priorities which fit in with comprehensive State planning.
The complete reorganization of the State educational agency along
Functional lines has relocated the title II program in the Library Centers
and Learning Resources Section of the Bureau of Curriculum in an effort
to group like programs together.

In the formulation of the Goals of the Kentucky Department of Education,
the document which outlines the comprehensive plan of the Department to
meet that State's developed priorities for education for the next five
years, the title II program was given equal consideration with other
Federal programs. This is specifically reflected in the goal which calls
for the efficient distribution of resources that support the instructional
process within the State. The ESEA title II program effects all of the
goals since acquisition and utilization of library materials are essential
to the success of all educational efforts.

In Md., the State education agency and local educational agencies were
engaged in a management study which involves an appraisal of needs
and the setting of measurable goals and objectives. The critical needs
given highest priority were: improvement of reading, improved knowledge
of and increased acceptance of people of different ethnic or racial
backgrounds, programs in early childhood education, and programs for
career education. These needs will be met in some measure through
application for title II funds for the purchase of a variety of materials
in form, content and level for specified teachers and learners.

In Tenn., comprehensive State education agency planning included providing
cervices to local educational agencies to assist them in the improvement
-if the total education program. Services included assistance in planning,
evaluation, and implementation of programs designed to meet the educational
needs of students. The title II program provided learning resources
needed to help meet those educational needs.

:--rom the Mid-Continent area, Idaho reported that the organizational structure
of the State Department of Education is designed to facilitate planning
and coordination of all programs, ESEA title fI. Within the
framework of the State agency, a Coordinating Council is assigned the
development of long-range plans for the agency. The Program Administrator
of Federal Programs and the Deputy State Superintendent in charge of
Instructional Services serve on this Council. The title II coordinator
is in the Division of Instructional Services, an arrangement allowing
for close cooperation and planning with subject area consultants. This
set-up proved ideal in planning programs and utilizing media materials
to best advantage in all the disciplines.

No major changes have been made in the assignment of responsibilities
within the title II program. The Educational Media Consultant
has the primary responsibility of working with librarians and
teachers on the selection and utilization of media and program
development for title II. The subject area consultants advise
teachers of the availability of materials through title II, and
the supporting equipment available under NDEA title III, and urge
them to consider all possibilities in planning a comprehensive
educaional program.
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In Louisiana, where comprehensive State education planning included the
generation of a career development program, several components of title
II management goals would seem to mesh -- "to provide a variety of
instructional materials for use in instructional programs where a source
of study material:; is limited", and to "provide adequate instruciona'
materials for use of children and teachers by building school 1,:.!ry
resources to the level of the Southern Association Standards".

Comprehensive planning in the states stressed efforts to improve instrJ;:t
at all levels. Oklahoma and New Mexico, as did many other States,, 7ointe
out that ESEA Title II management goals help make this improvement
possible. Several States were explicit in describing how ESEA Tit1 T1

management goals fit into comprehensive State Agency planning. Arinr,

these was Texas, where schools apply to participate in title II, together
with other State and Federal programs, through the Consolidated Applicatrir.
for State and Federal Assistance Form. The Consolidated Application is
des'Aned to decrease local school duplication in application and report,,
procedures, and to allow the school to plan for programs in the Conso.
Application in light of the total school program rather than as Isola'
units. Through use of the Consolidated Application, tha educational
program -- the curriculum, instruction, pupil services, and all activittE
that support these is reexamined and replanned as necessary, to meet the
changing needs of the people served. The consolidated form enables the
school district not only to apply these funds to the purposes and objecti\
for which they are by law intended, but also to coordinate them for most
effective use.

A high priority in Texas is the development of an Instructional Resour'c
System to facilitate evaluation, selection, acquisition, and utilization
of all resources available to the local campus, or when appropriate from
district region or State, to collect and provide support data, and to
promote staff efficiency through a professional development program.
This priority is managed by the Director, Division of Instructional
Resources, who has title II management responsibilities. A committee,
under the Director, Division of Instructional Resources, and representa-
tives of the various program development divisions, assumes responsibility
for determining content areas in which title II funds allocated to the
Regional Education Service Centers are to be expanded. Subjects are
selected on the basis of needs identified by the Texas Education Agency
staff and are aligned with the State's educational goals.

The Wymong State Department of Education acts as a service-oriented
agency for local educational agencies. ESEA Title II in that State
reported working closely with it in project planning and materials
acquisition. Management goals for title II in the Upper Midwest have
been developed as specific sub-goals of those developed by the State
education agency.

In Mo., the goal to receive and approve special needs projects for
reading improvement and developmental reading is a part of the State
agency's goal to improve the reading ability of all school children
through the Sequential Reading Program.
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Projects in Neb. are directly related to its State educational goals,
such as: (1) providing appropriate edcuational resources so that each
student may develop kis special intellectual and creative abilities and
(2) assisting each institution to account systematically for the resources
it uses and the results it achieves. Tne Kans. title II staff assisted
the Planning, Evaluation and Research Section in planning and performing
diltrict -wide evaluation for accreditation purposes and cooperated with
the Elementary and Secondary Accreditation Section 4n reviewing standardsand in formulating alternative accreditation procedures for school mediaprograms.

In Mich., the Department of Education developed statewide goals for the
title II programs under which local districts must spell out their own
objectives and plan for evaluation of projects. A statewide assessment
of media center needs is planned as part of an overall education
assessment in the State.

Illinois reported:

Because title II funds were impounded for fiscal year 1973,
there were implications at the State level in providing media
staff and administering funds. Impounded funds were not released
until January 1974, causing undue delay in distributing funds
to local school districts. The result was a reduction in
staffing. Because of these staff reductions, many activities
within the section were limited in providing services to local
school districts. Fiscal proceedings were reviewed and respons-
ibilities for processing applications were placed in the fiscal
unit of the Department of Instruction. This change gave more
time for the preFesilonal staff in the media/library area to
provide consultative services to local school districts. Altnough
the agency is committed to a system of management by objectives,
it is quite clear that all bbjectives were not met during 1974
because of the aforementioned impoundment of funds and the
concomitant reduction in staffing.

There was a very decided correlation of title II management goals with
Ind.'s comprehensive planning, as witnessed in their special grants
allocations for implementation of pricrity concerns in the areas of reading
and career education; and in the dissemination of educational resources
through its professional library which provided materials for department
personnel, which in turn provided in-service training, research and
technical assistance in the selection and utilization of media. A close
working relationship the title II program and Iowa's State education
agency was apparent in this report:

The State Department of Public Instruction has prepared and
published a series of 3 handbooks...Plan for Pro ress in the
Media Center. Plans are underway for ano er t le in he
serfes. All of the handbooks provide information and guide-
lines for planning school media programs. The development
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of this latest handbook is another opportunity ari/or
example of how State Department plaRnino and title II
come together to work for what is best for children.

Three planned statewide conferences were held during
fiscal year 1974. Arrangements and plans for the con-
ferences we,e made by the staff in the State Pepartment
of Nblic instruction in cooperation with recommendations
made by the personnel in the regional media centers.
One of the purposes of the conferences was to invclve media
personnel from all over the State in positions at all levels
of education to help in the comprehensive planning of the
State Department in Public Instruction for th" title IT
program.

From the Western region, it was learned that 4flericin credited
help from ESEA title II funds in providing supplementary and curriculum
related materials as a step towards a State goal of helping each chile,
achieve hi;/her maximum potential as an individual. In Hawaii the Off
of Instructional Services and title II adminiotrators reported a coopera
responsfuility in the listing of materials selection:

Meetings were held with program specialists in the Office
of Instructional Services to delineate types of materials to
be listed by title II, and those that would be referred to
specialists in various curriculum areas. It was agreed that the
OIS would be responsible for listing approved materials for
enrichment or extending opportunities for learning in the subject
areas. During this fiscal year, a comprehensive revision of the
ESP, title II materials list was accomplished. Subject headings
were selected to conform with OIS curriculum guides, resulting
in the increased usefulness to teachers and educators in
selection of quality materials for their students.

In Nevada, planning is formulated through its management-by-objective
system, a system that derives from its Ten Common Goals for Education.
School library/media center programs and ESEA title II projects are
unified within this system. State planning sets goals designed for
implementation of school library and media centers in local school
districts, including needs assessment, program planiina, acquisition
of materials, and monitoring and evaluation of programs.

All Federal programs administered in Oregon are required to support
instruction-related priorities as set out by the State education agency.
This assures that managment goals for title II are an integral part of
State planning.



These instruction-related priorities are in the areas of childhood
and primary education, career education, culturally and economically
disadvantaged -- all areas requiring the special k'nds of materials
that can be provided with title II funding.

In describing how management goals fitted into comprehensive State
agency planning in the State of Washington, the report revealed that:

All ESEA Title II programs and activities have been
incorporated into the overall comprehensive Goals for
the Common Schools, which were developed by the staff
of the Superintendent of PublicInstruction and adopted
by the Washington State Board of Education in January
1972.

Washington continued using its Consolop (consolidated
application forms and uniform reporting procedures)
for ESEA Title I, II, III and NDEA III, with over 25
districts in the State. A program priority survey was
conducted by the Division of Curriculum and Instruction
to identify areas of greatest need, Supervisors within
the Division o' Curriculum and Instruction work together
to assist school districts improving programs that depend
upon the effective use of learning mateirals. Thi5 year
operating plans for the title II program were coordinated
with both directors and supervisors within the State
education agencies. Operating plan provided increased
effectiveness in organizational budgeting and evaluation
of management performances.
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6. Program Goals

Program goals in the title II program relate to specific needs for
instructional materials in various curriculum areas, in differert =ormats
to accomplish varied teaching and learning styles, and to meet the needs
of target groups of children. Program goals are related to State needs
such as those for media in early childhood education, reading, metric
education, or for gifted or disadvantaged children. State goals incl!Ide
media for use in staff development activities for teachers, for
instructional programs for children in private as well as public
and in such agencies as hospitals, correctional institutions, an':,

schools offering educational programs for children.

Several Northeastern States cited as a program goal increasing the
availability of instructional media for the use of activities related
to the celebration of the Bicentennial of the American Revolution.
Bibliographies of media on this subject were prepared and disseminated
to teachers, media specialists, and pupils. A number of special purr ,L

projects to provide media for United States history courses were fun;.
e.g., Early New England studies for middle school pupils in Fall Pivei ,

Mass.; a new interdisciplinary course in American Civilization at E.L.
Vandermeulen High School, Port Jefferson, N.Y.

The resurgence of interest in traditional crafts has combined nicely wHth
the Bicentennial theme. Schools have purchased media in this field
for use in erveral curriculum areas, e.g., the arts and humanities,
social studies, and English and journalism. A somewhat related topic
which has been introduced into the teaching of literature, with the
associated add4tior of media on the subject, is the -=olklore of American
Culture.

States also report that meeting the cultural or linguistic needs of
children is an important goal. Both regular end special purpose project:
are funded under this objective. For example, Bristol is one of the
R.I. communities with a large Portuguese population. English as a second
language is offered to non-English-speaking children in the high school
and Portuguese is offered as a language course. The funds from title II
helped to enlarge and increase the collection of bilingual and cultural
media. From the increased use of these media, local school personnel in
Bristol judge that the media have had a positive effect on learners.

-In Brookline, Mass., a two-year elective course in Mandarin Chinese
is being piloted as a language option. Title II funds are being used
to acquire enrichment materials in art, music, literature and history.

A group of children who have been targeted in some States to receive
special attention under title II are children living in sparsely populated
areas. Vt., for example, still has 8 one-room schools where local
resources are extremely limited. Title 11 has placed some new attractive
books of high quality into the hands of children attending these schools.
Maine's two regional media centers are providing a demonstration of
cooperative media activities for several small schools. The center
at Waterville provides weekly delivery of materials to a number of these
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schools, with teachers in all schools participating in the preview and
selection of media. The effect of the Waterville project has been to
enrich basic learning media in the schools and to provide more flexible
teaching styles with the varied media formats made available.

N.J. is one of the Northeastern States giving special attention to
children in various types of institutions. The 23 State institutions
and agencies were organized in fiscal year 1974 into the Garden State
School District. These schools, enrolling 5.245 pupils in that year,
were awarded almost $9,000 in title II funds for the acquisition of books,
periodicals, and other media. It should be noted that Federal expenditures
for books for these schools comprised nearly 40% of the total expenditures
for books and that books purchased under title II for the use of children
in these institutions represent almost 15% of the total book collection.
Federal expenditures for audio-visuals for these schools represent
approximately 23% of the total expenditure for non-print media.

Del. has adjusted a program goal on the basis of information collected
through monitoring activities. Visits to schools indicated that some
se is had misinterpreted the acquisition of high-interest/low-vocabulary
re Ang materials to mean only fiction and were missing an opportunity
to purchase and encourage children to read in the content fields.
Information has been disseminated to correct this interpretation and
encourage the acquisition of easy-to-read media on a variety of subjects.

The acquisition of media to support metric education claimed a fair
amount of attention in iscal year 1974. Although some of the physical
hands-on-items are not eligible for purchase under title II, pictures,
charts, films, filmstrips, transparencies, slides and kits have been
widely purchased and used. Materials are in use not only in mathematics
and science classes but in language arts, social studies, industrial arts,
home economics, and physical education classes.

Energy crisis teaching resources have also commanded attention in developing
social studies and science Projects under title II. Newspapers,
magazines, and books have assisted classes to compare the sources of
energies in various societies with contemporary uses. Since much of the
visual material now available in schools is out-of-date and emphasizes
heavy use of non-renewable sources of energy, teachers and media specialists
are carefully reviewing their present collections and selecting new and
more current audiovisual media as they become available.

Program goals for the States in the Southeastern region followed in general
the pattern of Fla. There the primary goal was to administer the ESEA
title II program in such a manner that the same library opportunities
would be available to all children in public and private schools alike.
In practice, this meant that schools with the greatest needs would receive
the greatest share of available resources. The measure of the accomplishment
of this objective is to be determined through an analysis of responses
to the Fla. Statutes Accreditation Standards. Among other of its
management goals, D.C. called attention to a growing trend throughout
the country of calling on communities for support, thus broadening the
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base of Cooperation. From Ga., the goals stressed the 7portarce of
materials and their acquisition:

1. To provide a variety of quality resources for the .se
of pupils and teachers in elementary and secondar.
instructional programs that will meet the individua
needs of pupils

2. To make available adequate quantities of high ouality
school library resources relevant to the units of study
in elementary and secondary school instructional progra-s,
resources that will stimulate learning in individualize:j
study situations as well as in group activities

3. To provide sufficient quantities of ouality audiovisual
and printed materials for use by children and teachers
in elementary and secondary schools in support of the
curriculum

4. To stimulate local school systems to re7ace obsolete
school library resources and textbooks with uu-to-date
materials

To provide professional materials that will enable
teachers to be resourceful and effective

-o stimulate through Federal assistance an awareness at
the local education agency level of a need tr, ircrease
cunds for instructional media

7, To provide materials that will stimulate a desire in each
pupil to develop skills in reading which will enable him
to read to the full limit of his ability

8. To provide materials that give each pupil an opportunity
for occupational exploration that will lead to wise
choice of career

In 1971, the Md. State Department of Education published Criteria for MoOe.n
School Media Programs "to provide guidelines for -,choo'kTNTETiare
incorporating new educational approaches into their curif.ulum programs".
Unified media programs are recommended for the State, the school system,
and the individual building programs. Unified programs of service are
provided by the State: 20 of the 24 school systems have system-level
centralized integrated media services, and 97% of the individual public
schools have unified programs. When, however, the individual categories
of staff, services, facilities and funds are examined, no school system
fully meets all requirements. The title II program, relating as it does
to media services, has helped pave the way to public acceptance of the
concept that students leern various ways through exposure to many kinds
of resources. Programs now require and will continue to demand more
accessibility to and availability of good media programs. The goal of
the ESEA title II program in Md. is to provide assistance for the
development of media programs which will bring the 24 educational agencies
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into compliance with the categories of resources and funds expended as
set forth in the Criteria. Funds will Be used to-

1. Provide materials so that all elementary and secondary
students of the State will have media available to support
their instructional and recreational needs

2. Provide title II assistance to local educational agencies
with the development of system media programs

3. Assist local school personnel in the evaluation and
redesigning of existing and/or new media programs

4. Provide inservice opportunities for local personnel to
make more effective utilization of media resources

5. Provide statewide ethnic and cultural workshops and reading/
media workshops designed to make local representatives aware
of trends and development in utilization of ethnic, cultural
and reading materials

6. Establish cooperative program activities which will be of
mutual benefit to information seekers

Again and again, the States listed among their goals a sharing of
responsibility for materials selection and use -- some through Advisory
Councils and others through faculty and student recommendations. Ky.'s
goal "to involve the school guidance staff in the selection of materials
for their own and pupil use" was a logical step to its next two goals
"to conduct needs assessment in these areas (guidance materials) and to
prepare bibliographies of materials used in vocational education".
Miss. had a similar goal of providing "up-to-date material on educational
and occupational guidance" and also in seeking out "materials for special
education programs and resources in the area of social problems, such
as drug abuse and environmental/ecological education".

In the Mid-Continent region, program goals were frequently curriculum-
oriented, as in Wyo. where stress was laid on materials availability for
students through systematic procedures of handling and greater accessibility
of materials through a centralized collection. As for special project
grants, each application was required to contain documentation showing
critical district need, to list several objectives relating to that need,
and to indicate in-service training to facilitate better utilization of
materials. The title II staff in Ark. held seven workshops for librarians/
media specialists, principals and superintendents, to review priorities
and clarify procedures in line with program goals. Title II projects
were monitored and the title II coordinator reviewed the programs in line
with title II objectives. All title II applications were carefully
screened and many districts were directed to make certain changes which
would result in improvement of the programs. Memoranda concerning
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interpretation, direction and general information en tre function and
progress of the programs were distributed at frequent intervals to all
districts -- aid in planning and selection was given to private as well
as to public schools. Staff also screened purchase orders or thcsE
schools not having libra-ians/media specialists.

Program goals in Colo., on the local level were set by ESEA title
advisory committees. Special goals for their demonstration centers
founded with special purpose grants were:

1. To facilitate the learner's realization and attainment
of a quality education

2. To provide an educationally functional school library pronram
which will serve the personal needs, interests, abilities,
and creative potential of the learner and the developmental
demands of the curriculum

3. To improve existing school library media rroyrams and serve
as a model for further progress in the development of school
library media centers

4. To integrate comprehensive learning resources with the teaching
and learning process.

Idaho's program goals leaned heavily towards fulfilling the need for high
quality/adequate quantity of library resources and instructional material..
Included was the provision of professional materials for teachers.

A need to increase non-book materials was cited in both N.M. and La., as
well as the need to upgrade reference materials and supplemental reading
books. La. mentioned support for special and specific education programs,
i.e., reading, career education, Right-to-Read, and teacher training.
Mont. listed seven program goals. Those of special sianificance were:

1. The State education agency will conduct on-site visitations
to assist the local school district in developing and
implementing a plan for the use of title II funds as well as
providing assistance in the selection of materials

2. The State education agency will conduct regional workshops
to encourage local education agen;:ic to participate to
maximum advantage in this program

3. The State education agency will disseminate information on a
continuing basis to all eligible LEAs, describing the opport-
unities afforded by this program to strengthen their learning
and library resources in the schools

4. To secure the effective and efficient use of Federal funds
and to avoid suplication of effort, the Superintendent of
Public Instruction will establish such requirements as may

.),
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be necessary to assure the effective and efficient
coordination of the ESEA title II program with any
program conducted under the Library Services and Construc-
tion Act. The State educational agency and the Mont.
State Library Commission will hold periodic meetings to
coordinate programs at the State and local levels.

Okla. was not alone in having as a primary goal the provision of assistance
in the developing and/or strengthening of library/media centers. It
attempted to reach this goal by on-site visits to local educational agencies
by the title II coordinator, by conducting six regional library/media
workshops, and by maintaining a professional collection of materials for
loan to local educational agencies.

Program goals in Tex. included program review and technical assistance
activities, an effort tc implement the State program of Learning Resources
Centers through performance of office routines, development and dissemination
of guidelines for Campus Learning Resources, program support for the
Right-to-Read schools, and an emphasis on in-service education beamed
towards the planning process for Campus Learning Resources Centers. Moving
towards systems-oriented planning seemed implicit in Utah's resolve to
have on record the data concerning current status, one-year goals and five-
year media goals for every school in the State. Among other significant
goals were:

1. To establish and maintain model demonstration centers
in various areas of the State

2. To provide the leadership and motivation to promote the
integrated media program in every school in every district
in the State

As in other regions of the country, so in the Upper Midwest -- program
goals varied from State to State, determined by the specific needs for
instructional materials in the various subject areas, and by different
formats to support a variety of teaching and learning styles. Goals set
by these States fall into 2 broad categories - (1) Changes in curricula
and media services and (2) Consultative assistance and in-service training.
In the first category, Ill. reported a proposed revision of State standards
for media services; Mo., an evaluation of all school libraries, relating
its findings to inproved learning resources services, materials collections
and physical facilities. N. Dak. likewise is coordinating standards for
library/AV programs while Ohio is encouraging local schools to move from
classroom collections to central collections, or to move from traditional
libraries to integrated media centers. S. Dak. offered the assistance
of its Statistics and Planning Section to local educational agencies,
and Wis. continued to encourage and support the development of centralized
library/media facilities in schools throughout the State. Ind, introduced
materials on metric education and provided assistance to programs concerned
with alternative education.
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In the second category, dea7ing with consultative assistance and in-service
training, both Mich. and N. Dak. supported workshops -- the former for
volunteers, the latter for librarians and administrates. Wis., toc,
provided in-service support through regional, district and indivdua
meetings and visits.

Ind. used a one-week Instructional Development Institute as a springboard
to introduce functional media as support for instructional strategies, while
Neb. had among its program goals the development of guidelines for establir
ing and operating a media program in elementary and secondary schools.
Iowa worked towards providing current and innovative professional prirt
non-print materials for teachers and administrators through the 16 area
media centers and the Cooperative Network of In-Service Resources iccated
in the Marshalltowr Center. Mich. had as a program goal the sponsorship
of Freedom to Read Conferences, designed to meet the need of wise, but
wide, selection of materials and to offset efforts to limit the range o=
materials available to students. Mich. also supported the goal of prov4,d1,
occupational and career information materials in-depth.

Guam listed among its program goals the preparation of basic minimal co
ions of library resource materials for the opening of newly constructed
schools; the acquisition of materials essential for professional growth
of the staff; the assistance of teachers in the selection and effective u, .

of instructional materials and equipment; and the instruction of staff in
production of instructional materials. Hawaii's goals coincided with those
of so many of the States in attempts to provide greater in-service education
to school librarians, teachers, administrators, and counselors and also
to provide support to those curriculum areas where needs for additional
resources are greatest.

In the Trust Territory, it was reported:

Program goals are determined by the 6 districts after meeting_
with Selection Committees. These are more in the nature of
priorities than goals. For example, a given district may set
as a high priority the acquisition of films that can be used by
all schools in support of one or more subject areas. Although
we do not require districts to list their goals, they can be
summarized in an overall statement: To obtain improved materials
that will support and develop programs in science (including
health), mathematics, social studies, bilingual programs and
occupational education.

Wash., as did other States, stressed the goal of increasing the varieties
and numbers of materials available to small school districts. Another of
its program goals was to provide funding for learning resources demon-
stration centers throughout the State.

Because the testimony to Congress which prompted the writing and passing
of title II in 1965 gave great attention to the fact that so many public
schools were without school libraries, a major program goal in all States
has been establishment of centralized school media centers. Information
was collected in 1974 on the number of public elementary and secondary
schools with libraries or media centers (Table 16). This information was
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available from 43 States or other areas participating in title II.
Twenty-one States, American Samoa, Guam, the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs reported that all
public secondary schools had libraries or media centers; six States
and Guam reported having libraries or media centers 4n all public
elementary schools.

The proportion of public elementary schools with libraries or media
centers inutased significantly during the fourteen year period from
1960-61 to 1974 - from 31.2 percent to almost 79 percent. This remarkable
development can be attributed to the impetus of the ESEA Title II program,
development of State, regional and national school media standards which
included elementary schools, State and local support, and Federal support
of reading improvement through such programs as NDEA Title III, ESEA Title I,
and the Right to Read program.

During this same period, the proportion of secondary schools with libraries
or media centers increased only slightly; however, it should be noted that
the proportion of public secondary schools with libraries or media centers
was already high, their provision having been encouraged for many years
by secondary school accreditation procedures. The difference in provision
of libraries or media centers in public elementary and secondary schools
by regions of the United States is shown in Table 18. The New England
region made the greatest progress in developing both elementary and
secondary school libraries over the 14 year period from 1960 to 1974;
however, two_ other regions - the Southeast and the Great Lakes regions -
increased the proportion of public elementary school libraries or media
centers by more than 50 percent.

The ;ncrease in public secondary schools with libraries or media centers
has been very slight except in New England and the Far West regions, with
four regions actually showing a small decrease in the proportion of
public secondary schools with libraries or media centers.
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7. How the Relative ",eec Formulas Reflected ;rogram Goals

Section 117.3(b) of title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act requires the distribution of school library resources, textbooks, and
other instructional materials among eligible public and private elementary
and secondary schocl children and teachers according to their relative
need for these materials. Criteria for relative need are established by
each State on the basis of a number of factors, e.a., quantity, quality,
and recency of materials currently available to children and teachers,
requirements of regular or special instructional programs, cultural or
linguistic needs of children and teachers, degree of economic need, and
degree of past and present financial efforts to provide materials in
relati.,:r to financial ability.

In Del., results of the State testing program showed a high correlation
between financial status of families and reading achievement of children.
The title II relative need formula has therefore directed a significant
amount of funds to school districts enrolling children from families of
low income. The greatest financial support for media goes to school districts
that are economically disadvantaged, those that have the poorest or most
inappropriate collections of media, and those with the largest number of
children. Over $160,000 was spent in fiscal year 1974 on Del. title II
projects related to reading.

Concern for minority groups was expressed in one of Nlich.'s program goals:

To support the goal of providing materials at all levels and
in ,117 formats for Spanish-speaking and American Indian students,
the title II office, aided by a committee, will distribute to
every school building a bibliography of such materials to aid
schools in their selection,

and from Minn.:

Funds were spent to expand an outstanding depository of Indian
and Mexican-American media materials at Brainerd. Materials
hoved in this cultural center may be used by all schools in
the State.

Minn. also numbered among its goals the establishment of a model Right-to-
Read program and assistance to a program for the gifted child by providing
materials.

In the Western region, Alaska reported that for a variety of reasons,
in-service programs for title II were limited. However, technical assistance
was provided by the Federal Programs staff in helping local educational
agencies-with their proposals for special purpose grants. American Samoa,
whose school library program was a late starter (in 1970) continues to work
on building its basic collections and reaching a standard of ten books per
student.
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Among Ariz.'s program coals were:

1. Special purpose grants will be available to new schools
opening libraries to assist them in establishing basic
collections of materials and to schools establishing
libraries for the first time

2. Professional materials for use by library media personnel
throughout the State will be available for loan from the
Department of Education

3. State Agency will assist private schools as much as possible

4. Minimum basic grants of $475 will be established for schools
with at least 50 students but no central collection of
materials

5. Maximum grants of $3,575 will be established for schools,
regardless of the size of enrollment.

From the Bureau of Indian Affairs, program goals were basic: to increase
services to the smaller isolated schools where no library and media
activities are.availc,ble other than through their own resources. Emphasis
was also placed on working with other titles-funded projects to increase
materials on career choices.

The Mass. relative need formula, revised in 7iscal year 1973 began to make
its impact felt in fiscal year 1974. The former simple count of library
items per pupil as an index of need was replaced by a compilation of local
expenditures per pupil for media. An incentive category measuring local
effort against national media standards was introduced. School districts
welcomed the revised formula grant program in that it linked print and
nonprint programs separated by the State budget code, allowing combinations
of budget in some districts and more coordinated planning in others.

The N.J. relative need formula was developed to assure that children and
teachers in elementary schools and children and teachers in urban schools
receive the largest share of title II benefits. Essex County, for example,
which contains Newark, N.J.'s largest city, received nearly 11% of the
State's title II program funds. The basic grant formula in Maine results
in 42% of the schools receiving very small allocations. State title II
staff and the State Advisory Council question seriously the impact of these
small amounts of funds spread so widely; however, concentrating funds
appears inadvisable because of the universal need for media in nearly all
or Maine's schools. The incentive grants awarded to those Maine elementary
schools that make a local commitment for media staff and facilities, does
concentrate larger amounts of title II funds in a few schools for greater
effectiveness.

Conn.'s relative need formula takes into account two factors, (1) the
number of disadvantaged children in a school system and (2) the local
educational agency's financial ability to support education. By applying
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these relative need factors in determining allocations for public and
private schools and through special projects, the funds made available
support program goals designed to encourage discrImination in selection
of media, professional involvment, and long range planning. Pa. reported
the need to restudy its relative need formula to determine its effectiveness.
After nine years, it was felt that Pa. schools should have sufficient
State did local support to minimize continued Federal support. Concentration
of funds in fewer schools was recommended for consideration in future
planning.

Schools in the Southeastern region likewise followed a pattern of economic
factors, availbility of materials (or lack thereof) and achievement of
basic skills in determining their relative need formulas. Tenn. provided
a direct insight into the relationship between a relative need formula and
program goals:

The relative need formula is based on economic factors which
determine the ability of a local education agency to support
its educational program. The ESEA title II goal of providing
financial assistance for acquiring learning resource materials
uses the relative need formula in determining the proportionate
amount of financial assistance to be provided each LEA for this
specific purpose.

In its Educational Policy for the State of Florida, the first and most
important goal listed is competency in basic skills. Because of the
relationship between economic deprivation and lack of achievement, 75%
of its funds are distributed on this basis. Through a comprehensive
assessment of collections of school library resources and instructional
materials supportive of the curriculum, Ky. was able to arrive at its
relative need formula. The assessment covered all local educational agencies
and private schools. in establishing need, these various factors were con-
sidered: quantity,guallty appropriateness and accessibility of resources,
the nature of the instructional program, and the adequacy of facilities
and personnel.

The N.C. title II State Plan provides that local education agencies can
use program funds to purchase materials related to educational priorities.
State priorities included career education, reading, early childhood
education, improved opportunities for the disadvantaged, and programs for
the handicapped. Local educational agencies selected those priorities which
reflected the needs of students and included history of African, Eastern
and Western cultures, drug awareness, ecology, and N.C. history. The
relative need formula is designed to be applied to the individual school
based on instructional program and priorities, and the amounts of instruct-
ional materials available to support these programs and priorities. Whie
the need for library resources and other printed and published instructional
materials continues to exist in all school districts in S.C., the need is
more critical in school districts having high concentrations of children
from low-income families. The relative formula reflects this need in
that 50% of the funds are directed to those districts enrolling large
numbers of low-income children.



States of the Mid-Continent region were unanimous in declaring teat the
relative need factor strongly influenced program goals, although some
States were more specific than others in documentinc their cases. Okla.,
conceding that the title II program is not reflected directly in fiscal
year 1974 program goals went on to conclude that the "relative need formula
is fundamental to the program". Ark., using the standard of 20 books per
student, continued to use quantity as a factor in its formula and required
each district to determine its deficiencies, and allocated funds on the
basis of the verified deficiencies.

Wyo. felt that its relative need formula needed some kind of revision,
largely because it is outdated (formulated in 1965). Its two parts are
based on (1) numbers of library books in a given LEA and (2) school
population. Unhappy as this State is with its formula, it has some merit
in that the report concluded that "the greater number of books per student
in a district, the less money is allocated per pupil enrollment. This
tends to place title II funds in the areas of greatest need".

Program goals in Idaho still remain just that. Emphasizing that its
schools do not meet national media standards and that only a minimum number
of elementary schools meet State guidelines, the title II report stated
that no changes were made in its relative need formula for fiscal year 1974.

Mont., in contrast, seemed relatively pleased with its relative need
formula and its effect on program goals, stating that it "provided allocations
for disadvantaged children, and proved effective in providing equitable
funding for all those schools that applied". Relative need in Colo.
is measured through the relationship of a given school district's assessed
valuation and its resources holdings. Entitlements are then based 90%
on economic need and 10% on current resources need. This formula pro/ides
that "the greatest amount of money goes to those districts least able to
provide school library resources and instructional materials to students
and teachers".

The majorit of State plans for States in the Upper Midwest used factors
such as ecor imic need, quality and quantity of materials currently available,
degree of lc-al financial effort in relation to a district's financial
ability, and establishment of centralized building media services, in
promulgating their relative need formulas. An example of direct relationship
between program goal and relative need formula is provided by Mich. A
program goal to provide a wide variety of materials for student and teacher
use in areas of high concentration of deprivation fitted in well with a

factor in its relative need formula, which provides that 35% of title II
funds go to districts where 20% of the enrolled students come from homes
where parents made less than $2,000 per year, or whose mothers receive
Aid to Dependent hildren, or who live in foster homes. Sharing in extra
benefits provided by this factor were 232,814 students in 89 districts in
fiscal year 1974.

A number of program goals set by States were indirectly related to relative
need, of which Mo. provided an example. The relative need formula by which
district allocations are calculated included these factors: number of
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pupils and teachers, degree of economic need, previous financial effort,
and quantity and quality of library resources currently available. The useof this formula provides per pupil amounts varying from district to districtin support of acquisitions for the improvement of library collections. The
use of this formula proved of help in the achievement of Mo.'s firstprogram goal: "Conduct an evaluation of all school libraries to assist...in
planning improved library programs".

Proof that the relative need formula is no static thing, but can evolve toserve as an effective instrument in the achieving of new program goals was
illustrated by Neb.:

The relative need ''ormula was designed originally to consider
economic need, local effort, the collection in its relation to
State approval and accreditation standards, the utilization as
reflected through staff, facility, and the organization for
services:. Over '.he years, since its inception in 1968, these
factors have been amended so as to consider changes prompted
through the application of tL, relative need formula.

For example, as the valuation per resident pupil increased each
year, the weighted point value designated for economic need was
extended to encompass a broader range of dollar values in an
effort to lend greater assistance to areas of minimal value.
Similarly, as collections reached maximum point value in relation
to accreditation standards, changes were effected in the weighted
point value so as to adjust for such improvement. Such deverse
factors as central processing and participation through a regional
media center were worked into the formula to reflect increased
local effort.

All program goals were drawn to promote improved media programs.
All aspects of improved media programs were touched by the
original relative need formula, and in turn changes were made
necessary to reflect growth. To separate relative need formula
and its application from the program goals of title II would be
difficult indeed.

States in the West reported a variety of relative need/program goals
correlation from the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands where it seemed
to be arrived at on a subjective basis, to Hawaii, which reported revising
the formula so as to emphasize aspects of its State's program needs.
The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands reported:

Selection committees and heacquarters personnel continue to
determine relative need primarily on the basis of their
on-the-scene professional judgment as to the quality and
quantity of materials available at the time selections are
made, as compared to the need for additional material
necessitated by increased enrollments and the ability of
teachers and students to utilize increasingly sophisticated
reading and instructioral materials.
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Nev. interpreted its overall program goal of assisting local educational
agencies in implementing title II projects, as a tie-in with its relative
need formula, components of which are:

1. The quantity and quality of resources, books, and materials
already available for use of children and teachers

2. The degree of economic need in the district

3. The degree of previous and current financial efforts for
providing such materials in relation to financial ability

4. The value judgment of professionally qualified school
library supervisory personnel who are familiar with the
needs of children and teachers in relation to resources,
books and materials

5. Critical educational needs established by a systematic
assessment.

Many States have problems compounded, with many schools located in isolated
areas and having small enrollments. Ariz. attempts to alleviate the
situation by granting such schools a basic $475. As for its relative need
formula, it is a composite of several things:

...the quantity of school library resources, the trained
personnel to promote the use of materials and to insur..
the acquisition of quality materials, pupil enrollment,
and the maintenance of effort expenditures for library
resources at the school district level.
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8. Achievement of Program Goals

State departments of education reported some success in attaining the
program goals developed for the title II program in fiscal year 1974.
The degree of success attained was based on both quantitative and qualitative
evidence.

Nearly every Northeastern State reported a reasonable level of achievement
in the objective of providing a variety of materials in form, content and
level of difficulty of media for use of children and teachers in schools
where formerly a single textbook was the chief source of study. Conn.,
for example, mentioned a school where, with the exception of textbooks
there were only two dozen books in one kindergarten class to keep the
children's interest for the entire year. Only a few children were reported
to use them. After a grant from title II of $1,500 for new books for
54 children, an average of 20 children in each of the two daily sessions
used the books.

Another objective -- to provide audiovisual media for schools where libraries
are in a transitional stage of development from a collection consisting
largely of printed materials into a broadly based media program -- has been
ess,:ntially achieved in some schools; however, needs for up-to-date materials
in all form; and on all subjects continue to be noted.

Several Northeastern States commented on the impetus that title II has
continued to give to the employment of media personnel to organize materials
and assist with their use. The following comments from the N.J. and Pa.
reports are illustrative of this point:

N.J.:

The relative need formula has increased the number of libraries
and librarians in elementary schools. Districts are willing
to employ staff when materials and collections are built up.
In September, 1974, there were 1,074 elementary school librarians,
an increase from 930 in 1971.

Pa.:

ESEA title II is specifically responsible for the increase of
the materials available in the public and private schools of
the Commonwealth. This year, every public school building in
Philadelphia is served by an aide or a professional because a
real library exists. This is a major step forward.

A Conn. program goal -- to improve the selection of media -- was assisted
by the release in 1974 of a small share of funds allotted for 1973. Schools
were encouraged to use these funds to obtain appropriate selection guides.
Most did sound a definite improvement in the quality of media selected
for purchase is noticeable.
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In Del., where local school districts chose their own program goals for
title II, the majority opted for a strengthened reading program, with career
education next in line. As for attainment of providing career resources
materials, success has been limited, "because the career education program
in many schools is still in the development stages and the purchase and
utilization of resources is still Sow ". Conclusions for an improved rate
of success -- "There must be a well-developed instructional program for
ESEA title II goals to be effective in terms of improvement of learning".

Serious consideration is being given in Maine to changing its policy
whereby regular grants are distributed to 99% of its public schools and
to 65% of its private schools. The effect of small amounts of money so
thinly spread left little impact on the program or its goals. However; an
upbeat note was sounded in the report of the establishment of two regional
media center projects, one at Waterville and one at FarmingLon.

Mass. reported a continuing degree of success with program goals of upgrading
curricula through use of title II monies. Minigrants were awarded to
provide materials in the fields of special education, occupational and
career education, and in the newer areas of women's' studies, consumerism,
sex education and metrication. By working with staff at local levels to
improve curricula, provide materials and integrate services, N.H. achieved
several of its program goals.

Cooperation with subject matter specialists resulted in publication of
curriculum materials relating to veneral disease, reading, and environmental
education. Title II funds were then made available for the purchase of
these curriculum materials. One of N.H.'s goals, "To develop an effective
program of dissemination of model educational projects relating to all State
and Federal programs opeating within the Division", resulted in a special
purpose grant to Hampton (Supervisory Union #21):

..to break out of the traditional library format of a collection
of strictly print materials. The value of motion to elementary
school children is evident and the Marston Elementary School in
Hampton would capitalize on available alternatives which can
successfully compete with commerical television.

Marston Elementary School then proceeded to establish an exemplary
multi-media library which offered modern materials via films and tapes
to move students beyond study with the print collection to become more
visually literate. Among the many States reporting the goal of providing
materials of high quality was Vermont. It reported attaining success
through its book-selection workshops, four in number, with five sessions
in each conducted throughout the school year.
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Reports of achievement of program goals were very positive throughout the
Southeastern States. All States reported the continued acquisition of
numbers of books that would enable individual schools to meet standard
numbers of books per child as set by State, regional, and national
professional associations and accrediting boards. Specifically, Alabama
provided leadership in the use of selection aids and reviewing media, in
the assessment of local needs, in conducting in-service training, and in
making a variety of media available for "hands on" examination. Results
of these efforts were reflected in the projects which showed that materials
such as art prints, paperback books, slides, transparencies, cassette tapes
and multi-media kits are being widely purchased in large quantities.
Georgia, in assessing achievement of program goals, made the following
statement:

"It is difficult to assess separately the attainment of each program goal,
since each is an essential element in providing high quality resources to
meet the unique needs of individual students who are the consumers in the
instructional program. The project applications reflect a greater variety
of media resources and an improved quality of projects from year to year.
In many schools the media specialist is an active participant in the
instructional team, assisting teachers in the selection, preparation and
utilization of instructional materials. Selections are made that support
research type teaching at varied interest and reading ability levels."

Both Georgia and South Carolina were among the many States reporting
an increase in library holdings. In South Carolina, only six secondary
schools reported collections having fewer books per child than the
requirement set forth in State standards; four of these were new schools
with new media centers. The average number of books per student in
secondary media centers was 10.2. Once school districts achieved South
Carolina's State standard in holdings, they were encouraged to use title
II funds to implement instructional activities designed to meet critical
needs. In fiscal year 1974, $368,171 was expanded towards this effort.
Georgia also used title II funds to effect changes in the instructional
program, designed to provide learning experience for each individual
student. These changes included implementation of the quarter system,
flexible scheduling and open classrooms, which in turn have created a
demand for more media.

In an effort to measure the degree of achievement of its program goals,
Mississippi submitted a questionnaire to local education agencies. The
results indicated 98% of the local educational agencies felt that they
would not be able to maintain materials in library/media centers at
desired levels without the help of ESEA Title II; 83% reported that
individualized instruction had been implemented because of increased
amounts of instructional materials provided by the program.
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Virginia reported that its goal for quality selection of materials has
met with a fair degree of success. State media personnel took advantage
of every opportunity to focus on this need. Schools were encouraged to
develop local selection policies, and local visitations were made to
talk with media specialists and other school personnel. Workshops were
conducted and displays provided for various groups, including State
agency sponsored subject area conferences and principals' conferences.
The conference space available at the Media Examination Center. School
Libraries and Textbook office proved to be a drawing card for small
groups wishing to examine the many examples of newer media. Virginia
also reported success with expanding collections -- by June 1974, only
three divisions had fewer than ten books per child, and fewer than 10
elementary schools were without centralized media services. Reports
also indicated growing collections of audiovisuals, with many of the
Special Project applications designed for emphasis of nonbook materials.

Reports from the Mid-Continent were also generally sanguine about achieve-
ment of program goals. Idaho reported its goals as "partially achieved",
stating what in essence was said in varying manner by other States:

There is a constant feedback from the educational community
that title II has been one of the best programs for providing
tangible assistance for students and teachers. Their comments
are not based on evaluative data, but on their experiences with
students and teachers in the classrooms since more library and
other instructional materials have become available for use.

Not surprisingly, many States continued to have goals relating to "Right
to Read" or reading improving through provision of media. Louisiana
provided funding for 18 parishes to establish model libraries in "newly-
created Right to Read Parishes". (These were in addition to 18 perviously
funded).

Oklahoma's umbrella program goal: "To provide assistance in developing
and strengthening library/media centers", was achieved through (1) visits
to local education agencies by a new title II coordinator, (2) regional
workshops involving teacher- librarians, librarian/media specialists,
supervisory media personnel, and school administrators, (3) professional
collections of materials for loan to local education agencies and
(4) tightening--up of standards for quality materials purchased with
title II funds.

Utah was one of many States reporting the establishment of model media
centers -- the four in elementary schools, one in junior high, four in
high schools and one in a combined junior-senior high represented a goal
achievement that provides facilities for observation of outstanding media
programs. From Wyoming it was noted that local budgets in 90% of its
schools have maintained or increased their level of spending over the
past ten years. The report went on to state , "A large portion of the
credit can be directed to the incentive of title II. The real incentive
for local education budgets came from attention provided by required
planning, implementing and evaluation of ESEA Title II projects."
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Achievement of program goals in the Upper Midwest was mixed, with some
States reporting a degree of achievement in the area of supporting changes
in curricula and media services, and others claiming success in providing
consultative assistance and in-service training. From Mich. came reports
of several workshops:

Three Freedom to Read workshops were held during fiscal year
1974. All were oversubcribed and enthusiasm was high. Title
II, ESEA shared the costs with LSCA...These workshops alerted
people to the problems [of censorship], often made them tighten
their selection procedures, and prompted many media people and
their school boards to adopt written selection policies or to
evaluate those already in existence.

Another workshop which benefited school and public librarians
(again with funds from LSCA and ESEA title II) was "The
Library's Role In American Indian Education"...ft could not
reach everyone who should have benefited, but it made an impact
and is part of a total continuing effort.

Iowa established a Cooperative Network of In-Service Resources (CNIR),
whose stated purpose is to help teachers discover new ideas about education,
and another organization, Iowa Network for Obtaining Resource Materials
for Schools (INFORMS), with the aid of increasing the educators' level
of knowledge regarding curriculum and instructional methods, educational
innovation and current educational research. CNIR reached 310 (69%) of
Iowa's 451 local school districts in fiscal year 1974 by providin7 materials
at least once.

One of the major benefits deriving from the title II program has been a
trend towards the centralized collection. Ohio and Wis. were representative
in citing progress in this direction. From Ohio came this comment:

Thirty-five school districts moved from or are starting to move
from elementary school classroom collections to central library
facilities. Since this is a long term project, no attempt has
been made to tabulate the number of buildings involved...however,
consultants estimate that approximately 46% of schools visited
have moved or are moving to the integrated media center concept,
which necessitates the remodeling of facilities.

and from Wis.:

Attainment of this goal [centralized libraries] is measureable
through a statistical study, showing that at the elementary level
such facilities increased for approximately 50% to near 70%.
Secondary level centers have remained constant near the 95% level.

Publications have frequently proved a useful tool in upgrading school
library standards. In Neb. it was reported that combined efforts of the
title II staff and the Neb. Educational Media Association, with help
from the State Department of Education, produced a published guide originally
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aimed at evaluating existing media programs. Their Guide for Evaluating,
Developing and Establishing SchoOl Media Programs eventually evolved into
an instrument capable of Tending direct assistance as well as to the
establishment and development of new school media programs. At the time
this report was made, a new edition of the Guide was in the process of
being printed. "Copies of the updated versTERIre to be sent to State
departments of education, universities and colleges, and public and
private schools. This achievement, prompted by the title II administration,
must be viewed as the outstanding accomplishment of Neb.'s title II efforts".

States in the West, as in other areas, achieved varying degrees of successin meeting their program goals. Alaska reported that some district had
strengthened their mathematics, reading, and social studies programs by
coordinating title II with other Federal funding. Another State, Wash.,
also credited successful integration of its Federal funding resources withthe attainment of program goals. Unfortunately, its goal to increase
numbers and varieties of materials available to small school districts
through increased participation of such districts in the title II program
could not be fulfilled:

Loss of levies in a high percentage of school districts in fiscal
year 1973 resulted in the inability of many small districts to
maintain local effort. As a result, there was no increase in the
number of participating small schools. (Approximately 80% of
the school districts participated in the fiscal year 1974 program
as compared to 86% in fiscal year 1973).

The Bureau of Indian Affairs was also concerned with its small (and also
isolated) schools, concentrating efforts on grades K-3 where no libraries
were available, or existed only on a minimal level. It reported that it
had satisfactorily reached 43 our of 110 schools, affecting 6,586 out
of 12,123 children enrolled. These small schools range in size from 11
pupils at the Enemy Swain School on the Sisseton Reservation in South
Dakota to 735 at Barrow Alaska.

Among Calif.'s program goals attained was one "to develop, install and
operate ideological and/or technological liaison between educational agencies
and related groups". To meet this goal, the ESEA title II staff initiated
37 new and examplary multimedia centers in school systems located in
various regions of the State.

Guam's problems were unique, frequently compounded by the geography of long
distance:

Most proposals accepted emphasized the need for high interest,
low vocabularly books, vocational/occupational/career materials
and non-print materials.
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Still, the great gaps in instructional materials in all
subject areas and at all levels attempting to reach pre-
determined standards are still there. The increased number
of K-12 students is causing difficulty in providing adequate
book collections. Guam experienced definite cutbacks in the
total number of books and media materials due to increased
shipping and freight costs.

American Samoa likewise had its own brand of problems, and in describing
them, revealed some sociology:

Attaining ten books per student is proving difficult.
Currently we average 5.1 in the elementary schools, and 7.1
in secondary. Several thousand years of communal living
make it difficult to instill concepts of personal ownership
and responsiblity so our inventory losses often equal purchases.
The fact that library books are often found in villages,
tattered and worn from use keeps us hopeful since it indicates
that most books lost for our inventory purposes are in fact
being well used.

All seven high schools have well-trained Samoan library
managers, four public elementary schools have library clerks
and card catalogs. Five private elementary schools and 15
public schools now have a responsible person in charge of book
collections.

About half our basic collection list is now in schools.
This varies greatly from most mainland standards die to
cultural differences and also to the fact that 90% of
our students use English as a second language.

To meets its goal of support of those special curriculum areas where needs
exist, Hawaii's title II program supplied funds for, among others, projects
in individualized instruction, in reading, in Hawaiian and other ethnic
studies related to Island cultures, and in guidance programs. It should
also be noted that the private schools in Hawaii especially commended the
fairness with which the ESEA title II program was administered.

The goal of providing media that met criteria of discriminating judgment
was a primary one evidenced in many of the reports. Ariz.'s ten goals
weighed heavily in this particular area. Schools participating in the
title II program there were asked to file materials selection policy with
the Board of Education (100% results not yet achieved, but coming close).
Professional collections enjoyed wide distribution, seven new schools were
awarded special purpose grants, and lists on diverse subjects -- sources of
materials related to the Spanish-American, bilingual editions, Ariz.
non-print materials, award winning books, books with Ariz. settings, books
for kindergarten -- were prepared and distributed. Aware of the acute
shortage of personnel and professional staffing in the private schools,
Ariz.'s title II office processed materials on loan to that sector.
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9. Implementation of Goals in Title II Projects

Perhaps the most interesting section of the narrative reports furnished by
the States was that of "Implementation of Goals", where the title II
program was described in human terms. Each participating State was asked
in its fiscal year 1974 report to detail a number of projects illustrative
of the effects of the implementation of program and management goals
and the State plan. These projects are excellent examples of State and
local efforts to provide sufficient quantities of high quality media,
introduce newer types of media, and utilize those media in innovative
instructional programs and curricula.

Several projects in the Northeastern States were representative of those
furnishing media support to the curriculum, as in the Ralph Bunche School
in N.Y. City. Specially prepared bibliographies were integrated with
the curriculum through explicit references to curriculum guides. Distri-
bution of media to classrooms is a daily feature of the program, as is
flexible media center scheduling to promote opportunity for class work,
small groups, and independent study. A project serving elementary school
pupils in schools of the Merrimack Valley School District of N.H. was set
up to support career education. Books, filmstrips, pamphlets were furnished
to broaden perceptions of children whose personal observations in the career
field tend to be limited. For the past several years, studies in ecology
have become very popular. To answer that need Dryden Elementary School,
Dryden, N.Y., used title II funds to support practical projects in the field
of environmental abuse. Media are used to assist in testing hypotheses
on ecology-related problems of recycling, on prevention of stream and soil
erosion, and on animal feeding stations. Some projects were initiated with
the special needs of children in mind, or the needs of special groups, or
the opportunities and demands of independent study.

At Holy Trinity School, Wallington, Conn., children have been helped to
develop new interests in curricular and recreational activities through
the addition of easy-to-read books on contemporary topics. Rancocas
Valley Regional High School in N.J. used title II funding to increase
holdings in minority group media, women's studies, microfilm holdings of
periodicals for research purposes, the American Indian, and New Jerseyana.
The excellent collections in these fields offer pupils rich opportunities
for independent study in languages, literature, and social studies.

An example of a school serving needs of special pupils is St. Mark's
High School, Wilmington, Del. Although the school had an adequate media
collection, it was used primarily by students of average ability. With
title II funds, newer media were selected to provide for both gifted and
talented pupils in advance courses and for those children whose working
level was considered below average.
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A story of gains in test scores comes from Stony Lane School, North Kingston,
N.H., whip-e students had been identified through a State testing program
as having lower test scores than those in other schools of the district.
Title II funds were expended for materials in the areas of reading comprehen-
sion, vocabulary development, and improvement of self-concept. Teachers,
pupils and media staff indicated that these media played a major role in
improving test scores over the period of a year.

The funding of a three-year project through an incentive grant resulted
in the installation of a new elementary school library/media center at
Sherwood Heights School, Auburn, Maine. Local funds provided both the
facility and staff, which includes a full-time media specialist.

To answer the need for prior examination, or a "hands on" approach to
materials selection, some States have used title II funds to develop
examination centers. One such is the recently opened Kingston Center in
northeastern Pa., which offers educators the opportunity to review and
evaluate media prior to selection. Intermediate unit funds provided staff
and facilities; title II, the media. A special collection of materials'
on career education is being developed.

Projects described by the States comprising the Southeastern region as
exemplary and illustrative of the effects of the implementation of the ESEA
title II program included all areas of the curriculum -- basic and special --
and ranged from kindergarten through grade 12. They were universally
supportive of the unified media concept, and were illustrative of the fact
that school administrators are convinced of the importance of a successful
instructional program of a substantial collection of school library resources.

Since 1966, Ala. has consistently emphasized the strong influence that
title II was exerting on the beginning and development of a statewide
elementary school media program. Typical of the progress made is the program
as described by the Main Avenue Elementary School in Sylacauga (grades 1-5)
where 472 students are enrolled. Book circulation where averages 200 per day,
in addit on to which teachers check out room collections and books for
unit study. Independent study time is provided each day for students, and
a 30-min.te planned library period is scheduled weakly for each of the 20
classes, at which time the library/media specialist works with children
and teachers. To keep teachers informed of the library program and its
offerings, an inservice workshop is conducted to discuss media center
policies and services, and to acquaint them with the operation and use of
new equipment and materials. Sylacauga is proud of its collection of books
(averaging 12 per child), multimedia kits, study prints, filmstrips, globes,
recordings, tapes and transparencies, much of which was made available by
title II.

Inner city schools have problems uniquely their own. When they succeed in
coping with some of these difficulties, it is especially gratifying to learn
how they did it. One such is the Most Pure Heart of Mary School, Mobile, Ala.
Many of their children come from homes that have no books, and where reading
is not an activity to be enjoyed or shared. Beginning in the early grades,
students are taught to read independently, and to check out books for use
at home. The title II staff and teachers attribute early success in
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independent reading to an increased achievement in other areas of the
curriculum. Langley Junior High in D.C. has also concentrated on an
independent reading program. Since 1972, ESEP. title II money has been
used to saturate the school with both paperback and hard cover books, and
with films and filmstrips taken from books. The program emphasizes silent
reading, and is based on the rationale that when students are allowed to
choose their own subjects and titles, and are able to read in a pleasant
atmosphere conducive to learning, they develop an appreciation for reading
and a curiosity to read in ever-widening areas of interest.

An individualized reading program has also been developed in Hampshire
County, W. Va., for which title II funds were allotted. Three high schools
and four elementary schools which had the "neediest scores" received instruc-
tional materials according to their special areas of need as indicated
by the survey. Both print and nonprint resources were purchased, with the
science and social studies areas of the curriculum benefitted most. With
additional appropriate study skill kits and high interest/low ability
materials the instructional personnel were able to effectively integrate the
reading effort into the total curriculum.

In the Midcontinent, States described a variety of projects, ranging from
bilingual and bicultural to the open concept school. In between were programs
to enliven industrial arts, to introduce the metric system, and to
provide demonstration media centers. From Cheltenham Elementary School,
Denver, Colo., came the report of a program described as, "Two cultures,
two languages, one people". Of the students enrolled here, 65% are Spanish
surnamed which necessitates a strong bilingual and bicultural emphasis.
Title II funds have made possible the purchase of books, tapes, filmstrips,
transparencies, maps, charts globes, and other resources that reflect this
emphasis.

A project embracing its industrial arts curriculum was described by Littleton
High School, Arapahoe County, Colo.:

Residents of our area are highly mobile and the median family
income is above the State average. Since 53% of the school's
1974 graduates did not enter a 4-year college, the need to place
greater emphasis on the industrial.arts curriculum became
apparent. Our. project attempted to provide library experiences
for students who were not majoring in academic subjects, and
to provide them opportunities for independent study in such
courses as electronics, wood shop, metals, auto mechanics,
driver education, mechanical drawing, welding, and foundry.
Materials purchased with title II funds leaned heavily towards
the audiovisual format to provide appeal to students who were
not book-oriented.

Missoula, Mont. embarked on a project to build quality collections of
multi -media materials designed to individualize instruction and improve
teaching methods, while Fergus High School at Lewistown, described itself
as "an example of a rural county high school that has used title II funds
for updating and enriching an otherwise mediocre collection. The areas that

the school concentrated on this year were creative writing and world history".
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From Okla. came an example of a creative media program, which aids and
abets the open concept school in which it is housed, and the description
of a project funded by title II which resulted in full-scale cooperation
of the local administration:

Eisenhower Elementary School in Norman has a creative media
program that is very much a part of the total instructional
program of the school. Since this is an open concept school
it is difficult to determine where the Media Center begins
and ends which is excellent! Students may be seen in
the "Numbers Nook", "Communication Center", "Answer Avenue",
"People Place", or "Curiosity Corner", reading or listening
to a record or tape, viewing a filmstrip, or perhaps researching
in reference books. All of these resources were made available
by title II and receive extensive use by teachers and students.

and

qyline Elementary School in Stillwater was a recipient of one
of the Special Projects Grants to serve as a demonstration
media center for two years. Thanks to the grant, the basic
book collection was strengthened, but primarily the money was
used to develop the software collection. Perhaps most
important of all, the local administration exhibited its support
for the media program by remodeling, building shelves, painting,
and expanding the facility to three times its original size.
Students and teachers are served by a full-time certified
library/media specialist and a full-time aide. This is now
one of the more successful media programs in the State.

Many of the States used this part of their report to provide a summary
regarding their projects. Utah, after describing its model media projects
located in 11 schools throughout the State as centers of examplary resource
programs, had this to say about their value, "More important than the mere
acquisition of equipment and materials has been the change in attitude and
practice on the part of faculty and students. The media center has become
the hub of activity and a true center of learning. Support from the district
administration and from the public has been extremely strong. In some
centers this has resulted in construction of new large facilities to accommodate
the program. In others there has been extensive remodeling and enlargement.
These have become truly model centers and provide show places where educators
and the public can see excellent instructional programs in action".

Notice has been made elsewhere in this report that as the nation moves to
adopt the metric system of measurement, schools are already preparing the
coming generation to accept and understand it. One such school is the Dean
Morgan Junior High School, Caspar, Wyo., where the media specialist and
two 8th grade science teachers, with the help of an ESEA title II grant,
built up an examplary collection on the metric system. This collection,
through interlibrary loans, is made available to other school media centers
in the district, until such time as their own collections become adequate.
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State education agencies in the Upper Midwest cited a variety of projects
that provide indications of success in accomplishing goals, both program
and management, set for title II during fiscal year 1974. From Joliet
Elementary School District, Will Courty, Ill., came word of a project built
around the needs cf special groups -- in this (Ate, t,i dont And the
bilingual:

Pershing School has developed both a library and a learning
resources center with the use of title II and local funds.
This center serves 300 students, K-8, but its uniqueness
centers around both the bilingual population and deaf and
hard of hearing students it serves. As well as meeting the
needs of typical students, a variety of materials have been
purchased to implement programs initiated by teachers to meet
the varied educational needs of the deaf and hard of hearing,
and the bilingual student.

Another school with another kind of specialized collection, developed with
title II funds, is Lawrence Central Junior High in Kans. It has continued
to build a fine ethnic section, with cooperation from Kans. State College
staff in Emporia. This project is now in the final stages of evaluation.

Also in Kans., El Dorado has had for many years viable library programs on
the senior and junior high school levels. However, "because elementary
school library media centers had not been developed, title II funds were
withheld from these. With the assistance of the title II coordinator,
parent pressure, and the School Library Media Directors Association, adminis-
trators were persuaded to hire an elementary school librarian. Each of
the five elementary schools now has its organized library/media center".

A project in Indiana - "Books for Boys" designed to assist in alternate
approaches:

Ordinarily a media specialist would be aghast at finding
writing in the inside cover of a book which was the property
of the library, but when our circulation clerk pointed out
the graffiti in "The True Book of Dogs", we were delighted.
A line circled the school stamp and the words written in
underneath, "IS THE BEST SCHOOL IN THE WORLD". The book
in which this graffiti appeared was one of those purchased
with funds provided by a special grant from title II. Our
program was titled "Books for Boys" and its thesis was that
some boys do not succeed at reading because leisure reading
materials provided are not sufficient in quantity nor of
interest to them. It was our hope that if we provided the
right kinds cf materials at the reading level of our students,
we could help them develop a positive attitude towards reading.

Another facet of our program was to provide books on records
or tapes for students who were frustrated by having no materials
which they could read at their interest level. ...
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Materials purchased through this program have enjoyed
a high rate of circulation, but even more important,
we believe that the informal, spontaneous inscription
in this book about dogs was an indication of the
relationship between interest in a book and a good
feeling about the school.

Kirksville, Missouri reported implementation of the goal, "To assist
local education agencies in strengthening their nonprint holdings". Out
of the total allocation of $3,770, this district chose to spend 82%
($3,007) for audiovisuals, thus reflecting administration desires to
provide students and teachers with a wide variety of learning resources
for improved instruction and learning opportunities.

Scattered throughout this report have been instances of title II funds
granted for special projects in ethnic studies. In South Dakota, where
there was a dearth of materials dealing with the culutral background of
American Indian, title II funds help to alleviate this shortage. To
this end, a project handling demonstration material was designed and
eventually awarded to Rapid City for housing and care. This unit does
not provide for use outside the center, but is always available for
review by any school in the State for possible acquisition.

Two other projects reported from South Dakota, designed to serve
reservation children in public schools, should be noted. One at
McLaughlin, provides a sharing on Indian cultural materials. Both of
these facilities provide service to all children and teachers of the
area. At McLaughlin reference and reading materials about the American
Indian includes legends, biographies, prose and poetry, art, music,
history, food, clothing and shelter, customs and traditions. Formats
include books, periodicals, records, filmstrips, cassettes, pictures.
A quote from the librarian and classroom teachers assures one that, "The
materials ordered have been a tremendous addition to our school, providing
experiences that cannot help but enrich our program".

And from McIntosh comes testimony that, "Elementary teachers have used
the materials throughout the entire teaching program. Because we now
have so great a variety of materials, books, filmstrips, transparencies,
pictures, slides and replicas, teachers are able to use the material
throughout the year as it relates to the various subjects in hand.

A recurring theme of need for materials on careers, a burgeoning field
in gpll schools and at all levels of instruction, has been a thread
running through reports from all areas of the nation. From Wisconsin
comes description of a successful project in career education:

A small school district in out-state Wisconsin (3600
student K-12) initiated a special project to focus
on career education materials. The program's intent
is to help each and every student to obtain an hold a
meaningful job. To accomplish this end, all teachers
in the school system have been involved in the selection
of materials contributing to this positive career
education program. The title II office, through its



consultants, has been in touch with the project, funded at
$14,400, with a planned evaluation slated for completion in
1975-76. The entire project is in compliance with a State
goal for career education, and a title II goal to "provide
each child an opportunity of access to adequate collections
of instructional materials.

States in the Western region realized program and management goals through
a variety of projects, stressing

curriculum-building materials, innovative
approaches to learning, specialized collections and in-service training.
In American Samoa, a reading center using village school facilities and
library materials, is open two nights a week, providing a quiet, well-lighted
place for study. Teachers or principals who staff it are paid from LSCA
funds, while books and materials are provided by ESEA title II.

The Ariz. Children's Home in Tucson is a private school established for the
treatment of emotionally disturbed children. Its library inventory was
extremely small and its budget for instructional materials was derived
primarily from proceeds of bake sales and other Parent Teachers Association
activities. Materials acquired under title III and placed on loan in the
school were books selected from annotated bibliographies whose subject
matter provided insight into the emotional problems of the children.

Not many of ESEA title II projects got off the ground as realistically as
that (along with several others) provided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs:

The Bethel, Alaska bookmobile project continues to stand
out as an examplary project, a project that serves 34 outlying
day schools via air from a regional library and media center
at Bethel.

The Standing Rock reservation in N/S Dakota established a
central library and media collection at Fort Yates from
which it serves outlying day schools via a bookmobile van.
Materials for the central service were purchased from title
II funds.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs operates 19 dormitories where
students attend public school. This past year two projects
were approved to provide library and media in dormitories
so that the youngsters may have continued access to print and
nonprint materials. This is similar to a home library where
children may use these resources during their free time in
after-school hours.

To turn from isolated areas to reports to title II projects in urban
schools with large minority enrollments, Calif. has furnished a program
example:

The Delevan Drive School, one of 450 elementary schools in
the Los Angeles Unified School District, is located in
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Administrative Area H which includes the communities of
Lincoln Heights, Highland Park, Eagle Rock, Silver Lake,
and Los Felix. The present facility is new and houses
500 children of whom approximately 36$ were minority at
the beginning of the 1973-74 school year. The ESEA title II,
Phase II project funded in 1974 for this school is designed
to assist in the implementation of a highly individualized
program to meet the needs of a very diversified group of
children in grades K 6.

Contributing to the diversity of needs in this school are
a high transiency rate (37% in 1972); a number of children
from low-income homes; and a median IQ score of 96, although
11% of the students are State Identified Gifted Children
and an additional 8% are identified as high achievers. Among
the objectives which are included in the project are
improved reading test scores and establishment of positive
attitudes towards reading. Other objectives relate to
learning experiences in ethnic and cultural studies and
career exploration.

Hawaii reported two especially interesting projects, one from a private
school demonstrating creativity, the other from e public school attempting
to promote recial harmony by fostering a pride and understanding of heritage.
In their own words:

At the Mid Pacific Institute, a private school on Oahu,
"Foundation for the Future" is the title of a project
providing $1,538 in title II funds for printed and audiovisual
materials for use by 11th and 12th grade children in a pilot
project to explore casual relationships between present and
future. The project is planned on an annual basis, but the
emphasis will rotate in a two-year cycle, establishing cause
and effect relationships in the first year, and examining means
and effects manipulating the values of social structures in the
second year. It is an interdisciplinary unit incorporating the
curricular areas of art, mathematics, social studies science,
and the language arts, with planning done by combined staffs of
all departments.

Major curricular purposes to be served through this ambitious project are
to provide:

(1) a well-planned, well-organized nintial step in curriculum revision
leading towards interdisciplinary studies (2) an opportunity for each
department to forge beyond the traditional historical-to-present approach...
and include instruction in the area most pertinent to students' lives -
the future (3) for the exploration of cause and effect -- how will our
activities in the 1970s affect our lives in the year 2000.

At Waimanaolo Elementary and Intermediate School, serving children in grades
K 9, a project titled. 'Hawaiian', was funded by title II for $2,000.
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A description of the project follows:

Over 85% of the students in this school art: :iative Hawaiians.
The school is located in a pocket where housing has been
provided at very low cost to those of Hawaiian heritage.
Others in the school are Filipino, Portuguese, Oriental,
and Samoan. The majority of the students are educationally
deprived. Racial problems have developed in the community,
and students from this school have encountered difficulties
when they enter high school in nearby Kailua (which is
predominantly middle-class Caucasian with many child7:(.r, from
service families stationed in the Islands).

Objectives of the program can be summarized thus: tli

compare and contrast Hawaiian and American mainland cultures;
and develop an understanding of the contributions of various
ethnic groups that have made Hawaii a 'melting pot of races'
12) To foster pride in themselves and in other ethnic
groups in their community by studying past achievements and
contributions (3) To give students a deeper appreciation of
their own potential and an appreciation of the future develop-
ment of Hawaii.

Many States reported projects involving students whose reading skills
needed sharpening. From Carson City, Nev., came a program typifying how
title II funds have used for this purpose. A program objective was
designed and implemente to provide high interest/low vocabulary books and
for grades 7-8 and fitt-_1 in very well with the 'Basic Skills Lab' whose
thrust is also directed at remedial reading and language arts deficiencies
among high school students.

To close this chapter on the Implementation of Goals, two special purpose
gralits naving Statewide impact were reported from the State of cash.:

Television Turns the Pag s ($11,704). A Statewide Education
Cooperative which provides 'stimulating material to show
the benefits of reading as a never ending endeavor'.
phis program ties in with the State Right to Read effort.
The monies were used to purchase 6 thirty-minute television
programs bearing the title Cover to Cover. These were put
on two-inch video tape and distributed to participating
educational television stations.

Professional Materials Library ($30,009). A central collection
of 16mm films and other "expensive" media for specific use for
teacher in-service programs by any district, school or
educational group in the State. The media included are of tw_
basic types: (1) materials that instruct teachers in some
specific technique or strategy such as reading techniques or
elements of individualized instruction and (2) Exemplary
samples of the latest trends in materials for teaching such
as simulation and games or involvement films. Th:s project
has been specifically designed for staff development and has
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had far greater impact than originally anticipated. For
the first time the State has a central source for staff
development materials. The 12 intermediate schoOl districts
have cooperated in bearing the costs of circulation and
developing a system for selection and evaluation, and have
cooperatively developed a catalog of the materials in the
collection.
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10. Cumulative Impact of Title II on the Education of Public and Private
School Children

Evidence of the cumulative impact of title II on the education of public
and private school children and the extent to which the effectiveness or
weaknesses of the program could be attributed to various provisions in
the State plan of management and program goals was obtained by State
department of education staff members through the monitoring of projects,
project applications and reports, and in a few instances, formal evaluation
based on project objectives.

Subjective assessment of the impact of the program by State department
education administrators and supervisors continues to be favorable. Typical
of many such assessments is the folloving, provided by the R.I. title II
coordinator:

All children and teachers have had the use of title II
materials. There are strong indications that since all
could participate, the program receives strong support
from teachers and administrators. The program has been
effective because of the following requirements:

Allocation to children and teachers in
all public and private schools

Maintenance of effort

Involvement of teachers in the selection process

Reflection of State needs in the relative need
formula

Possibility of purchasing both print and nonprint
media

One of the weaknesses of the program is the lack of a strong
program evaluation.

In Conn., an assessment of the cumulative impact of title II was made
by sampling the educational objectives of 13 project applications, three
from urban communities, six from suburban, and one from a rural community.
The wide-ranging objectives served by these projects are indicative of the
pervasive nature of the impact of title II and the contribution that
instructional media can make on educational programs:

To implement a career education program

To provide cultural materials for children from
minority groups

To provide new media for childrer with auditory/perceptual
problems
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To encourage individualized study projects in the various
disciplines

To involve children in tne habit of reading independently
for pleasure and information

To enrich opportunities in reading, social studies,
and the sciences

In summing it all up, Conn, reported, "Title II is one of the most valuable
and effective of the Federal programs because it supports local efforts,
is flexible, and most importantly, reaches the children for whom the support
is intended".

N.J. reported that the wide participation in title II and its success could
be attributed to the ease of understanding the relative need formula,
the ability of the State to monitor local effort, the responsibility of the
local district for determining its own needs, the freedom to select varying
types of media. Del. had this to say in assessing the effects of title II:

The title II program has provided children in the private
schools of the State with new opportunities through the
provision of a variety of library resources. In most private
schools title II funds have provided support to a very
underdeveloped segment of the school program. This is not
to suggest that the private schools are unwilling to support
their school library/media programs or that they have reduced
financial effort, but in general their ability to spend large
amounts of money for library resources is less than that of
the public schools.

The program has many pos,tive aspects, but also some areas
where change should occur. any of the positive aspects in
terms of support for the Right to Read Program through the
special purpose grants, and support of the Career Education
Program through the basic allocations have been mentioned.
The continuous monitoring of projects and the imput of the
curriculum staff of the State agency have helped improve the
projects in operation and have given guidance to the development
of future proposals.

Del.'s State Plan indicates that at least 20% of the school district's
title II funds must be spent for print resources. The financial reports
of the last several years indicate that districts are spending equal
amounts, about half and half, for print and nonprint materials. This
is a positive sign and a desirable practice in providing a balanced
media program.
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Maine credited title II With having a significant impact or the hiring of
fully qualified, certified school library staff, and with making librarians
at the local level more 'media oriented'. Weaknesses cited included
"technical restrictions of the program (whereby manipulative, expendable
tactile and raw materials needed in contemporary media programs are
excluded), and the difficulty of truly monitorina basic grant programs
in Mass.'s 3,000 participating schools". N.H. saw a "slow steady growth
pattern for media resources through local support", and credited title II
with its maintenance of effort clause as a contributing factor.

Both N.Y. and Pa. stressed the positive as resulting fro Title II:

Title II has contributed substantially to the Rio
of public mid private school children througnou State.
Provisions in the State Plan which require tl-lat i i:erials
acquired must be school library resources (cai..aed end
processed as part of a school library or media are
largely responsible for the establishment of a sf.:!.::;;7 is,rary

media center in almost every school in the State. Pryram goals
and management have been effective in facilitatir; the
transition from a traditional library to a library media center
where resources in all formats are available to crildren and
teachers. The fact that title II eipenditures in N.Y. State
have been approximately equally divided between traditional
print resources and audiovisual school library materials attests
to this transition.

The relative need formula for allocation to local education
agencies has been successful in ameliorating the inequality
of access to learning resources as well as it providing
additional materials to support reading programs in those
districts where reading achievement is lowest. Local districts
have been able to employ new instructional techniques include
reading treatment centers in libraries, inservice programs for
teachers for reading in the content areas, summer library
programs, individualization of instruction, reading motivation
through audiovisual resources (particularly for the disadvan-
taged or handicapped pupil), regional examination centers,
continuous achievement monitoring, and bilingual reading
programs.

Title II resources have also contributed effectively to the
implementation of new and revised curricula developed in
the various curriculum areas at the State level. These new
programs emphasize a conceptual approach to learning, based
on inquiry and requiring the availability of a multiplicity
of resources.

Pa. credited title II with the growth of materials collections in both
public and non-public schools of the State. The program has also made
possible -- ever necessitated -- the completion of a draft plan of revision
of State standards for school library development. Weaknesses and/or
recommendations include a restudy of the relative need formula, a
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concentration on programs, strengthening of standards, and review of
materials selection policies.

All of the States in the Southeastern region report that the cumulative
impact of the ESEA :itle II program on the education of public and private
school children has been tremendous. However, the reasons identified are
quite varied. One State feels that a 'strong' State plan which casts the
State in a definite leadership role has been largely responsible while
another State feels that amending the State plan to allow more flexibility
and to place more responsibility at the local education agency level has
been the strongest factor.

Ala. listed a number of ways in which title II has had an impart on the
education program in the State:

1. Many elementary schools have been able to reach
State and regional accreditation and many others are
consciously striving to attain it. New media programs
are encouraged to use the unified approach; this is
accomplished by requiring that 25% of the funds be
spent for audiovisual materials.

2. Title II allocations have been used in establishing Right
to Read canters. These centers have se-v.sA as an impetus
for in-service meetirgs at the local . In many
instances, local education agencies have subsidized
additional college training for personnel.

3. Title II materials have been used by home bound students,
students in hospitals, out patients at mental health
centers, and by teachers and students in special education
programs. Bibliographies have been compiled to be used by
such organizations as the League of Women Voters and by
teachers attending college who are promoting and supporting
efforts toward early childhood education programs.

4. Revisions have been made for upgrading State Standards
for Media Specialists and Media Centers with the hope
of implementation in the near future. Since 1965 more
progress has been made than had been accomplished in
the past fifty years. ESEA Title II has definitely
spearheaded this progress.

5. Media provided under title II have served as motivation
to students in subject areas, providing learning experiences
other than those which are textbook oriented.

6. With the increased availablity of a variety of materials,
school systems are continually revising curriculum guides
which broaden and vary learning experiences. Improved
methods of organizing and circulating materials to develop
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units of study are evident throughout There is
increased concern about an interest in indiyidualizire
instruction in all curriculum areas. Learning centers
are being established to improve work-study skills in
independent learning experiences. Title II continues
to have great impact on the changing and improvement of
methods of instruction.

7. The effectiveness of the title II program is reflected
in the needs assessment each fall. The most recent
survey indicated that fewer than 91 schools are without
media programs.

8. It is believed by some that the school library resources
provided by title II have had a greater impact in certain
areas in improving instructional programs for educationally
and economically disadvantaged children than even ESEA
Title I has had. Title II materials are used in centers
that serve all children without separating them from other
users or labeling them in any way. They are the only materials
provided with Federal funds which serve all children and
teachers in the school system. Comments from teachers and
administrators on this aspect of the program are always
positive.

The title II program in Fla. has had a very obvious and positive effect
on the education of the public and private school children of the State.
While 78% of the public schools already had established media programs
prior to the enactment of title II, these programs have definitely been
improved. Title II funds have made up approximately one-fourth of the
total funds being spent for library materials, with the remainder comic
from both State and local sources. The supplanting prohibitions and
the maintenance :if effort provision of the program have ensured the
continuation of the three-fourths effort. The impact here has been
great, especially in this day of competition for the education dollar.

Georgia describes the cumulative impact of title II as follows:

1. Provided media for use by children and teachers in quantities
that would not have been available otherwise. One local education
agency that eight years ago averaged only three books per pupil
now has an average of more than ten books per pupil in every school.

2. Improved the quality of materials. Projects reflect a wider
variety of materials crossinc, a broad spectrum of subject
areas at various reading and interest levels.

3. Assisted in developing individualization, inquiry, anJ independent
study programs in both elementary and secondary schools. Local
school divisions are moving to the quarter system, greater
individualization of instruction, and"research type" teaching,
all of which require expanded resources. In many cases tte
entire staff of a school has become involved in the selection
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of media to insure that it will suppc-t the instructional
program, making the media specialist a viable part of the
instructional team.

4. Provided supportive and enrichment materials at various
reading and interest levels in all disciplines within the
school.

5. Assisted in making available career information for use in
grades 1-12.

The cumulative impact of title II on the education of public school
children in Ky. has been dramatic. The requirements of the State plan
have been instrumental in maintaining a high quality of materials selected
and have been supportive of the implications in standards that have
resulted in improved staffing, facilities, and programs. In a State with
1,416 public schools there are at present only 40 public elementary schools
which do not have the services of a professional librarian at least
part-time. Many elementary media centers have been enlarged and remodeled,
with the transition from "library" to media center is becoming a reality.
At the secondary level, all schools have professional media specialists.
Facilities have been changed to permit the use of audiovisual materials
in the media center. Title II has provided enough funds to allow for
extensive weeding of existing collections and to permit the expansion of
media in the newer curriculum areas.

It is harder to determine the impact of title II on the private school
sector. The parochial schools have always attempted to maintain libraries.
In many cases they have requested the use of audiovisual materials as
their equitable share. A very positive aspect of the program has been
the close working relationship which has evolved between the public and
private schools in planning and sharing the resources provided by title II.

Collections of materials continue to improve in all media centers in S.C.,
especially in the area of nonprint materials. The number of secondary
students involved in independent Studies or short-term courses has
required that collections be improved in quantity as well as quality.
Reference collections are becoming more plentiful, as are subject "centers"
and bibliographies. The total expenditure for materials, print and
nonprint, in the secondary media centers was $777,250 or $3.39 per student.

In the elementary and middle schools all types and levels of materials
continue to be acquired fur use of children and teachers in the media
centers and the cla!srooms. The average number of volumes per pupil in
elementary media centers is 13.45, while only three elementary and two
middle schools do not yet meet the State standard of ten and eight volumes
per pupil, respectively. The total amount expended for elementary and
middle school media was $91M55, or an average of 52.47 per pupil.
Library expenditures in only three schools was less than $2.00 per pupil.

The methods and terms used in providing materials to children and teachers
in the State's eligible private schools were the same as those used in
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providing materialc +sr children and teachers in the public schools. Reports
from participating private schools reflected a greater emphasis or increased
availability and accessibility of quantities cf audiovisual materials.

Local educational agencies in Tenn. have become much more aware oc the
value and need for a well rounded learning resource materials program as
evidenced by increasing local expenditures for this purpose. Title II
has supported this through financial assistance and the technical and
professional services which have been a part of the program since its
inception. Also, during this period a notable change has taken place in
school design in order to accommodate the crowing media program within
the schools. The effectiveness of the title II program is due largely to
the provisions of the State plan requiring that allocations of funds be
made on a relative need basis and calls attention to the need for expend-
itures in the various categoties of materials. Technical and professional
assistance provided local education agencies has helped to make adminis-
trators more aware of the needs of and for this program.

Schools in the Mid-Continent region have by-and-large found title II
of great value in strengthening school library programs. Idaho, after
mentioning several caveats -- "The program is hindered by lack of knowledge
on the part of teaching staff about successful utilization of available
media", and "the lateness of appropriations necessitates lateness in
implementation" -- summed up endeavors by stating that the total media
program in Idaho schools has received great impetus and continues to
grow. It concluded its report with these words; "With financial help
from title II sirce 1965, all schools have moved towards meeting the
quantity guidelines. Some have succeeded but at the expense of retaining
obsolete materials".

A State that is basically rural and thinly populated, Mont. has had to
cope with small schools operating with limited funds:

Title I: funds have made it possible for many of these
small schools, both private and public, to develop new
and improve' ltrary programs. With the flourishing of
multi-media instructional materials, school librarians
have h.0 to stretch limited budgets to cover a wide
variety of materials. Title II funds have proved very
helpful in making possible this wider range of acquisition.
Sc)ools have been assisted in their efforts to individualize
and humanize instruction because of the availability of
supplemental materials through title II.

The relative need formula has been effective in insuring
that disadvantaged children as well as those in insolated
acrd thinly populated areas could receive all the necessary
library materials to assist them in their development.

In N. iex.: "Title II has helped improve quality of instruction in both
p-ivate and public schools, through the additional materials provided by
its funding. It also has facilitated the incorporation of small group,
individualized and multimedia instruction into school programs of many of
our school districts.
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From Okal. it was reported:

"Prior to 1966 practically all of the private schools were
without library/media centers. Vary few, in fact, had a
centralized collection of books and those that existed were
inadequate in meeting the myriad needs of students and
teachers. Today, a recent survey shows great improvement --
there are only 35% of schools having 10 or fewer books per
student, while 41% have 11-19 books, and U% have over 20
books per student. Weakness still exists in the audiovisual
collections, where 31% rate them as moderate, and only 8%
as truly good. The schools have clearly made great strides,
but it can be seen that there is extensive room for improvement.

In Oklahoma's public schools the report noted the instructional materials
made available through title II -- in the earlier years, the print
collections were strengthened and now that basic needs have been met in
that 'red, funds are being expended for the non-print media. "More schools
are turning to microform to solve the issue of periodicals storage and
retrieval. Many non-print materials are being purchased for use by
individual students since great emphasis is being placed on individualized
library/media programs. There is also evidence that the quality of
materials purchased improves each year, with fewer and fewer schools
purchasing package deals. Guideline require that 80% of materials must
be purchased from approved sources, encouraging schools to make more
careful and appropriate selections".

Citing a dramatic increase in the number of librarians and library aides
employed since the advent of title II, Tex. credited that happy circumstance
tothe availability of title II and other Federal funding for the provision
of instructional materials, and on insistence of maintenance of local
effort. Since librarians' salaries are not funded under title II, it soon
became evident that increased materials demanded that State efforts be
bent towards providing professional staffing for their effective organ-
ization and use.

Utah reported that a significant weakness of the program for their
schools, especially in the small districts operating with limited financial
resources, is the maintenance of effort requirement. These small districts
have greater deficiencies and needs and at the same time less potential
for meeting them. In many instances it has been impossible for them to
maintain their expenditures, and consequently have lost their eligibility
to receive title II funds. Wyoming, on the other hand, has felt a
tremendous impact in terms of financial incentives to more than 95% of
its public and private schools, and credits the trend towards the unified
media program to title II funding.

States in the Upper Midwest agreed that the cumulative impact of title II
has been a general improvement of library media services and materials.
From several States came approval for the effect of the maintenance of
effort clause on the overall school library program. Minn. stated that
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"Title II has made a terrific impact on both public and private schools,
not so much "funding-wide", but in forclnc schools to assess their needs,
and then to appropriate funds to meet these needs". Results in that State
show an increase in local funds expenditure from S3.5: per child in 1965
to $7.50 in FY 1974 for the purchase of irstructional materials (exclusive
of textbooks and encyclopedias).

Wisc. reported:

Since tne start of the title II program in 1965 the number of
certified librarians in the State has steadily increased from
942 to 1,220 in FY 1974. Many of the personnel increases have
been the direct result of title II and the requirement of nany
special projects that the school employ a professional lib-arian
or media specialist.

Stating that "The title II effort has helped alert many schools to the
importance of a good library program in the total instructional program",
Mo. reported that since the inception of the program, the number of
employed certified school librarians in the State have increased from 369
to 780.

Several States commented on title II's effect of brinaing together various
education and professioval groups in an effort to develop and strengthen
library programs. KAns, addressed itself along these lines:

The impact of tif;e II in developing unified media programs...
has been difficult to separate from media development promoted
by the State library Kans. Library Systems, Kans. Association
of School Librarians, Kans. Catholic Library Association, and
Kans. Library Association, since all of these groups work
cooperatively to improve collections, staff, facilities, budgets,
and programs. To say that title II funds have been the major
factor in this development is easy to substantiate.

Iowa rep rtes' or, tre participation of nonpublic schools and the impact
on the private sector in that State:

Since all print and nonprint materials purchased with title
II funds are readily available on an equitable basis from
the regional educational media center for use of children and
teachers in all schools, public and private, the impact of the
program on private students, teachers and schools is similar
to that of public schools. All of the regional educational
media centers report that teachers and students in private
schools participate activel on committees, in in-service
education meetings and as users of all available instructional
materials.

Responding to requests from local school districts for guidelines in
long-range planning, Illi, prepared and distributed Standards for
Educational Media Programs in Illinois, in which is set out a three-phase
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program of comprehensive media development. Funding under title II was
partially based upon the particular phase level of a given district.
Since these Standards proved to be primarily quantitative in nature, they
are now being revised in the light of qualitative considerations.

From Mich. came a report of an apparently 'skewered' cumulative impact,
caused in part by some features built into its relative need formula.
According to its formula, 35% of program funds are to be distributed among
sciiols with high concentrations of disadvantaged pupils. Supervisors
report that schools attended by these pupils have such extensive collections
of instructional materials that the staff are "hard put to spend the money
wisely". On the other hand some districts Which do not meet these particular
criteria, indicate real needs for additional materials. The existing
formula does not have a 'floor' allocation which would provide adequate
benefits for small districts and small nonpublic schools. The General
Accounting Office auditors have suggested that funds be allocated to those
schools not meeting school media standards, and for materials in only
those areas where deficiencies exist.

The following excerpt from the Mich. report describes the impact of title
II or the Macomb County Youth Home, and shows in very revealing terms
what the program can and does mean to many children:

This past year was our second year of receiving title II books,
and I feel it has been more successful than the preceding year.
The locks received were used extensively in our English classes
for individual reading, group projects, and reports. Some books
were utilized by the music classes in their study of contemporary
musicals. A few of the books were so relevant to the lives of
our students (who are in detention) that they were read over and
over again until finally they fell apart.

States in the Western regic:1 provide a broad range of contrasts -- from
Calif. which received the largest title II gtant in the cou..try to
American Samoa with one of the lowest. American Samoa participated
in title II for the first time in 1970. For several years prior to that
time, major dependence had been placed on instruction by television,
there were, almost no printed materials available for children to read.
In 1972 the reading level of high sch9o1 graduates averaged at grades
4-6 level in public schoolr, and at grades 8-10 level in private schools.
The variety and quantity of books and other print now available, in
addition to trained personnel who are able to guide pupils to appropriate
resources, have raised reading scores to grade 6-8 level for public
high school graduates, and grades 10-12 level for private high school
graduates.

Weaknesses in the program as reported from Ariz. included insufficient
personnel to make the required on-site visits, mountains of paperwork that
cannot seem to be reduced, inability to purchase equipment and realia with
title II monies, and the lateness in the school year of funding. Mitigating
all these, however, is Ariz.'s overall assessment:
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The ESEA title II program has been the largest contributing
factor to the development of s:.:hool libraries in the State of
Ariz. The pupil achievement resulting from the materials
acquisition under title II is difficult to measure from the
.State level of observation. Results can be seen at the local
level where librarians and teachers are working with the students
and these materials. Under the Ariz. State Plan, 16mm films and
textbooks are excluded from eligibility; thereby releasing more
funds for books and other nonprint media and media in other
formats.

As a direct result of the prograr many schools have opened
library centers for the first tire. These Federal monies
have played a large role in enabling schools to build up
nonprint collections and convert their libraries to media
centers. Paperbacks, art prints, microfilm and microfiche
are finding their way into school libraries where formerly
librarians had been reluctant to introduce them because of
insufficient funds.

The situation with the Bureau of Indian Affairs rmbles that of American
Samoa, in that funds seem extremely limited.

'1- .-e again, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs reports how helpful the progr as been:

We feel that funds received under titie II have brolict
to many schools supplementary materials tnat
been purchased otherwise. More than this, title r;
motivated school administrators, teachers, librarians, media
specialists and guidance staff to work cooperatively in
assessing needs and developing project applications based on
those needs. It is our thinking that title II has generated
genuine comprehensive planning. Too often in the past library
and media services were limited to secondary schools and the
larger elementary schools, with little thought given to the
small isolated schools: The title II State Plan requires that
priority be given to such schools in the project development
process.

Calif., using its title II Wocation (the nation's largest) as a leverage,
reported that it had effected great strides in its total library program:

The cumulative/impact has raised the average books per student
from 4.8 in 1965 to 8.18 in 1974 at the elementary level.
At the secondary level the increase-has been from 5.3 per student
in 1965 to 9.11 in 1974. Corresponding increases have occured
in the quantity of 8mm film loops, filmstrips, records, study
prints, etc.

From 1971 through 1974, one hundred twenty-seven model
libraries were funded (all told, Calif. now has 290 model
libraries) and of these, components specially designed to
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meet the needs of gifted children appeared in 23 projects;
the needs of low-income areas were considered in 44 projects;
the needs of children in certain geographical-cultural areas
were specified in 39 projects; the needs of children
participating in highly individualized study programs were
recognized in 1974 projects; and bilingual-bicultural com-
ponents appeared in 50 projects. Other components included
were year -round schools (5), Early Childhood Education (46)
and Career Education (27).

Establishing model libraries that were easily visited by
administrators, school board members, media personnel,
teachers and interested parents provided a real demonstration
of the importance of a well-staffed, adequately stocked
media center to the total educational program.

Guam's problems and successes were not typical -- approximately 10,000
books were purchased with FY 1974 title II funds, but because of ordering
delays and late releasing of funds, books were still in the process of
arriving when its report was filed. Its overall library program did see
an increase in number from a total of 14 school libraries with librarians
to 35 school libraries, each with a librarian in this fiscal year -- a truly
giant step.

The Hawaiian experience, as reported for fiscal year 1974, provided a good
case history of a total title II progra.a -- the frustrations and weaknesses,
but above all, the values to be reaped from the harvest:

The cumulative impact of title II on the education of ch'ldren
in the State of Hawaii has been the same for both public and
private schools - GREAT.

The revival began in 1967 when the State Standards for school
libraries were revised. in the latest revision, that of 1972,
greater emphasis was placed on the total media concept. Before
title II provided Federal aid to school library programs, the
public schools in Hawaii had limited media resources, primarily
restricted to filmstrips, phone records and transparencies.
Many of the private schools had no library program at all.

In the State Plan for Hawaii the proportion of funds was allotted
to library books and other instructional materials (excluding
textbooks). There was no set formu7a for the division of library
books or audiovisual. Schools were free to select those types
of media that best met their needs. It soon became apparent
that the greatest need was for audiovisual resources in libraries
of the public schools. Private schools that did not previously
have libraries began working towards providing library services
for their children. Many public school librarians went back to
the University to take courses in Media Communication, and others
included media courses in their work-to complete requirements for
certification. Many of the private schools not only arranged
facilities for library/media centers, but also provided for paid
staff to man the centers.
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The relative need criteria were revised, as surveys indicated
new trends. It was discovered that the needs were great in all
areas of the curriculum and at all grade levels, but there were
new units of study written into the curriculum that demanded
specific consideration. The title II program attempted to
evaluate materials to meet those individual needs...We began
to hold regularly scheduled sessions for the preview and
evaluation of non-book materials, and publish lists of approved
materials for distribution to the schools.

The weaknesses in the program stem from lack of sufficient staff
and from procedures that were written into the original State
Plan and never changed. In spite of the weaknesses of the proc"am,
the uncertainties of Federal funding, the lateness in implementing
some of the annual program, it is apparent that title II has had
a tremendous impact on the educational program. Commendation from
public and private school personnel has been received. Advantages
have been extended to all children. Teachers have a wide variety
of media use in their classrooms. Title II resources have
enabled librarians to extend their services and contribute a great
deal more to the instructional program.

The State of Wash. provided a summing up of the impact of title II on
the education of public and private school children that encompasses
the pluses and minuses (but mostly the pluses) that ran as a common thread
through reports from most of their countrymen:

Because of the lack of local administrative time, professional
library staff and the relatively smell amount of money, students
and teachers in small and rural schools have not fully participated
in the title II program, even though a minimum of $300 is allocated
to each eligible LEA. 56 districts, mostly with the the $300
minimum, did not apply during fiscal year 1974. [Nevertheless] ESEA
title II has had a dramatic impact on the education of public
and private school children in the State of Washington. All K-12
students and teachers lh public and private schools were eligible
to participate. During fiscal year 1974 257 (of 313) school
districts received materials purchased entirely with regular title
II funds. In addition 49 school districts and 5 intermediate school
districts participated in title II Special Needs Programs (awarded
on a competitive basis) which were designed to meet specific needs.
These included large and small districts, urban, suburban, rural and
culturally and racially disadvantaged areas. The flexibility of
title II enabled local and intermediate schcol districts to develop
programs geared to local needs and problems. Boys and girls and
teachers in the 'institutional' educational programs throughout
the State were also served.

Title II helped provide materials to meet specific and general
needs as expressed in the specific needs of the Division of Curriculum
and Instruction, the goals and objectives expressed by the State
Board of Educatior, the Title III ESEA Assessment of Educational
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Needs in the State of Washington, and the Program Priority
Survey of local school districts. These included materials
for:

1. Individualizing instruction in all areas of tne curriculum
2. Implementing vocational education programs
3. Remedial education at all levels
4. "Right to Read" programs
5. Intergroup/intercultural programs
6. Ecology environmental programs
7. Drug education programs
8. Innovative curriculum programs
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR TITE II,

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION I.CT, FY 197

FORA APPROVED
O.M.B. NO. 51.R1071

(Complete questions 1-7 on a separate sheet or sheets and attach)
1. List thr; ESE.% Title II management goals for the fiscal year in which the funds were spent.

2. Describe briefly how these goals fit Into comprehensive State education agemc!, planning.

3. List the ESE.\ Title U program goals for the fiscal year in which the funds were spent.

4. Describe how the relative need formula reflected program goals.

5. Describe the achievement of each program goal and the degree of attainment of each.

6. Describe briefly 3-5 projects illustrative of the effects of he implementation of your program and management
and your State

7. Describe the cumulative impact of ESCA Title II on the education of (a) public and (b) private school ehildren of
the State. Cite examples. if you wish, from various school levels and types of pupils. To what extent do you attribute the
effectReness or the weaknesses of the program to provisions of the State plan such as relative need, proportion., of
of funds spent on each category of materials, plan for making the materials available, standards), to management and
program goalsa

8.10. Complete the table belom..
ESEA TITLE II PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

ITEM

(a)
PUBLIC

ib)
PRIVATE

(c)
TOTAL 'b) lc)

(d)

I. Number of schools enrolling participating children and teachers
2. Number of participants

a. Children

U. Teachers

9. NUMBER OF PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARIES !Media (-corers,
ITEM
(p)

ELEMENTARY
(b)

SECONDARY
(t)

TOTAL it)) (ii
(d)

1. Number of public schools with libraries

2. Number of public schools without libraries
.

10. NUMBER OF STATE ESEA TITLE it ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL

CATEGORIES OF PERSONNEL

(a)

NUMBER OF REP3OHNEL TOTAL FTE
POSITIONS

(d)
FULL-TIME

(b)
ART-TIME

(c)

1. Admonish .ors

2. Supervisors

3. Secretaries and clerks

. Others

S. TOTAL
.TITLE AND SIGNATURE OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER

....MEM

...--....,
NAME OF STATE

OE FORM 12974,
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INSTRUCTIONS

The purpose of this form is to report program performance
under EHA Title Ii during fiscal year 1976. Please submit
an original and two copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Libraries and Learning Resources. U.S. Office of
Education. 400 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Washington,
20202.

Definitions

1. "Goals" as used in this form are targets for action or
change. The requirements for their achievements can be
specified with some certainty.

2. "Management goals" pertain to such facets of administra-
tion as staff assignments, disseminating program information,
determining allocations, approvinc- project applications.

3. "Program goals" are concerned with such elements as in
service education, strengthening instruction in subject areas
contributing to pupil achievement, supporting curricular
change.

4. "Relative need" is described and explained in 5117.3 of
the ESEA Title 11 Regulations.

S. "Standards" is defined in 5117.1(k) cf the ESEA Title II
Regulations.

6. The three c. tegories of materials ("school library resour-
ces," "textbooks," and "other published and printed instruc-
tional materials") are deflnei in 1117.1(0 of the ESEA Title
II Regulations.

Instructions

8. Line I. Column (b) -- Enter the number of public
schools enrolling participating children and teachers.
Include special State schools and institutions with ele-
mentary and secondary programs. When elementary
and secondary grades are combined in one school plInt,

OE FORM 12971,

count as two schools. Line 1. Column (c) Enter the
number cf private schools enrolling participating ail,
dren and teachers. Include special private schools with
elementary and secondary programs.

Line 2, Column (b) Enter (A) the enrollment of
children in the participating public schools, and (B)
th- number of the teachers in those schools. For Title
II purposes, "teacher" in:iudes principals. guidance
counselors, school librarians, and other members of
the Instructional or supervisory staff. Line 2, Column
(c) Enter (A) the enrollment of participating children
in private schools, and (B) the number of teachers in
those schools.

9. Line I Enter the number of public (b) elementary
schools and (c) secondary schools with a school library
(media center),

Line 2 Enter the number of public (h) elementary
schools and (c) secondary schools without a school li-
brary (media center).

10. Column (b) Enter the number of full -time staff as-
sigaed to State administration of the ESEA Title II
program for each personnel category, whether or not
salaries were paid from Title II funds.

Columo (c) Enter the number of part-time staff.

Column (d) Enter the full-time equivalent (FTE) of
the total of full- and part-time personnel.

Example: one full-time secretary (enter "1" in Col-
umn (b));

two part-time secretaries [one at 1/4
time, one at 1/3 time) (enter "2" in
Column (c));

1.00 + 0.25 + 0.33 = 1.58 FTE ear
"1.58" in Column (c)).
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20202

TITLE II OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT
IFY 197 and FY 197 1

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING
THE FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT

111.: marrow of these forms is to report the Oa Ns of ISE k Title IIfunds fur I 1 19;5 and 1 1 1.776 Submit ui orietnal and Iwo roperto LI S. Ott,, of ici,,,J1,00 (kie,tor, ()ff.,. of 1abrarics and It-atom':
Resources. 41K) Maryland Aserue, SV.. Wislungton. U.C. 20202

ITEM 1 Pleprintcd hs the I, S atfhe or I cl,,,at.on (01

ITEM 2 Inter the er cmmh, lc or other identify mg number asigned
by the 1,1,1.,c grantor "le mi,a1,,,n

ITEM 3 I nt.cr the includine the,,,j, the want:,

Ilf M 4 I ,1 ,.r .! II (I ,I,
I S 1,/, al c. ', ' tsar

a col
I " W :,npini Cr u1,nt,(, c'cther nie(cc.,c1 tc, I .att...ed digit nutilhvt

Cott! 0, 1.'1 1)111 1, COW.

ITEMS cps. c'

icing n ,is iii, cc. b.

ITEMS and 1 %W. 1.

11111.15 8 and 9 Pr,

Pte... read heir. completo,,, Item 10
9,uipams Functions Act.s.t,s

c!

COI LIMNS 111 13) I1, ' , 'r te,00.1.
u.1 fl.'1111 1. a ,r, I 1111..: It

1,10 IC, 1,111 ,. ol f
s,11141 111 not a..,,1 estmla d ,10..nt 11,01 ,,ptIto.,Ll

COLUMN 14) I- rItcl tf ,priol,,J m 1,10jt, I
otth ring ,avalottim: mi dells, lc,

COL UM11,1 Si I nt,, 11,, toast i.1.,,mstranc.,
Ilse ao,unt I, ported to ( oimm, ,fit ,nil an, n'.JU:.I Crer1,..
in Ian) II Ilse amount Nr..fted should n,r ,,,,ced 5 per,rnt of the
amount paid to the State during that ,cat oi 550,000
greater

COLUMN 161 Leiter the total slat, admin.trai, ranstoled
to local "la, Atonal agemici tot ashilinotr,ti,,. tan, tymt Aogncd Ito
NOF uh.todc funds tramsferi,d 1,4 apalola.. o1 nlatett*It

TOTAL COLUMN. I nice ,tin of Columns 11161

ITEM 10 STATUS OF FUNDS. Rouna .11 to the nines
dollar

All figures entered on this pa:,- us, mde es's, for material, 1,,r
children and teachers repotted on the ,onlinuat.,..1 sic ect

LINE a. I nice the total outlass r, ported on I 10c of the 1.1,1
report VIOM 1.10 if (i, is tic. ,rottal tipot t

LINE b I nter the total gross rfOOJT 1,.1 MIL 1:r ri period.
/ctioZtog ,hibursements of cash rscalited as pr.cer.ou on -cue for

reports who 11 Are prepared on a cash hasps, outIa, s are I Ile Wm of
actual C,E411 dISNITICTOrrils tot C.01, and ...nut the motont 01 in

epense charged. rue value 01 IR kind "'monitions applrd. and
the amount of cash adrans es and run MCnI, 1,t.1,1C ft.h.tors and
,uirja01,,s hue ecrott pt,v,t,d on an aissruett pendtture basis,

outlays arc he sum of astnal .ash dushorsenwnts. the amount of in-
dite. I epensr: moored, the value of tn-hand Lontratutioni applied,
and the net Insrease tor di..teasel in the eniounts owed by the

OE FORM 1217.

71

FORM APPROVED
Cs.M.111 NO. 51411074

pantie for goods and other mops-its received and 10t Ptli.,Irned
by employees. contractors. subgrantees, and other payees

LINE c. I trier -NIA-

LINE d. Same as Line h

LINE it. I nter "NA"

LINE 1. 1 nice "NA"

LINE g. Same as Line. d

LINE h. %%tun the report lc prepared on , basis :filer tic, tot,n10.0 rs, Otthe..1,1011S got (41, 1It ,,;)0c
ohltgduuus lo subiltantees the ?croft cc pt. ',al.,: c ii .111 .

pcnditiore bast,. enter the amount of onJelliered orders au,l ,,11.,r
standing obligation, rio NO1 ins hide an, ,imoontt th,it 11,, ic, nn
eluded 01 1 Ines a through g On the final report. I 11 d arem

LINE r. I rue, "NA"

LINE j. Name I the h

LINE k. I first tic,' sum of the aitiolutts shown on line, c am: i II thereport is (Mau. the .i'Orl 1'.0ti1d not ontain any unpaid u114,1(0,1

LINE I. I rite' the total ,tintulalise amount 01' 1 ederal hind, autl,,ii.red
,the allothieuti Inter under the 1 'tab OlUilin ont

LINE rn I 'Act the h801,11,11Cd halathe or I .cderal fund, cc, .intint
should he tics differense tetsseell Lnh, L and I Make owls. 1,,
Total Column oil)

ITEM 11. INDIRECT EXPENSE

a Type of rate - Hark the Jppropriatc hos,

b. Rate - Enter the rate in elk, t during the reporting ',mod

c Base - Inter the amount of the hasc to %Nth the rah' ,4

A. Total Amount I ntcr the luta, amount of Indirect sus! ,Gamed
during the !coot, period.

e. Federal Share - Enter the amount of the I ederal sure tllet:Cd
during the report period.

If more than one rate was applied dune. the project period. include
a separate whedule %lush shows the bases against Ouch 111, ut.lrrecI
colt rates were a pplivd. the respestrse mdtteet rates, the month, day,
and year th.: Indirect sates were in enee'. amounts of eirdes, es
penw CharrCt1 10 the prOjeet, and the I ederal OWL' 11/ I C%
pence charged to the project to date. ISeo Office of Man lomtent
and Nudge' nhular No. A-117 which contain. primiples for
moons allowable coats of giants and contracts with State and local
governments j

ITEM 17. I nter in Column the total Statewide outlays and cspendl
turs for whoop lablary resources the year prior to the fl:pOrittil: !0.1t

Lin* 1. I rOm State and focal school funds IpsitocIputins dIslfICII and
schools only).

Lino 2. I torn prlast school "-ands (prints schools with ParttelPollsonly1.



ITEM 13. Complete the certification before submitting this report (Theauthorized offktal as designated in the Mate plan u the one to submitofficial irtatertals3

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING
'THE CONTINUATION SHEETFOR ESEA WILE It

ITEM 1. Pmprinted by Office of raucation.

ITEMS 2 THROUGH S. Inter the same information as on the firstPate.

ITEM 10. STATUS Of FUNDS. Round all figures to the nearestdollar.

'.11 tunics on this sh.et iltotol) be fnr
materials actatorrd for the useof children and te.I..hert tn private elementary and te.ondaty school.,anJ Mould Se indioled in the totals entered on the fuit page If it

72

Is not possible to report separately for public and private. indicate mele one. I or definitions of the categories of materials and tot outhes
HMI unpaid ebhgatwns tJfer to i'le insiructtons for the first cage

If these figure' are not available. enter amounts from approve) apply
cations. Complete Lane k only.

LINT k. Inter the total outlays and unpaid obligationt, roi rhr re
partiog period for matenals to be used by private ...hoot ..ipanti.

Enter the cost of truitenali for pnvate school nainClrJrlt iv
school library resources iColumn 120, as Other I ai Ifk...1t0^11
materials (Column (II).

Enter in Column 141 the amount for ordering, delivery NO.. 11111.
and C313110fpnd materials for use by private %Apo/ pert, Far
G. .fn approved project sprite .11101K

TOTAL COLUMN. Enter the total of Columns !I I through 4..
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TABLE L. Funds available and funds impended for acquisition and State administration and percent of total expendes2
for adminestrstion under 'SEA title II: Fiscal Year 1973

Percent of
Allotment

State or Sxpended Percent ot
other State -1:-,-,1 for State Allotment
area Allotment Acc...;!aifi:::-.A -A.,i,min1s7.-ra:1.,n Expen'itures Administration Expen,led

(I) (2) (I) (4) (5' (6) (7)

Alaska
Alabama

Arizona

1,576,446 1,512,167

880.504
154.76B T.182, ,

511,687
1-i,79-72.

63,'11

4,295

1,-46,011
132,S29 --.01

:.r3 79.03
85.63

69.14
330,43o
22,239

$100.000,000 565,431,95S :,3,756,773 3.76569,154,728

Arkansas 899.666 13,890
519,992 0.94

5.24 5.16'63 219,1996»6,577

77.71California 9,555,974 7,166,790 259,-..9 7,28206:699 2.72 2,129,680
Colorado 943,26,7, .989,159 4.12 88.73
Connecticut 1.474.526

1.114.779
1,341,61S :54,r2: 1,415,645 5.02 96.00 T3,2

Delaware 284.778 205,407
,.,n,r)nn

231,167 8.87 81.17 53,610.:5,26!

*District uf Columbia 316.965 241 968 25,000
Florida 2.913.723 43,249 78,454

291,966 15.77
...6.

92.11
5.84 2,743,520

2.138.801 1,'.26,957 1,316,957 0.00Ge(,[1411 48.41
`!avail 395.231 225,631 2 249,211 5.97 114.16:90

1..aho 359,913 304,521 344,91) 11722
63.05
95.83

flllnois 5.372.023 100.00
15,003

!rid lana 2.567.276 2,45,-2'' =,866
241,77..:41,7"4 S,1117,249

Kansas
Iowa 1.409.424 1,208.7,Th 60,406

2,465,586
1,268,482 4.20

D.35

:43.0G'

;KO'1-02_418 1,022,64" 25,171 1,047,818 2.39 99.56
Kentucky 1.502.616 1,292,706 59,648 3.97 83.99 1s0,26:

*Maine
*Louisiana 1.839.047

511.820

1,7:64,142

,..,, 1:.'

'4O1

1,352,354
1,655,112
446,347

4.95
6.84 88.9290

181,-.,
6.s,47'

*Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan 4.607,269

2.653.547 ' 5'4 1 i.,.

1.976,414 1,437.''

2.2, 1F
2,616,732

52

1,936,418

406,111 2.90

5.00
3.49 98.61

97.97

8.81 ',I 158

4,,D0'..

36,.1c

Mississippi
1.989.124 1,64c.,

1.051.644 7,18' .,;,602
1,751,818

55.785 4.26
262 88.07

5.3C 9'5.859
Missouri

Minn,soia

2.276.926 2,191,080 113,446 2.276,926MissoLri 5.00 100.00 0

Montana 361.392 ,, 51,29! 100.00 8.65 380,099
ebra.,ka 709,2o2

31,293
42.07244,182 50,302

New FiamP`0,irc

Nevada 251 573
362.094

199,44... 26,4 i2 226,416
298,464

10.51
8.79

7.09

64.43
r9406.2(-;

410
2.,:
47,68

*N,w Mexico 567.913
2,188,818

315,360
2.79w lerse, 3.396_759 2,-'-'9_, ''''''

482,811 30,000 512,813 5.28 90.31

1,207,° -1

6,586,348 1,553:%ew York 8,159,503 6,229,8'6 356 472 4.31 80.71

North s'aro:ina 2 299,140 4^,925 1,949,491 2.04 84,80 ....'.

':orth Dakata 305,974 z'2.1.27°
.1 59,`

. .

Aklaho.--1

1116

1,212,S16

S 242 433 ,

972,750 -,:,--17:20

_ -,6g.: 5,C82,850

1,:-)1,:(16:

278,550

1-47
6.46

3.79 91.01
96.21 100 98.

1.L1.121:

Pennsylvania 5,527,967 _i7,642 4,433,107
_5.14 89.3 ,+,, 44.

._2.t...:_z___

Rhode Island 461,064 48.24

a_____

4.30 81,09
1 _ '7 A'Ar. 6.18

1,%:.,,(-fl

South Carolina 1,250,369 1,184 .-98 67,s1c 1,247,416
212 798

'2.--.
r,, :]akota

renne,s..... 1,772 102
339,742 --. .)s'

.

, -,,,,,

. 7.49'7
1,.12,990

12,72
5.00

80.46

99.76
77.92

10 112
-l'L;f2.

' 95'

1.1h

:exas 5 596 'ihi

584,9,2
..

, .

52:.,407
4.37
8.0h

1.42

89.71

21.78

6,.:47.,.2_,_s_s

Vermont 224,964 127,999 11.67

....as!ingt,n ,
-.

, _ 1_2.12).721 4.71
0.00

.0.19
. ...,

21'1:1:

1r,win:i -,...24, ." 0

',:e9t Vir7inia

Wigconsin i!,305,Y7
1'61::

741,i 12

___:_a_.

___a__.
-,( ,-..-A

: 2'44,043

743 532 6,38
r nn

100 .00

»5,954 13.4:
94.67
26.91 1 24

2..a.=fli

t,:')

Americall -:amoa 30,002,
' 30,000 0.01 100.00

,

8ua-s. 81 142 0.00 100.00
2,045,80r. ::»-,,. 2_,0:15-, 3f 4.77 100.00PlIertc. ?ice

*TrA:st rerritortes of
the Pacific ! :'..tr.'s 46,084 -I--',, 1.184 5.20 49.59
Virgin Islan.:, 43,891 ...,A .

,

_3,693 11.:.4 !00.00
Bur,... 01

Indian !fair, 142,3.'3 : s 142,725 4.93 100.00 0



Table 2: Funds available and fonds expended for acquisition and Crate administration and percent allotment
expe..ded for administration under ESEA tit:e !I! Fistd: Year 19%

Allotment
I Acq,:iSiticr,,i ,!

:a:

r

(1) (2) 1 (3) (.;)

S90,250,000 I S 71,199,:28 ; S 2a -5 : i

-,-

1'5,231 -7 92
Alabama 1,417,952 ! 1.136,226

I
:...,Cc

Alaska 146 557 -.7536 IS.

Arizona 933,597 917,(192 .-4r,

Arkansas 9C,,423 -')-

California 9,536,517 1,579792 29,..5=0'

Colorado 1W-.499 ,4474',5 ---2

Connecticut 1,3l7.,10 '-o43,t:f, :3.:1'
Delaware 26C",coe9 2'_41,193

District of . 1,:u'i a :---.754 235,42: ....3

Florida 2.7,4,999 2.95',229 :_.,,.-

teorgia 1,,11,4:'i 121;9", - -
-,-,---Hawaii 1,,':7g:7 -.. ,

, ..

Idaho 127,1771. '-'-- ..-,. 'i - .

Trrinois ,
-.

7-r ,3' Il T-1.7,1T-Irl,.. +
. 6

-4- '2135

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

LouisTa,
Maine
Maryland !

Massachuvet-,
Michigan
Minnesota
M1.4%14 , !IL __,__, '

..._

Missouri . .,
../.

Montana
-.1_2_-_L_

-LA I

Nebra,.a
,- La__ _,_____ 1______L

New Hamp.!;, iir,

Nov lers-,:z 3 s Y.,'____,
New Ae,i.-. --," i

.1_, - ---

Wls -q-_____

1r:eft c-

an
Puerto At
Trust

of t

BFrt.., ,

Affair,

- ,

_1.

a-

1.



Table 3. Funds available and funds expended for State Administration and for

acquisitions under ESEA Title II Programs: Fiscal Year 1966 -1976

Fiscal Allotment

Year

--TT

1966

1961

1968

1969

19702/

1971

1972

2

$100,000,000

102,000,000

99,234,000

50,000,000

42,500,000

80,000,000

90,000,000

9;3 100,000,000

1974 90,250,000

19751/ 95,250,000

1976 21 45,951,951

iotal

Administration

Amount Percent

NMI
$2,049,362 2.1

3,885 18 3.8

4,427,912 4,4

3,047,522 6.1

2,431,133 6.5

3,281,932 4.1

3,217,274 3.9

3,756,773 5,4

2,976,003 4.0

4,000,000 4,3

4,00,00 9.4

Acquisitions

Amount 1/ Percent

$95,298,079

95,745,032

94,024,821

46,153,184

34,913,640

67,343,321

78,286,154

65,401,958

71,199,228

89,000,40

38,735,314

Total Percent of

Expenditure Allotment

Expended

,6, (7)

98.0 $97,347,441 97.3

96.2 99, 30,150 97.6

95.5 98,452,733 99.2

93.8 49,200,706 98.4

93.6 37,344,773 87.8

95.9 70,625,253 95.9

96.1 81,503,428 90.5

94.6 69,158,731 67.1

96.0 7,1'5,321 82,1

95.7 93,000,000 97.6

90.6 42,735,314 93.0

$895,185,951 $37,073,029 4,6 $776,100,731 95,4 $813,173,760 90,8

Includes expenditures fur ordering, processing, catallging, and delivering

/ In kcal Years 1970.1976, a statutory amendment permitted
carryover to the next year of unexpended funds

i Expenditures estimated



TABLE 4. Number of State educational agency staff

assicred to ESE,:. title !I programs

;-!7-tH:e 7.274

States and other
areas tratic' V.:er4isor. IPersorrel
(1) I

(-2

' (7.3 13415
101AL .

A
3

5 r,
6

4.

12; ..-

u.0 7---1' .1
0. , 1.0
T() 1.n

r r
r"

+. t.c 8.0
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TABLE 5. Number of Professional and Nonprofessional Positions Assigned to EFEA
Title II Progr-Ts in State Educational Agencies in Full -Time Equivalents:

Fiscal Year 1=66 1974

FISCAL YEAR

NUMBER OF POSITIONS

PROFESS'INAL

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

119.1

157.5

165.6

91.6

107.2

128.8

118.9

120.1

NONPROFESSIONAL TOTAL

123.3

208.0

215.5

139.9

183.4

173,1

161.9

155.9

242.4

365.5

381.1

231.5

290.E

301.9

280.8

276.0

'TOTAL 1008.8

1/ Information not available

2/ Estimated

1361.0 2369.8
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Fiscal years 1973 arc 7974 were the fiftePrtn and sixteenth years ir which
the program under title III cf the National :efense Education Act N:Ept,'
as amended, supported the strergthening cf instruction in local educational
agencies through the acquisition of instructional materials and equipment
and carrying out minor remodeling of classrooms, laboratories, and audio-
visual libraries, and through supervisory and related services provided ty
State educational agencies. The program has experienced considerable growth,
the number of eligible academic elementary and secondary school subjects
increasing from three to 12. These subjects are: the arts, civics, economics,
Engtsh, geodrapny, history, tne humanities, industrial arts, mathematics,
-cdern 'oreign languages, reading, and science.

The allotments to States under 'v CE title III for fiscal years 19E9-1974 are
tabulated or the followirg page. NCEA title :I: is a matching program.
The Federal share is up to ore-half of the expenditures for acquisition of
ecuipmert, materials, and minor remodeling, and for administration of the
State plar. Funds for the loan program for nonprofit private schools are
also shover. The loan program provides funds at a reduced rate of interest
to private schools for the same purposes as the acquisitions program for
Pubiic schools - strengthening instruction; through eguipment, materials,
and miror remodeling. For `'seal year 1974, the interest rate was 7 1/8
Percent.

27lotments or ec,,ipment, materials, minor remodeling;
admihstrator cf the State plan; and loan programs

under NS_ A title 711: fiscal years 1959-74

FY.;:a year Authoriza_ r
Eguipment Administration
materials, of the

-incr remodeling State plan
Loan program

1959 5 70,000,000 S 49,280,000 S 1,350,000 S 6,720,000
1960 70,000,000 52,300,000 4,000,000 7,200,000
1961 10,000,000 47,520,000 3,750,000 6,480,000
1962 70,000,000 47,520,000 3,750,000 6,480,000
1963 70,000,000 47,520,000 3,750,000 6,480,000
19E' 70,030,000 42,512,952 3,365,070 6,480,000
1965 90,000,000 69,992,500 4,619,215 9,600,000
1956 100,000,00C 78,637,010 6,831,163 10,800,000
1967 100,000,000 79,200,000 8,980,000 10,800,000
1968 110,000,000 75,240,000 2,000,000 1,000,000
1969 110,000,000 74,240,000 2,000,000 1,000,000

1/ Until fiscal year 1968, State supervisory and related services were
supported in addition to administration.

2/ Beginning in 1969, the loan program funds were no longer allotted by
States, but administered as a total amount for the United States.
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;isca' /Par

t.te
L.oa err a'_

S127.!,ECCe0:

11, r11, ^r,

S

4-

t' Z7j

--e

$74,79r,"C

Lec_ r ::: arc :re tit, rec_'re
trc. State :,a- tc far c.'eter-Yr'rc trey

- :r4orty s' :',rCectS
to ce aPproved tre order ceterminec t/ the app1icatior of such orircid1es,oricr should reflect t State

s _ors'cerat of:

_tat_ s a' . ^a'' r^-

-re tata: ce-er' te 3..t-eots

S7atial reeds ::: may serve
a :-ate

-re sp0cia rpsiremerts =sr e--.7r-Prt
each o' t-0 sJo'Prt : trade levels be
served

7, 7,2,,pmert, materials, and tyoe
74nor a.,.able art the :tate standards

-:e.a1oded to eorare 4ostructiora.1 programs.

7nese crorities for- :erera- case s for the ND Er title II: acduisitior
program.

Tre combined report nor fisoa years 1973 and l974 is derived from the ra--a-
tive reports submitted ty each State educatio-al agency to the U. S. Off
of Education. Examclps from States of orocram Arfv4t0s are arrarge,4 in
the order cf five geodrathic rec4ons of the United States - 'artheast, South-
east, Upper Midwest, mdcontinert, Western.

3/ Funds appropriated for edupmert, materials, and minor remodeling for
fiscal year 1973 were made available in fiscal year 1974. No expendi-
tures were made from 1973 funds reserved for loans because funds for
fiscal year 1974 reserved for loans were first drawn upon.
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!crih.strative =c, :re ,27.1 Zr.C:ra fOY acmir7stra-:ion of the S:i-e plhr and t: tay t-a czsts 7.7 s..c=r4ischy and related se--ces providec by the State
t-e AcaCemic

Admir.istrativa fun,is
- -tr. SPareS "C'eSS braard clerical staff ass'-re: t-e drocra-, f:r -or<shces arr corfererces0,ealinc

tha AcA^emic S. c:afF :rae7 ;0' 00r-S..,itie
:e Othe'-Ect use: for State trc7rams := art prirtirc c= c,nricL,7u-

fJr phccrAm admiristrAtic,.

:tministrat-cr

=e-Jer:7 ct-er: =:, id--- --at- :it a ::: prccha- a-ct.mtedsca 7973 to S.2 3-.E ,47jor 77,4 percentY-1 're a--st-ert was exterce: :ta:a e_-- agora' agencies for acministraticra-e s,perv'sory ,-d relate: x-t- t476
r.

,E92 carried over fcr experdi-tre 4 fiscal
. exberd't,res the--atc-ec d:

1"2. :-ov'dirgIota' S.3.E

:omparaple urns f-- tata ad .s:-At'ch CF title Iii n fiscal year7;74 are shown 4r Pt 'P %. cf the 7eH_E- allot7ent expended".6 perePrt
ah-c:.ht hontrinted educationalagercias (S1.1 are 7ahs than for fisJal y .ith a somewhatarger amount of tre =ederiT

Yi.668,070, r for expendi-t.re in fiscal year --;TE. :tate ed'_.catiora7 acerc id to morethan mat,,, Rader.=.7

';.74 Title Perschne7 :tit 7t3cat-iora: ;..gencies

Tables 3 and 4 indicate the curter of positions in full-ti-e equivalents
assigned to the ad-inistrA:ion of `j..lE,A title :II in State educational agenciesin fiscal years 1E. 3 and 1974. 7-e figures fcr the number of lAministrators,
supervisors, clerical staff, 'other" type of personnel, are re;uohly the samefor each year. It snou ?d be noted that although acquisition funds for fiscalyear 1973 wee not allotted until about the middle of fiscal year 1974,administrative

"toed to Stagy_ ed1,7ational agencies at thebeginning of each fiscal year so that prcIram personnel could be retainedto carry on such program activities monitoring, reporting, and allotting"carry over funds from the traviour. year.

Staff losses for supervisory personnel assigned to NDEC title III administration
are considerable when current reports are corrpared with those in the earlieryears of the program; however, it has been previously noted that since fiscal
year 1968, funds for supervision of instruction in the academic subjectsand related services are nad from funds from ESEA title V.
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E-penditures for Materials and Equipmen'.

me u>e of equipment materials to i cJction in the academic
st;jects means the u,e of such ites in t..!ie JevelGpment, presentation, and
learning of the subject matter or content pf the course of study in one or
more of the academia. subjects. Eguipment purchased includes audiovisual
equipment such as film and video production equipment and laboratory and other
equipment used for instruction in the natural sciences, reading, mathematics,
Y:e rind other subjects. Trends in ce> of equipment and materials
r fle: t more individualized and small group experimentation in keeping with
the newer directions of reading, science, and mathematics programs and
instruction in the arts. Media production nperations in all of the academic
r;uhie,:t, ,ire expanding and include cirohic,i,, ;mini -inn photography, televisinr

' audiotape production services.

ederal allotment for equipment, ...dterials, and minor remodeling in
vedr-, 1q73,and 1974 were $47,750,0fln a i S26,250,000, respectively.

total of ''.3q.7 rflillinn (64.4 percent) of the allotment was expended in
year 1977,, with S16.9 million (--,Irr-H over for expenditure in fiscal

1 974 (table 5).

in fisLal year 1n71, 57 percent of the rederdi allotment ($14.9 million) was
wi tr, 11 .2 million carried over rnr expenditure in fiscal year 1 975

). State and local funds more than matched Federal expenditures for
,t± fiscal years.

in fiscal yea- 1972, a higher proportion of NDEA title III funds was
exer,led in hot fiscal years 1973 and 1974 to purchase equipment and materials
'or ,trengthening instruction in English and reading, with expenditures for
sraiengtheling instruction in the natural sciences ranking second. Expenditures
in these fields are well above the other subject areas (tables 7 and 8). There

,:Cy d slight shift in the ranking for the other subject fields compared
previous years. Expenditures for equipment and materials for audio-

!ibraries ,9rA fr,r minor remodel inn to make effective use of equipment
continued to be very low



3. NDEA TITLE III MANAGEMENT GOALS

Management goals identified in the States for the administration of NDEA title
III included staff assignments; program information dissemination; determina-
tion of allocations; and project development, review, monitoring, and report-
ing. The one common management goal was the provision of a program that would
be supportive of the academic goals of each State, as setforth in a State plan.

A number of States reported that achievement of management goals was some-
what thwarted by the fact that program funds for both fiscal years 1973 and
1974 were released in fiscal year 1974. This necessitated a revision of
schedules for receiving, reviewing and approving projects, and a revamping of
plans for monitoring activities. Additional staff h,-,s to be assigned to assistwith the project review process. Although some States has solicited and re-
viewed applications prior to release of funds, many had not, and consequently
has to face under pressure the tasks of developing planning guides, forms,
and other materials concerning the submission of projects for dissemination
to the schools in their States.

The difficulties of finding matching funds so late in the school year pre-
sented another problem to some local school districts, until 45 CFR 141.11 (a)
one year, fiscal year 1973, so that Federal funds could be used for matching
expenditures incurred by local education agencies for projects not having
prior State approval. The fact that P.L. 93-69 provided for obligation
and expenditure of funds for fiscal year 1973 and fiscal year 1974 through
June 30, 1975, also helped States to use NDEA title III funds wisely.

New Jersey's experience illustrates 'ow this modification in regulations
made it possible for a State to develc:) and meet management goals in fiscal
year 1974:

When funds became available in January 1974, for fiscal
year 1973 as well as for fiscal year 1974 it was decided
that it would be impossible for local education agencies
to accomplish the proposal and application process before
the end of the school year. Proper planning, purchasing,
and implementation of projects, as well as the availabi-
lity of matching funds, militated against the prospect of
almost immediate project implementation. Hence, funds for
the two years were carried over for projects planned in
the spring of 1974, and implemented in the fall. The one
exception were the projects of the twenty country audiovisual
libraries which were activated as soon as possible

Perhaps spurred on by this simultaneous releasing of funds for the two fiscal
years, other northeastern States stressed urgency in management goals listed.
Among these was Connecticut, which has a goal "to minimize delays in the
overall process, from initial receipt of application to eventual reimburse-
ment". Connecticut proposed (1) to offer personnel assistance to those
school districts not previously participating in the program, and (2) to
coordinate the expertise of department specialsist in reviewing project
applications.

!
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While all the foregoing management goals were formulated to insure efficiency
in program administration, as in the lessening of paperwork, the speeding-up
of project applicat!on and review, the continuing education process of person-
nel in local educational agencies, the minimizing of delays in the overall
process, and the like, the desire to improve the actual quality of NDEA title
III projects was reflected in goals dealing with subject matter areas and the
provision of educational leadership. Connecticut, for instance, cited as an
important goal, to render priority to those instructional items within the
eligible subject-matter areas that relate to overall departmental goals, e.g.,
reading, career education, infividualization, awareness of ethnic diversities."

The management-by-objectives system continued to make its impact felt as
States structured their programs in terms of measurable objectives, thereby
strengthening the program evaluation process. Massachusetts for example,
requested applications which included a narrative description of the speci-
fic plan for improving instruction, including behavioral objectives; proposed
new courses, changes in course content, or method of instruction; and type
of materials and equipment to be used.

In the southeast, Alabama, /ere all school systems participate in NDEA title
III, saw a need for a "constant cycling" of all administrative responsibilities,
including project planning , review, approval, monitoring and reimbursement.
Their specif c management goals are based on an awareness that the turnover
among local education agency personnel proceeds at a normal rate, and thus
the orientation and training Process must be continuous:

. To maintain broad support of local education agency efforts
to utilize 10V, of available funds. No State level funds
are provided for the acquisition program, therefore all
matching funds are derived from local sources.

. To increase the direct assistance to local education
agencies in relation to project planning. This in-
creased effort was accomplished by on-site visits,
telephone communicatiuns, and in workshops dealing with
the administration of Federal programs and the improvement
of instruction. A special effort was made to give services
to school systems that did not directly seek assistance.

Alabama also reported two management goals that reflected an increased aware-
ness of the need for timeliness:

. To maintain and increase efficiency in the processing
of project proposals. As a rule, no project remains in
the State office lodger than fifteen working days. Pro-
jects submitted in recent years reflect improved quality
both in the physical makeup of the project and in design
for curriculum improvement. If a project does not show
with precision the exact nature and use of the materials
and equipment requested, the local education agency is
contacted for clarification and necessary revision.
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. To expedite the reimburmetc, procs . Since the pcur
provides no funds for fecal administration, every effor
is made to maintain an excellent working relationship
with school office persinnel to enhar :e the operation of
the program. The overa'l rembursere-A process is em-
phasized each year at fte State-wide chool office
personnel workshop nor ,jEt1 -ite III. Local education
agencies are constantly 6erted to deadlines that wok=
prevent their reimbursent claims from being honored.

Closely related to the effort to be expo
III was an awareness expressed by severa
efficiency in management. Florida has
of the forms to be used by county adrrin
NDEA title III funds; Mississippi plan.
reporting to local superintendents and
policies or priorities developed throuh'
take full advantage of funds alloted tr:

ticus ii implementing NDEA title
States in goals striving for
one goal the complete revisin
rative units in applying for
to initiate new procedures
inr college presidents any

year so that they migh-
-ate; Virginia r oposed to

publish and disseminate updated guidel'n t, include a description of th
revised allocation formula which provi for iariabie matching.

,'..mong States in the upper midwest, Missou-i and Ohio limited their manage
ment goals to those absolutely necessar. , the operation of the acguisitinr
program, providing as much help as pes to the participants in planning
worthwhile projects. While Wisconsin ra ad:

The primary management qcil for implementing NDEA TTI-A..
during the school year 1973 -7c was to plan for the proper
utilization of funds which had been impounded. . .two
meetings were held with the State Advisory Council to dete:
mine how the SEA could assume stewardship responsibilities

In recognition of the importance of providing a quality program, 'Aisconsin
listed as its second manaaement goal: to maintain a staff of consultants
associated with the critical subject areas of "IDEA title III", and Nebraska
aimed: "to provide a level of educational lead(--ship from which influence
in the form of project selection and financial al:::cation could be directed
towards improving instruction at the local level'.

Reports from States in the midcontinent region f llow a similar pattern.
In New Mexico, there was also concern evidenced 'n its management goals of
the need to apprise local educational agencies o' program funds available,
to plan with these agencies for wise use cf they -, and to assist
local educational agencies in needs assessment, n the evaluation of materials,
and in the processing and evaluation of applica- -ns. Two of Utah's goals
expressed the same needs:

. To maintain a flow of commun-cation from the State agency
to local agencies con:erning '1 facets of the program

. To assist local agences in
ment of need, determi-,tio
of project application

.

10C

ivities related to assess
priorities, and preparation



Two additional management goals for Ut ummed ur the importance of this kind
objective system:

. To promote a systems appr to planning and to ement-
ing the overall objective ' the program

. To promote the concept of integrated media sub-system to
serve the educational nee,: of the schools.

Tne importance of subject area consultants in achieving this goal of quality
programs is summed up in a portion of Wyoming's report:

Consultants in mathematics, science, foreign/bilingual
languages, health and drug education, language arts and
humanities, industrial education, reading, early chidlhood
education, social studies, career guidance, special
.education, business and distributive education, home
economics, agriculture/agribusiness, and adult and
continuing education are assigned evaluation and qualit.
control functions in planning and operational phase of
all projects. The subject consultants serve as a
screening board for project review. Their appraisal
becomes an important part of the final selection process.
They also act as program disseminators under the direction
of the State Department of Education Program Director.

States in the far west expressed this same concern for the need to promote
understanding of the program among those at the local level, as in the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands where high priority was given management
goals to assure (1) Territory-wide awareness of NDEA title III availability
and reaulations, (2) Local agency understanding of project applications and
procedures, and (3) District Directors' involvement in determining priority
areas. A direct quote from their report:

"The Department of Education is constantly striving to
widen decentralization of responsibilities; only if the
local agencies are well informed can they assume this
essential responsibility. the same time, although
there is much need for individualization, there is also
the need for Territory-wide curriculum building. Input
from all agencies is sought.

And in ,Ar zona, goals for fiscal year 1974 were organized and a calendar was
established for deadlines for each activity. Included were preparation,
mailing, return, review, approval, and notification of approval of project
applications, review of completed projects for eligibility for reimbursement,
and forwarding to the Division of Business and Finance for reimbursement.
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!JnA:",!!ENT !:',OALS AND COMPHE-%:

It a truisr worth ,-ecieating that .!: car be.:-JJ,17,e a viatH,,
am only if its --nagement pf ;:orq-ehens'y

:=2 ar ng on the part ij State educatjcpal agencies - the prograr., "r4.
7'..ed to stand alone. Most State tEs fact arc by

/oar 974 any were deeply involvec 7.7l;anning, fittirn DA
:II r-.6,nagerent goals into a eomprehen, 1 an or iprov.ing instru.
and educationci management. In those such planning ha,
succsful. ;t hen been accorshe ,:-.-nc,enYorl of outside cfns*
and State personnel in maracieflent srH narn arJ traininc proorai7s Po.H-,
of this vine of planr)nq coorclinaticr dude asessment of need fOr
equipment and materials in the academ reas as part of a COre-
hens've needs assessment, revision dc,velop7on.
evaluation pry,-,,ion Cr' improve-

or related services in the 7,;H&, of :..cade,'c subjects.

e plannin has frecuently ir r.,,,orqanization of a
age7y..!,,, as ',appened I;tate revised its entire

title :II plan, uodatn,7 it to inc?r.,-nte new organizational chann,'.
!fld reas)erts in tn State L'epa-tr'f' t u Educational and Cultural

Co r better or worse, recroanzed Ivision of Instruction
for NDEA ti E :I: ncw r..or.posPd of henerl'ts,

s:-;eciallst. whose jobs have ne.E7 anc.lisred

!any State edi.oationa? agencie Sdk' nh c'r(-;vi.7-,ion of better consultative
,.2rices to local cdccAtional anenu es nine of their functions in the
Jr.e.:1 of corprehensive planning. One such was t.!assachusetts which establis_F.
ren:rai offic.:-;. The %DEA title III Pr--:(:ram has cooperated 'n this effort.
.e..itr some project review and monitoring a vities conducted by the regiona
c'Foe staff. ;111 six of the reqonal have assisted in disserninati
of program i(,forTratico.

,w Jersey was another northeastern State provding an example of Federa
p-ogra- coordinatim with State mananerer,t poals, in this ca'se through the
support of county audiovisual libraries. Although these film libraries are

/ P9 per7enT of the rublic school population, State financial support
m Hal, except for the latchin:i funds needed for NDEA title III partici-

ad, county, an: State funds ae used for the basic operational
The NDEA 'II :urds eranle the libraries to acquire the films

the purpose for t-e existence of this service.

line Connecticut :tate flepe--71ent of Education emphasized the following ooals:
(aj improving coPortunitieF or all youth to receive quality ducation;
(b) strengthening communication skills; and (c) developing better awareness
of self and society, Fundirrl of project applications under NDEA title III
is coordinated with these goals. Special emphasis is also given to expand
and strengthen instructional resources in rural districts, encourage exneri-
rentation, and ansist in individualizino instruction.
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A concerted trend towards structural olarnind at the top leve, into which
NDEA management goals meshed very well, was reported by 1-cst ,.3f the States
in the Southeastern block. Excerpts from some of trese reports follow:

In the Georgia Department of Education, basic e1anni!)c for
programs begins within the unit or division nesporsite
for the activity. The proposed program is oreserted to the
planning council. At the planning council level, all pro-
gram activities become interwoven into t^e totals comprehen-
sive program of the SEA.

The North Carolina Department of Education has adopted and
implemented a commitment and criority to the implementation
of comprehensive planning at all levels of educational
analysis and program development. The goals of the NDEA
title III program are supportive of and consistent with
the goals of the Division of Federal Programs and its role
in the State agency.

In South Carolina, the identification of eleven major object-
ives serves as a significant unifying force for consolidating
professional efforts throughout the Department of Education.
All Federally funded programs are brought in line with the
five year plan for improvement of education in the State by
the naming of certain specific objectives taken from the
eleven major objectives list as priorities for the NDEA title
III program.

Tennessee has estabished a Division of School System Manage-
ment and Planning that provides overall coordination of
management activities in the State education agency. This
coordinating activity is carried down to the local education
agency through the regional centers which are arms of the
State education agency.

West Virginia has a comprehensive Educational Program which is somewhat
similar to that of Tennessee. One of its objectives is to encourage and
support local education agencies as thPv upgrade their educational programs.
General guidelines, procedures and other information provided by the State
education agency assist local education agencies with assessment and improve-
ment efforts. Plans containing an assessment of existing efforts and
proposals for strengthening and improving local programs are submitted
annually by the locals for review and approval by the State education agency.
Approved plans relating to NDEA title III subject areas and priorities
are'the planning bases for using funds for acquisition of equipment and
materials and for minor remodeling.

The Florida State Department of Education was reorganized, place like programs
and activities together along functional lines. This reorganization moved
the NDEA title III program from the Bureau of Evaluation and Compensatory
Education to the Library Centers and Resources Section of the Bureau of
Curriculum and Personnel Development.
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In a rumber of .);-,ner Sties, the cont'-uing cor -r r Tr-
of pub7ic education pmomped Ste boards of c-ucation

-.11- 1 H
statements of common 2,:als, such as The LommGr Goals 01 ..hE!

Educational Goals Statements of Netrasl<ans. ese goal
of broad direction arl general pprpose, with State r-frc tr
progra!rs be developed using such broad noalc s frame,: e,,re.1(

The extent to fr.lich the NDEA title III mana,4er7ent goal- ina corrro
sive State ethication agency planning ran the gamut fro , much to none.
In Illinois management and program goals of the NE A :II o.rocr.7!7-

to dflvetail with those of the State any fln t-n ("3- land, 7nE,

ment goals of :he Ohio ND ri' II: nu cart -crivr-
hensive State ducatii:n

. :annino. due the u7w.-flect--
nature bf the ',Ids.

The YisTouri 71e ltary and cecondary
of the -ndivdl., ;gar it planned accorcinqii. 'uch
planniri; prov-sior for NDEA title III of come of t.-) servi
of c:,00roc. fate v,--!",hir the Department and such support !rvioc!
as data L-rices' J. In the NDLA tirl III management roals r-
mai-tainir-2 a -.-!-J5 rY: ,?ct eciatr j Harming for the
of ''unds r dfre,:t' o St.Te ed.icatior innno;' planning fo-
supcort to ',oca ?duc.rY r accies, r.,volva,rent in teacner utic
programs, aro c= e1oprfll id cis-ser'nation GT curriculum -traties e-1

rldicatec

rJivision T-

administer
coopenatior of

Several Stte
needs assessmen:
education agenc'
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and the monitor
an important pa
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of educational
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percent. In ad
reimbursement 0-
more rura' schc
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n: familiar ty with local --yi-2-77> pl
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PROGRAM GOALS AND PRIORITIES

-'rogram gc is and priorities in the "IDEA title prcnran mt obviously
cake into .:,:-.count the basic purpose '7r ,rich the Act =ntende. namely,

-upport the improverett of struA: trough the purchase rf ecuipment
and minor remode:)ng r dministration and State policies

tate departments of etL:at n, Most Sta :es saw ther nal is:

elopine mii,imum stands As

:Teasing cuantity and cualit of equipment and
erials

Supporting special and eiierimeotal orograms
Emphasizing individual irttruc or

Iroroving instruction in the ac cleric subject areas

The broad base of priorities within each :Late reflects (l) the State's educa-
tional goals, (2) the total general educa ic-ia needs in the 12 critical sub-
ject areas treated in "tie II:, (: spec- instructional needs which title
III -ay see in a State, (4) spec=a reciLirements for equipment and
faci it es In each of the subject fields aid the grade levels to be served,
and 5) tr-- categories of eligible equipme-t, mzterials, and type of minc
remodel-nu allowable under the State standrds developed to enhance instruc-
t,onEl 7roorams. However stated, t-e pri: =ties established in each State
provide the basis for a systematic =attack -7 weaknesses in educational pro-
gram: and permit adjustent as cond-tions srange.

:n the northeastern Stctes, program coals And priorities were based on
needs assessment, State testing prodrams, And the judgment of experienced
supervisory personnel .n the academic subjects. For example, reading was
set as the highest pricrity for NDEA title III projects in Maine. This
decision was rea :hed aster a study cf the reading results in the maine
Assessment of Education 7)rograms shr4ed that. Maine children are te7ow the
national average in son- aspects o' adiri. This decision was als-
prompted by the Maine to Pea" -;gra-1 whicr has expanded fr', 11 to
17 sites, a'd used pr--a-ily tr Gr JE irser ice training for teacrers
in the tear "ing of rea-

Priorities .r Mode Is7and wer als. based
and mathemEt=cs were ioentified as the two
of projects were funded in these aaas. Pr.

for projects in readinc and mathemities, w''
additional priority for those comm lit'es N-

itional consideration was -riven to arc
planning. Among the othe criteri- cc :ire"

State testing prograr. Reading
:hest priorities and a number
cities in r..ew vork were also
bilingual educationa
-e it was appropriate. Add-

ihich demorstrated comprehensive
:1 in project approval we-e:

. Degree to which program it-es relate to
identified educational needs

Degree to whit- a relaticnsr-: 't ,hown betwee-i
equipment or riterials regue:cec acd their potential
_se in instruction it the acAderic subjects

Degree to whic recueste..] materials and equipment
will enrich cosrse content expand the curriculum
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.lree to which -equested nateriaic and equipment
dice for intividLalize, instrur en

-p- to which nre.iaili-n ,flolicable standards
Any of tne e'cected acade-ic area might be

r, lized or exue,ded.

_acn State an must incluce principle from which priorities are to L?
developed. This means that a State provide a list of princieles
which reflex` its major educational cc, erns in the critical subject
fie-ds and which have a tee_ -inc; on the -'unctioning of the title III prop
Such princ-pies are then usd as a basis for the development of priorit
The pricri ies themselves, 4h1le not a renuired part of the State plan,
iust be prepared by the 'tate to be used in a predetermined way for the
:ear-Jose assigning rel:.tive importance and eder of approval of projects

v -ocal educational agencies for the acquisition of equipment
and mate' s and for mieor remodeliro.

Ternsylve.!a reported eight NDEA title Ili coals, each an outgrowth of gen
al zed f4fleinos from review of past programs, needs assessment data, and
Ll...eent trends in educatior. From these orals it then established priorities.
to fiscal year 1973 and fiscal year 1974 which served to rank the relati\e
ireeortance and order of approval of protects submitted by local educational
aceecies. The following ere some oc Pennsylvania's priority statements or
tt-e ba which spec nrcijectn, wee funded:

:ectr, ;hi-. :a- doc:Tent Y.. i need as a result of
eyster- -ie -as -,.ssessr'ent.

-;jests ,hi,e new evidence and ._orvitment to a
-temat mar -:errent-y-objectives approach.

eritten in support oc ;nificant education
This includes planned program description

zinc, open-7-ace classroems, extended school year,
endent stu,: and/or experimereal programs.

cts that ,.-onstrate a relatienship between the
-tment of F: cation's quality assessment project
he purchase 3f equipment and materials.

.cts that reflect a concern for the Secretary of
F -ion's curriTulum uriorities, namely,

a. clitical an Legal Education
b -vironmental Education
c. 7nsumer Education
d ne Arts

ern- ?cts that reflect national concern for such
Droc-ams as:

-inht to Pead
2areer Education



c. lingual EOucaticr
d. m,Ptric Syste -

re7cie was given a low r-iority by nearly 317 cF the northeasterntates. The cn-ef reason for this was the proble- of Peter-miring eligibilityince local edpitional agencies often prefer to assum.,* s:Jch costs themselves
ter than get into the complications of documenting costs. Rhode;la-d, for example, reported only one project irvolvinc 7'.4nor remodeling,

nat of some work done on a creenhouse used it the biology Program atiddletown Hign School.

rogram goals and priorities in the southeastern States ranged from theidentification of specific acacemid areas as needing priority consider-
ation to broad and comprehensive statements of curriculum needs. Floridarecognizing that inequalities in --2sources exist at the local level interms of quantity, age, durability, and suitability of eouipment andmaterials on hand, shifted from requiring local agencies to identify
priority needs based on accreditation standards to a system based onpriority pro:ram needs as identified through comprehensive educationalplanning. Tcr chief objective was to make suitable equipment, materials,and faciliti available to children and teachers in the cublic schools
of Florida frr the purpose of imnroving instruction in the academicsubjects.

While goals and priorities from most of the States were broad and general
in tone, Dist-ict of Columbia identified some specific areas of concentra-tion, among were the promotion of language arts in an attempt to

-ove writte- and oral composition; the introduction of the study of
r -ic measuremert in grades K-12; and the offering of language in primarygr ses, so as to Promote a wise choice of a modern foregn language forin -depth study a: the later junior high level.

improvement of instruction was an over-riding goal in all areas of the
country, although a civergence in subject matter to be stressed was noted.lue-to Rico, for example, planned an expansion and improvement of teachingof industrial arts, English, mathematics, science, social studies and
music, while South :arolina was one of many concentrating on improvement7. asic readi-q arc mathematics skills. South Carolina also focused on
nP utilization cf title III funds to reduce the dropout rate and to reducepure in first grade.

'uerto Rico, in addition to its improved teaching goal, listed as priorities
the organization of new laboratories for science and industrial arts and
the rerodeling of existing facilities and support for an innovative curriculumfor its year round school program in 6 districts.

States in the Upper Midwest listed broad-based program goals under three
categories: (1) improvement of instruction, (2) improvement of supervisoryand related services, and (3) improvement through the acquisitions program.In the first category, Kansas and Wisconsin aimed to encourage and assist
school districts in evaluating their general education programs by providing
evaluation instruments and strategies. Michigan and Wisconsin planned towork with local educational agencies in initiating procedures for the use
of title III funds in bringing about needed changes in the critical subject
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areas. In the second category, that of improving supervisory services.
Kansas planned to provide additiona subject specialists to serve a gre:!.
number of districts, while Kansas, North Dakota and Wisconsin all hoped tL,
work with colleges and universities it Manning programs that would
teacher competencies. To realize the third goal of improvement through
acquisitions, Missouri and Minnesota saw their role as that of assistir
schools in the processing of specialized equipment, such as computers fo,-
computer assisted instruction, and video equipment. Ail Upper Midwester-
States planned to provide up-to-date information about new techniques an:
materials through publications, workshops, conferences and on-site
To realize goals in these three broad categoies, States set priorities
around which local school districts could plan projects, if need for
existed in a given district. Followirr: is a list of representative pr
and States:

Computer assisted Inst -Jctir
Individualizing Instru 'ior
:nstructional Televisior-
Specific subject areas:

Matheratics
Music
Reading

= 'rejects addressed to critical
educational needs cf districtF,
with low financial resources

-oects designed to upgrade the
collections of audiovisual ma-
terials and equipment holdings
to support critical subject areas
and to bring the school's holdings
up to minimum standards levels.

Minnesota
Illinois
misscuri

linois, Indiana
Kansas
Indiana, Kansas
michioan,
minnesota

minnesota,
!;ebraska

NDEA title III administrators of the agencies in the West generally had well
thoughtout program goals, achieveable through the establishment of priorities
and development of quality local projects which were coordinated with projects
from other State and local funds.

American Samoa, which was forced to rely on television as the principal
means of instruction over a period of some years, reported that considerable
time and a full focus of Federal and Department funds will be required to
achieve its program goals, which were listed as: improvement of instructional
procedures to enhance the development of pupils' cognitive skills in all
academic areas; development of intellectual independence on the part of
pupils, exhibiting an ability to question, experiment, hypothesize and form
conclusions based on data; and development of a sense of responsibility and
pride in schools as evidenced by proper care, maintenance, and utilization
of materials and equipment. It is hoped that these goals will be achieved
by encouraging students to participate in process-oriented instructional
activities, designed to develop inouiry skills. Teachers on tneir part will



be encouraged to rely less on the lecture method and more on classroom
discussion and participation.

The State of Washington set two broad program goals: to improve educational
programs through the acquisition of equipment and materials in the 12
critical subject areas; and to increase the participation of school districts
in the NDEA program by 10';' for fiscal year 1974. For the first-named goal,
it reported that reading at the elementary level continued to be high
priority, with science at the secondary school level. Its second goal, that
of increasing program participation, was not realized for several reasons:
chief of which was levying failure throughout the State. Many school
districts could rot meet she 50° matching requirement.

Program goals in Alaska, designed to initiate and/or expand special curricula
and programs for certain specific groups of children, remained unchanged
from previous years. Of nine projects approved in fiscal year 1974, eight
were designed to strengthen individualized instruction in reading, math-
ematics and social studies. One project upgraded equipment and software
in a media center to improve individualized instruction.
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6. ACHIEVEMENT OF PROGRAM GOALS

Reports from State educational agencies are designed to p-ovide evidence
of the achievement of program goal, established for the NJ-A title II: pro
and the degree of each goal. Degree of achievement is sometimes difficul.
to measure, based as it must be on subM,:tive as vell as objective evidence.
Then, too, degree of attainment is =reJe'ly contrelled by the sr)ecifi..it
or lack thereof, of the goal itself.

Perhaps the ultimate nuestion to !7T,, as instruction beer -,orov,
and strengthened"? To this, most would seer- to answer in the (=iffir,
ative.

New Hampshire reported that its goal of establishing consultant and adviser-{
services was achieved to a reasonable degree. The seven subject specialise;
each conducted a minimum of 20 visits to local school districts in connect'
with the development of NDEA title III projects. The English and reading

nsultant cooperated closely with the State Right 4.o Read Director in ,

ducting inservice training sessions at New Hampshire's 12 local Right t:
Centers. The mathematics and science consultants held two conferences to!
300 elementary and secondary school teachers on new developments in their
-espective fields. Both consultants also worked in cooperation with the
University of New Hampshire to organize a summer institute for 30 element,..
school mathematics teachers.

Vermont was another northeastern State reporting success with the role of
consultants. In fiscal year 1974, five consultants in the academic subjec.s
participated on a part-time basis tin the administration of the NDEA title I:.
program. It was the role of these consultants to provide expertise and
technical assistance to the teachers and administrators in local schools.
The consultants became involved in instructional programs in mathematics.
science, English and reading, industrical arts, and the arts and humanities.
Industrial arts was the subject that received the greatest degree of assist
in the use of new types of equipment.

From Connecticut came this statement'

Effective achievement of our program goals was hampered by
the withholding of funds and subsequent sudden release of
allotments for two years. Local educational agencies were
not prepared to develop good projects so suddenly. Less
experimentation and planning was in evidence than in prior
years.

A more sanguine report came f. om Pennsylvania, which furnished information
concerning achievement of program goals in several of the academic subjects.

Arts and Humanities -- There was an increase of eight percent in
the number of projects funded over previous
years. Most of the projects involved the
acquisition of reference and audiovisual
materials for interdisciplinary curriculum
development.



Modern Foreign Languages -- P-iority v&s given to projects
suo:orting advanced levels of study,
m'ddle school foreign language programs,
and bilingual prigrams.

Science -- Thirty school districts upgraded the quality and
quantity of science equipment. Fifty districts
began participation in the State Nuclear Science
Project in fiscal years 1973 and 1974.

Social Studies -- The majority of projects in history were reauests
For audiovisual equipment reflecting the increased
use of a multimedia approach to learning. Civics
projects were designed to develop and expand legal-
political education. Only one economics project
was funded an interdisciplinary project in consumer
and career education. The number of projects in
geography was twice the number expected. Most
dealt with rural-urban problems, natural resources,
and the environment.

Southeastern States retorted 7 fair amount of progress toward achievement of
program goals credited purchase of equipment with NDEA title III funds for
the realization of program goals. Among those listed were speech improve-
ment through the use of tape recorders for setting standards and monitoring;
individualized instruction in a reading laboratory for reading improvement
through the learning of comprehension and reading skills; introduction to
metric instruction, and the exploration of ;';.-,reign language study.

Mississippi had as one of its goals the acquisition of instructional ma-
terials and equipment as a part of the program to upgrade the accreditation
of schools. Although accreditation for higher classification is not solely
dependent upon the holding of equipment and instructional materials, the
availability of these items definitely have an influence on accreditation
when compiled with the implementation of the instructional program. The
data presented below relating to the increase in higher classification for
both elementary and secondary schools in Mississippi for the year 1973-74
over the year 1970-71 reflect the imact of the availability and utilization
of instructional materials and equipment.
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MISSISSIPPI ACCREDITATION STAT7S RPOFT

Elementary Schools

1970-1971 1973-1974

Schools awarded Cass AA 132 20%

Schools awarded Class A ')E) q15

Schools awarded Accredit 226 109

Second:7 5:hools

Schools awarded Class AA

Schools awarded Class A

120 171

163 159

-OUTPM7N7 07SED IN FLORIDA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1971-1972 1972-1973 1973-1974
NUMBER

NUMBER PER PUPIL
NUMBER

NUMBER PER PUPIL
NUMBER

NUMBER PER PUPIL

Microfilm Readers 498 .0003 638 .0004 763 .0005
Filmstrip Projector 24,333 .0165 27,181 .0179 33,908 .0220
Opaque Projector 2,537 .0017 2,655 .0018 2,780 .0018
Overhead Projector 24,802 .0168 27,369 .0181 29,770 .0194
Slide Projector 6,319 ! .0043 6,333 .0042 6,741 .0044
8mm Projector 2,748 .0019 3,482 .0023 3,747 .0024
16mm Projector 9,526 .0065 10,484 .0069 11,049 .0072
Radios 3,002 .0020 2,814 .0019 3,130 .0020
Record Players 39,279 .0266 41,9%5 .0277 43,643 .0284
Tape Recorders-A 24,980 .0169 31,354 .0207 36,762 .0239
Tape Recorders-V 564 .0004 663 .004 785 .0005

Films -
Filmstr

MEDIA MATERIALS HOUSED IN FLORIDA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
(DOES NOT INCLUDE DISTRICT CENTER HOLDINGS 1971-1973)

(DOES INCLUDE DISTRICT CENTER HOLDINGS 1973-1974!

1971-1972 1972-1973 1973-1974
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER

PER PUPIL NUMBER PER PUPIL NUMBER PER PUPILNUMBER

16mm 4,274 .002 4,971 .003 9,176 .0060
ps 1,355,879 .93 1,516,296 1.021 1,675,729 1.0896
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1971-197-2

Number

Number
Per

1972-1973 1973-1974

PuDil Number

Number
Per

P 11 Number

Number
Per

Pu

Globes 32,18 .02 33,947 .023 34,699 .023Tapes 11,921 .00 13,109 .009 14,095 .009
Slides 444,975 .30 549,89E .370 643,164 .41F
Transparencies 827,972 .57 968,82 .652 1,056,950 .527
Books 15,002,151 l'.27 5,909,97 10.714 16,426,163 10.520
Magazines 78,858 .05 21,40 .055 81,374 .052
Newspapers 5,425 .0041 5,42 .004 5,339 .003

Puerto Rico reported that its first priority area was the organization of new
laboratorie: for science and industrial arts, and the remodeling of existing
facilities. Forty-six new industrial arts laboratories were established.
Twenty-two of these were in urban senior high schools, 13 in urban junior high
schools, and 11 in rural junior high schools. Fifty-seven existing labora-
torie- were equipped in order to provide for program diversification by the
addi of the following courses: basic electricity, power mechanics,
manu ,turing, graphic arts and electronics. Eight laboratories were establ-
ishes for the teaching of the world of construction. In the area of science,
45 laboratories were remodeled and 919 science kits were provided for 541
elementary schools.

Concentration in those two areas also met with success in South Carolina,
where first priority was proved achievement in the basic skills of reading
and mathematics. The following figures indicate percentage changes in
acquisitions in reflecting the increased use of title III NDEA funds in these
critical areas. Expenditures for equipment and materials in the area of
reading increased from 157 to 327. In the area of mathematics, expenditures
creased from 4% to 7%.

A number of States in the Upper Midwest reported success of program goals
statistically -- among them South Dakota, which reported that "80% of our
school districts completed application for NDEA title III-A funds to be used
to strengthen instruction in 2 academic fields", while Wisconsin also quant.l
that in addition to the publication of 12 curriculum guides (elsewhere men-
tioned in this report), 59 communications media in the form of newsletters,
bulletins, slides and tapes were prepared and made available to schools
within the State. Improvement in instruction, realized through the acquisi-
tion program, was claimed by Missouri, placing at 894 the number of requests
from project applications for television equipment: VTR, Receiver/Monitor,
camera; while Minnesota read achievement into a statistic that showed that
25% of its schools participating in NDEA title Iii -4 had purchased 125
computer terminals.
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A long felt need -- acquisition of instructional materials and equipment --
was met with the enactment of NDEA title III. Consequently many States,
like Florida, stated as a major objective "to make available usable and
suitable equipment, materials and facilities to the children and teachers
in the public schools". The following tables reflect gains in the numbers
and percentages of pieces of equipment and materials in the past three
years. These figures reflect equipment and materials housed in schools; they
do not reflect holdings in district an-_' regional media centers.

Workshops, published curriculum guides, mini-courses, evaluations -- all
were reported by States using these means to achieve the umbrella goal of
'improvement of instruction'. Bot Wisconsin and Illinois met with success,
as excerpts from their reports indicate:

Illinois

'Nine regional workshops, planned and conducted,
were designed to inform and encourage local educational
agencies to begin individualized programs of instruc-
tion. Each workshop was attended by more than 100
teachers and administrators. An outgrowth of these
sessions was a statewide music conference devoted to
individualizing music instruction.

"Eighteen new foreign language programs have been
implemented at the elementary and junior high level
as a result of the efforts of the foreign language
specialist."

Wisconsin

"In the area of curriculum development, revision,

implementation and evaluation 12 new curriculum guides
and/or mini-courses were developed, and 252 meetings
were conducted regarding implementation and evaluation."

"A total of 52 evaluations were made. In adition 5
state-wide surveys were conducted. 3,669 NDEA III
projects were evaluated. State-wide assessm:nt in
mathematics, reading science and social stLAis were
continued."

A major goal in some States was to provide consultant service to assist local
personnel in the effective use of new equipment and materials acquired under
the program, or to give aid in improving and strengthening instruction. In
Nebraska, "An effort was made to work with administrators and teachers as they
requested NDEA title III assistance. Frequent consultations were held with
architects as new structures were being planned or as remodeling was being
considered. The series of Media Family Affairs, held in conjuction with the
ESEA title II program, made possible informed consultation with media personnel
concerning instruction in the classroom and supply of materials and equip-
ment ..."

)
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Kansas, citing a decline nunter atej, tat it ,as
imoossible to supervise all s,_:Cect areas ir fiscal year 7974.

:.-liana viewed pre-Program clarn-c, :enformed ty State an`. 7ocal
personnel, as making uthe greatest '7 -_, espen4ally in the -,rP,=..7_ 7are-
matics and reading".

exas had reported a program goal in -_'ne social studies area: history,
civics, geography and economics. Tt expended considerable effort to achieve
an upgrading in course content and improvement in instruction, and reported
measure of success through 75 or-site consultative visits.and/or workshops,

involving approximately 1,500 curriculum leaders and/or teachers; mathe-
matics it realized a goal of individualizing instruction by establishing
mathematics laboratories and encouraging the use of wider variety of materials.
Montana and Puerto Rico both had program goals involving the upgrading of
industrial arts classes. Montana was particularly approving of the response
it received --projects were approved to the amount of $130,775. Of this sum,
$6,092 was spent or the elementary school level. Utah, for example, realized
only a token achievement, naming severe limitations on Federal funding as a
prime cause. Montana also reported a curtailmet in program achievement
because of limited funding.

Turning to reports from southeastern States, Mississippi cites a continuing
project involving the use of educational television in Calhoun County that
involves two elementary schools, two junior high schools and two senior high
schools. The superintendent has the overall responsibility for the project
and is aware of all of the technical, administrative and instructional aspects.
The principals are responsible to him for the effectiveness of the program
in their schools. Each participating school has a full-time coordinator who
makes videdtapes, schedules equipment, and provides materials and services
to teachers. The coordinator operates from the school media center where the
recording equipment and monitor are housed. The program was initiated in
the three elementary schools in 1970 71, extended to the intermediate grades,
and in 1974 was introduced into the high schools. The elementary schools
are wired for television. Programs are received via antenna and are recorded
in and distributed from the media centers. Videotapes are played over the
distribution system or played in the classroom on a videocassette play unit.
Also, programs are received in the classroom by open air broadcast at the
time they are aired over the network. The equipment acquired by the project
includes eight videocassette play units mounted on portable stands along
with a television receiver and monitor. This combination of equipment is
referred to as a "video-roll-about". The high schools have access to programs
by "roll-about". This project was developed in cooperation with the
Mississippi Authority for Educational Television after the administrative
staff of the local education agency had made a careful study of curriculum
needs and the instructional resources available to schools over the State
television network. The plan as outlined allows for continued expansion
of the program as the need and interest indicate and as funds are available.
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The plan includes in-service training `dr teachers in tecnn-:a7 and
instructional areas. Principals nave i3rticipated it worksnc :s .ther:ahe
them for their role. At this :7-E -ore trap 3C 4.rstr.ct.foraT seres are
used regularly.

The relationship between hearing arc learning as it appl'es to the Err;7'sr/
language arts formed the basis of a project reported from. Fairfax County,
Virginia. Their division-wide elementary English - special education pro-
ject provided basic, intermediate and advanced Central Auditory Abilities
Training Programs which present pre :fanned, systematic, seauential pro-
grams for development and/or refinement of essential auditory perceptual
skills, The programs are taped and designed for use with an open-reel tape
recorder. A specially designed speaker with an intensity calibrating unit
included, enhances the quality of the sound reproduction. Auditory percep-
tual skil'E are critical to success in English/language arts. Inability of
a child to attend selectively to auditory stimuli, to discriminate between
sounds, to establish stable sound symbol relationships, to store and retrieve
verbal input rapidly, and to interpret verbal language accuragely, preclude
the development of efficient English/language arts skills. The flexibility
of the format and the adaptability of the content of the project materials
permit a wide application of the training programs to a variety of special
education students. The project provides appropriate in-service training in
the use of the programs. A Central Auditory Program Development Specialist
provides consultative service as needed. This project provided $43,317
to 1,114 students in 44 schools in Fairfax County. In Minnesota the State
Department of Education was allotted funds in 1973 to organize an Educational
Computer Consortium which would be available to all the schools in the
State. The State also leased lines and computers. This then became a high
priority item to serve all schools. NDEA title III aided schools in purchasing
the low speed terminals located in the schools that relayed instructional
information to students.

Rochester, Minnesota received aid to purchase 16 terminals. Three are located
in elementary scKools serving approximately 1,200 pupils. Highly interesting
English programs of creative drill and practice programs written by local
teachers were fed into the terminal. These programs created a motivation that
could in no other way be implemented. Several curriculum development teams
were formed to map future use of the computer in the classroom.

Minnetonka, Minnesota, bought a Porta Com (portable computer terminal) which
was used at Scenic Heights Elementary School serving 462 pupils. Computer
applications included use of the Hewlett-Packard Arithmetic Drill and Practice,
simulations, computer generated materials, and programming in the BASIC
Language. Since this school also served as a student teacher center fro the
University of Minnesota during the 1974-75 school year, the University
sponsored a "Computers in the Elementary School" workshop which was attended
by 22 teachers from several elementary schools in the district.
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IMPTr4NTTIOLAN IN NOE:.

All States and Outlying Areas used z..71:t7erts fiscal year 7973 and 7,7.f.
to fund projects that illustrate the imr-lertation of both managemer4 ar
program coals. The followirg descripti:rs : selected projects indicate
the effects of the equipment accuired arc the -icor remodeling performed,
on strengthening instruction in the su:!ects. Project descriptions
tend to show that what were mere beginning trends in education when the
NDEA title III program was initiated have now become accepted practice or
an over-widening scale. What is referred to here is an increase in utili-
zation of educational technologies and a creatr use of the interdisciplinary
approach in clarsrooms.

Projects in tne nat--al sciences and reac'rn continued to be pc ?ular. The
annual reports also -eferred freouently to :roects r_nitinc the social
studies with the humanities, and to matnemat'cs Prolects concerned ith
the introduction of the metric system.

There appeared to be increasinc interest in several northeastern States in
art and music Projects. The New Hampshire report made specific references
to minor remodeling projects that improved studio and practice areas for
music and art groups while Connecticut funded several music programs for
children in the elementary and middle schools which stressed the opportunity
for children to discover and create music for themselves. NDEA title III-A
assisted in the acquisition of such necessary instruments as bells, cymbals
and drums.

As schools have searched for innovation and ways to break out of the rigid,
structured and stratified patterns of the past, the interdisciplinary
approach has been dev-loped, whereby themes can be explored in a multi-
ciplic'ty of ways tha-, transcend the traditional course barrier. Music and
indeed all the arts, especially le-d themselves to this kind of planning
and teaching.

An interesting interdisciplinary project in Delaware in the Alfred I. DuPont
School District involved the exploration of four art forms -- drawing and
painting, music, dance, and the drama -- from the 17th century to the present
to study the question: Why does man create? Pupils traced the development
of creative styles produced in each period. Evaluative techniques for the
project were related to the ability of each pupil to accomplish stated ob-
jectives. Similar projects were reported for several States that related
the work of artists to political and social movements of the times as well
as to the music and literature of the periods covered.

All of the northeastern States reported English and reading as subjects
ranking very high in number of projects funded, or high in total expenditures.
Pennsylvania, for example, used NDEA title III funds to assist in the support
of twelve Right to Read Centers and to contribute to the support of 44 other
reading programs in individual schools. Typical reading projects include
an individualized reading program in Somersworth, New Hampshire and a
diagnostic and prescription clinic in District Central Harlem. New
York City.
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Several States reported -etirc projects he-ate,'
Children are exposed to coot writirg -:'a perccr---:
jobs in realistic surroi,ndircs. --e -aterialc used ofte- --trcduce non-
traditional jobs c- those often taker for crarted. E'fort: are ade to
reading materials that give °coo -acresentat7ch to a-d to ',one-
in ncntraditioral

midwood High School ';ew York :ity as art fil---!-a;(iho te:--
nioues in English and reading classes arc reports a "arced increase 4.7
nctivation among habitual 7: urderacnievin:; pualls arc neightered creativity
amore gifted pupils. Duri's are 'hvclyPc in virtually every aspect of
television production, fr- scrizzwricno to visiting the studios of a maicrnetwork, to preparation cf a but'ic service drug abuse announcemert.

The American Bicentennial year pro ided a theme it Wrich tradlticral curri-
culum barriers were croseed over -- most crecuentiv art, music. English,
reading, and the social studies. Deports 4noicated a creat variety of hich
quality materials used in connection with these projects, e.c., films of
major comtemproary events, and representative American revels and short
stories; recordings of American history in ballads, songs, and poetry; and
new books that give comorehensive cc-parisons of lifc, in the city, and the
suburbs, and the rural areas cc the LJnited States.

A project utilizing games teacrind history was forded in the high scrcol
at Farmington, "Lew Hampshire. :sing heuristic dames, pupils are able to
replicate court room experiehoe,, and exar-i-,= institutional individual
conflict.

The social studies field also provided opportunities for the up-dating of
"old" courses and the introduction of new areas of study reflecting current
concerns, as in Pennsylvara where the title III coordinator reported:

Funds available in the social studies have enabled new programs
to be implemented in economics wnich deal with consumerism, in
history to permit the development of oral history programs, in
civics to expand offerings in legal and political education, and
in geography to support studies dealing with urban and rural
problems, environmental concerns, and the status of our natural
resources which is becoming so important in the current energy
crisis.

Metric education continued to demand a share of NDEA title III funds and atten-
tion as the nation moves towards conversion to the metric system. A charac-
teristic project in metric education is one funded for schools in the Conrad
Area School District in Delaware. Project objectives included acouisitio
of information about the metric system and the application of skills in
using and converting measures. Manipulative materials were acquired to
provide activities to reinforce the concepts presented. The classroon pro-
ject was supported by summer inservice programs sponsored by the Delaware
Department of Public Instruction to assist teachers in making a gradual
transition to the metric system.



F-cm mar States came reccr . projects r th,
science dealing +, t^. env'rcrmenta, are erercv e-
tre :recent and future stat_c cc .a,": so,_.rces
ccal, :hale, o , geotherral -eart S7'C',
re environmental and soc4al

sources ere are cove-et.

:Es art -

P,r:lcred

:recessed
-t, aid scl.r eat.
these :arih_s

:ndustrial art: was the last c= a:e: e:ts :c 7e mate
under NH4 beccminc Pliziee in '957. RelPtive7v few nroje:ts
have been funce because cc more crit cal re,Ts '7 ctrer sJtjects and
because of the expense of sore cf the hi chi comet ex * roes PC eguipmert
needed fcr inst-uctioral pJrposes in irdustr4al art; ncwever, Pennsylvania
approved 172 projects it industrial arts in fiscal years 1973 and '974,
amounting to nearly 52 million in expenditures. The introduction cf new
units in exploratory courses 'r irdustr'a7 arts is the type cf project -7cs4:
frequently funded. For examelP, Rutland, Vermcnt has expanded its explora-
tory courses to include dract4rd, woodworking, power/automotive, general
metals/welding, and electric -ti Another frequently mentioned need is that
of equipment and facilities f-- cccPrirc junior hsch mirtie school indus-
trial arts courses to girls.

Technology in greater or lesser degree has been a built-in part of many o'
the programs described it preceding paragraphs. Several instances of
in-depth technology were cited ty various schools around the country. Hillsboro
County School District in Florida, e.g., described a Project which provided
approximately $140,TD,C worth of instructional equipment and materials for a
new elementary school v,ith a urcue center organized according to the needs
of the students. The instructional program employs continuous evaluation
and development of learning presecriptions on an individual basis. Subject
areas involved include the arts, humanities, civics, economics, English,
geography, history, mathematics, modern foreign reading, and
science.

Rockdale County, Georgia, used fiscal year 1974 NDE4 title III funds to
establish an ihnustrial .rte at te. junior -ich sehLP7 level. The
industrial arts program is an exploratory area in the course of ,study which
serves for both career exr,lorat, activities and a foundation for certain
:Tdde courses at the ,:o7A:re,er;:ve high school.

An example of the use of NDEA. title 11: funds for reading improvement this
one utilizing books and print material rather than technology -- comes from
Spartanburg, South Carolina, where program funds made possible the individ-
ualization of the teaching of readinc.

F:gnificant results in the improvement oc reading skills are being obtained
by approximately 475 K-5 pupils errclled at Jesse S. Bobo Elementary School.
The basal reading program in the district uses 12 levels of materials. Each
level has an accompanying criterion test which is given at the completion of
that level. Supclementary materials of all kinds are used to extend and
reinforce the sells beira developed in the basil program.
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Distr.ct of ::.1.;mbia was am( those sctss7 tvste-s .,-ere technology was
utilized in tre teaching of Er.jlisn. line sfct as
tne i7oroverert of composit-or skills; arctner, tne i7crovement of speech.
I- the latter program, studvts -'7" at :nelos and Bell
Vc ticnal Hicn Schools, used tapc, recorders ts moritor Progress, settinc
*h ;r own stardards and measurements for s7sech ---oroiement. The project
to improve composition skills was desicned to allow teachers to grade
writter assigrments on tape, whereby was provided ar ocportunity for ccr-
tructive consents. The Department of Er!glisr held two city-wide orienta-

tion meetings to instruct English teachers to use the tape recorders
in the classroc-. A guide. "Grading .c-7--itions 'sing Tapes' was croduceO
and dissemirate:: for use. The major `or the project was r7aced c^
the interrelatisrsnip of the language ,,-t., part'cular the imcroveme--.
of composition, coth written an,..! oral.

=ockingnam Coun:y in North Carolina hs developed a reading program which
is designed to eliminate the "crippli-g disati'ity of reading failure and
replace it with reading success". The proiect L.:es a diagnostic Prescri7-
tive aporcach by which students who have =alien below level in both atti-
tudes and reading achievement can have a program planned for their specific
needs. Each prescription becomes the :-_2S'S for establishing performance
goals, and programring includes complete perceptual training, encompassing
the basic motor skills, hand-eye coordination, visual and auditory perception
training and discrimination. This reag4nc program. uses modern multimedia
techniques and a wide variety of approaches designed to build interest in
learning to read. The varied approaches involve the student in visual,
auditory, kinesthetic, ce-,:ePtual and --,ctcr skills, to develop comprehensior
and improve spelling and vocabulary. Tne :reject is designed to enable the
students to become the "discoverers' and thus to build the positive atti-
tudes necessary for effective learning. The closed circuit television equip-
ment made possible by NDEA title III funds is used to enhance student ability
tc express themselves and provide balance between the comprehension and
skills aspect and the techniques of oral and written communication.

The city sch0.:7 sister of Elr7ir,gham, Alabama, was another that chose to
channel a portion of title III funds into projects designed to improve
education in music for g-ades 1-12. During the 2-year period, over $6C,70
was expended for 7 sic education. The promotion or music education projected
through the entire Eirriinghar system has been under the direction of a cap-
able full-time music supervisor who worked closely with subject matter
specialists in the Department of Education and the administrative staff of
NDEA title III. This supervisor has been actively engaged in conducting
teacher workshops throughout the system. While the focus in this music pro-
ject has been primarily on the lower grades, the emphasis on music in all
grades reflects one of the identified priorities of the State education
agency the promotion of projects involving the arts and humanities in
grades one through twelve.



Cral history, de',eloped oy crofessiona7 histriaos i-te-vews :7
of famous writers, perscaoes and h'storical ctaracters, 't :-e
Library of Congress and ayaiTatie it -aior libraries, row its :,curter -
part on a local level in 7-any of our schools. Froiects of this tat.:re,
centering on lc:al history, nave teen reported fro- tte Loaer '1i:west rec'or.
One such cores '-om Shawano, wistonsir where a tale litraty has teer
oeveloped for use as a resource ir several special orcorams: 'History of
venomiee-Shawanc Counties", "-itorities ir America', Ariericat Indian
Philosophy", and "A History of Native Americans-. Al' cc the taoes it this
library have been developed by students through interviews with people
representing various facets of community life, culture and history. Accom-
panying the tape library is the scrool's original video library, made by
students filming lumbPrmail operations in A,.Anomiee County for use of grades
2 and 4, and at the high school level; the filming of Indian cow -wows for
utilization in a social studies seauerce; the filming of community activi-
ties fo.- use in grade 2; and the filo-jrc cc community seauences for use in
celebrating the American Bicentennial. The State Coordinator summed uo the
value of this program in these words:

Perhaps of greatest iotortarce is the development cf rew and
different methodologies teat students are using as they conduct
interviews and use the comrunity resources around them. Further,
the use of "tape libraries' 's accepted as a significant resource
in the Shawano schools. District No. 8 is exhibiting leadership
in this area, particolarly as the social studies program is devel-
oping data for courses where tiaterial acquisition is virtually
impossiblestudent oaterials cr the menominees.

FoiJsides the above, this oro_ieot serving at least two additional functions:

. Improving -.he social studies program in Shawano

. Solidifyin ideas that sight be transported to
other Wisconsir. schoo's

A geography project in Soluot a Elementary Schools, Hammond, Indiana, was
usod to foster in students an urderstandinq of physical and cultural dis-
tribution patterns throughout tre world. Active participation of the 323
enrolled students, grades K-5, was encouraged in learning situations re-
quiring involvement through the inductive approach. NDEA title III funds
purchased a variety of Taps, globes and specialized geographical media
that were used for individualized study as well as for small group and
classroom activities.

Small school systems in the oast have found it difficult to fund courses
r---r than those required for graduation. Dexter, Kansas, having fewer
tnan 200 students 'n grades K-12, was enabled tnrough NDEA title III to
expand its music prograr to include the study of folk music, jazz, and
church music, and to provide a complete listening center and a number of
folk instruments. To the program was added an extra fillip -- 4 elementary
and 4 secondary school students joined their teachers in planning the
project. From the Parkway School System in missouri came a report cf NDEA
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titIe II: f..nds, used to expand a :ahl tre schcc7 sste-
rad origirally piloted with its owr 7: -a- eestrcn7: piar: s,stewith a master 1...eac;cer pier° connected w7t- --ser o= practice oiaros.
The teacher -ay monitor an diard at wi. :iar:s be in the sa-e rcor,since only the user car near the arc -e -s The district estates

laboratory will ser-Je. 47'7. stse-ts eas- '-r4'ard that flr dur-r7 twe

4t Glerbrook =drool, :sok
a- ;-.ht

'raking and sssloture utilize:
7: teashind.

The purchase c= a me7tirc frarce, a tti-c arc ed'-: set, a ;lassand a poner ad''P° ho whizh 77- stur!Prt':
Participated for,- section.: 'r and two ss....7sture.

ard mani.sulative eces avai'as'e :case under title
see- JSPH with P"ectiveress '7 := * a :rt:ai areas, Perhaps
"4Lre SO t'rar it t-e social st..:.des

if ts.demcrstrate that th-s s' teacht-: ear-no can take o',-P
a s-a ::cc' a7, ,s - ,1-ce :re, "ebraska repor'e-'.

oe4e7cp-7. co,-se '- the -s-aities:

Waterlcr, a s7-a7 hcnrurity t- the west sf the sitv of Omaha,
-ad 7r 'isral ys,ar .27 a tota err:7-ment sf only 273 students,
-12 As is customr.

size, emphasis was
scnt'hally teirg :lased Cr tncse s1-:ests recuired for craduaticr
wlth lItt1e cifoortr7,1,

c the arts and humanities.
:rcject on 'es: tear was a:::rc-ied 'or N5EA title III

re-tursement t- ircreasP -,sical awareness 'n the students to
incorporate 7-us7c aPr,reciatisr, -usic history, and music listening'.
The project director saw in the protect opportunities to incor-
porate art, literature, ristory and Sc develop in total
a r,!Jarities exoloraYor

reelno er^er:ary s also provides
an example of an spe7at'l

on the jurior high
school level:

Ir. 1974, Wheeling IshoC :',:trst =17: planned and put into
operation a new industrial arts prorlrar- in three existing
junior high schools. Their general objectives related to
fl) manipulation experiences, (.7 exploratory experiences,
(3) consumer wisdom, (4 avosatiors utilization of shop
related knowledge and (5) social development. The content
of the courses offered fel' into five categories: (1) draft-
ing, 2) woods, !3) electrist, metes and (5) ;:astics.
Since no program existed, basic enuiorent of more than
$37,000 was renuired. NCEA title :II rrovided more than
$15,000 of these costs. more thar 2,.7 students are now
enrolled in industrial arts classes.
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Another program whose e- :acy is eret-ted t: tie use e' title
funds was initiated ih a eisatiartaget scree-, t'strict -r Apurrcae,
Wisconsin. This orocram -s cesieret to --prove stuoert comeetercy 7r
mathematics through the use of concrete and manipulative materials.
Students are tested d'agnostirall,, and individualized use of t ~e :re-
ject purchased materials is made to re": students overceme icerti'-et
deficiencies.

For the first time in the history of this disadvantaged scrod' district
teachers have available 'or their use elementary mathematics laboratory
materials. Guided by lead teachers wit^ special training and preparaticr,
they utilize the materials to orc,.ite review and reir'ercemert of learret
mathematical concepts and skills.

In addition to purchasing spe:ial materials with 'CEA title III ard local
funds, the project coordinator set up a summer workshop for teachers to
help them h.ecome expert in the instructional use of such materials. Special
inservice sessions 'or staff -embers were also held. As a result, the
NDEA title III suPPortet materials are being utilized effectively in this
school.

Projects in science illustrative of the successful implementation of manage-
ment and program coals covered a wide range of choices, including curriculum
revision, installation of laboratories, ervironmental studies, human ecology,
and provision of 'hands on equipment and -aterials. Animas and Taos in
New Mexico, e.g., both small rural ,,,chool districts with very poor science
facilities, used NDEA title :I: funds to provide equipment for newly con-
structed science laboratories.

monroe, Wisconsin, designs- an ambitous summer prooram on environmental
studies and human ecology. Pepresentatives of curriculum-crossing projects,
it began with 13 specific objectives, incorporating elements of science,
so:ial uhe arts arc 'urarities, and English-language arts, and
aimed at the coal of ihcres.i-q the student's environmental awareness and
sensitivity.

Basic to the program was the study of local community problems and issues
ranging from water quality in nearby lakes and streams to planning a model
city, a "New Monroe". Local resource persons such as the city park director,
city assessor, city forester, and Department of Natural Resources personnel
assisted in th six week program.

Much of the equipment acquired through the project was for conducting water
quality tests. Without this equipment this Phase of the project would have
been impossible. Both local and State news media were attracted to the
project as indicated b_ the attached news articles.

A camera acquired through the project was utilized not only in recording
project activities but in environmental aesthetic quality studies in natural
and man -i IJe environments.

The project will be repeated during the summer of 1975.
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The Bureau of :rdian Affairs used title ::: cries tc strengthen the o.c7-
ogical and earth science curricula at the Wahpeton Elementary Boarding
School in Wahpeton, North Dakota, and to ir-orce the quality of the science
laboratory at Flandreau Irdiar High Cchccl. These two Projects were closely
correlated as graduates of Wahpeton go cr to Flandreau. It is hoped that
children participating in the science procrar7s of these schools will be better
prepared to enter the Indian Medical Careers Program supported by the S.
Public Health Service and cooperating universities, or perhaps to gc into
professional science or science-relatec career education programs.

California reported raving 32 projects it fiscal year 1973 and 16 in fiscal
year 1974 in the fields of readirc and Ercl:sh. A fairly representative
one was that at Golden West College ih the Coast Community College District
in Costa Mesa. Funded at $8,852, its target population was 600 junior coliece
students. What follows is the project description as retorted by California
for what was formally *'tied, 'AucHT-Mtcr'al RPaCing and English":

Goals and Cbjcctives1

The equipment and materia', re:ueste: ir the 1973-74 English-Reading coo,-
corent of Our NC;E, title recast was to be used to meet three major
otfertives, rrimaril via ,:lid'o-tutorial instruction:

To develop tre ability to ice the SQ3R study-reading
system

o Oevel:c ar ace: . Ete ability -es all and retrieve
reading T-atera:

-c develop know7ec7e
. to utilize phonic

prno pies

To develop krowlecce of ;-:L.7-t to .Jti1ize basic
spelling orirciples

(5) To develop greater feellrf]s o self-worth

Program Description:

Enrollment in reading programs during the fall of 1974 was up
15 percent, and the number of students renuiring work on the
five above objectives almost doubled. Without the items re-
quested in this funding we would have been unable to provide
assistance on an individual basis to the large number of
students requiring remedial work in these areas. With the
requested equipment and materials we have been able to in-
crease the number of copies of several of our tape programs,
thus permitting more students to work on the same program at
the same hour; we have been able to add to our offerings d
new spelling program, three new phonics programs, three new
reading programs, and two new tape programs designed to improve
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self-confidence and increase feelings of self-worth. In addition,
a previously-developed program has been rewritten and amended making
it more appropriate for our less-capable students.

Evaluation:

The standards set in the "Evaluation Specifications" section of
the funding request have been met by 94 percent of all students
working in the programs involved. In cases where 70 percent
accuracy was required as a minimum standard to be met, 98 percent
of students working with these programs scored at or above the
90 percent accuracy level. The funding of this Project has de-
finitely enhanced the quality of the reading program at Golden
West College.

A project grant to Washoe County School District in Reno, Nevada, afforded
the opportunity of learning approved strategies for classroom instruction
in the understanding and use of the metric system, to approximately 800
elementary and secondary school teachers. Presentations on edeo tapes
were designed to be of general interest to adult audiences and were suit-
able for public distribution at school levels or for public television
broadcasts. In addition, other Presentations were designed specifically
for inservice teacher training and were aimed at specific grade level instruc-
tional tasks. This equipment and these materials enhanced the understanding
of the change over to the metric system and the attainment of the following
objectives:

To develop skills in staff training presentations

To provide opportunities for staff presentations to
teachers, students, and the public

To develop an active interest in and an understanding
of the metric system

The Case Granr!e Elementary School District in Arizona received a grant of
$6,767 to improve its school science program. Teachers at the Casa Grande
Junior High School were convinced that the science curriculum should be a
"doing" as opposed to a "reading" one. More "hands-on" materials were
clearly needed. The existing program had no laboratory facilities and only
limited demonstration equipment. An NDEA title III project requested funds
to permit the purchase of equipment and materials that would provide students
the opportunity to pursue independent projects and investigations. 1,121
students were directly affected by this program which provided facilities
including a weather station, as well as equipment for classroom use. As
a result of this grant, mini-programs were developed as supplementary to
the regular science program.



A tie-in of the Industrial Arts program with a long -range plan for CareerEducation is being implemented at Gladstone High School, Gladstone, Oregon.The plan calls for improvement and expansion of the industrial arts program,facilities and equipment, and has community support as evidenced by therecent passage of .a bond issue. Part of the bond issue is to be used foran industrial arts and vocational facility. The program thus far has beenlimited to working in woods, but proposed plans are for an expansion thatwould include the study of metals and power mechanics.

Finally, a project titled "Computer Mathematics" was funded in San Diego
County, California, which served 2,500 students, grades 1-12, in 32 schools.A description of this venture in Computer-Assisted Instruction follows:

Program Goal:

The goal of this program was to improve the mathematical abilityof all students 4-volved with the Computer-Assisted InstructionProgram and to provide diagnostic and prescriptive management
information for classroom.

Program Description:

Students in selected schools were provided with a computer based
interactive drill and practice program in mathematics. The computer
presented problems from the following content strands -

Number Concepts
Horizontal Addition
Horizontal Subtraction
Vertical Addition
Vertical Subtraction
Equations
Measurement

Horizontal Multiplication
Laws of Arithmetic
Vertical Multiplication
Division
Fractions
Decimals
Negative Numbers

The computer continuously diagnosed and prescribed problems basedon the student's responses. Since the computer also maintained
a student history for each individual student, this information
was also used to select problems matched to each student's levelof achievement. At the end of each lesson the computer provided
each student with a report of the number of problems attempted
and the number and percent correct. The other reports generated
were used by the teachers fer management pOrposes.

Evaluation:

Tha computer based mathematics program was received very favorably.
Teachers noted how motivated students were to begin computer lessons,and this interest was maintained throughtout the use of the programs.
They also commented that there was a change in behavior of disruptive
students after exposure to computerlessons. They tended to be
more cooperative and receptive to the teaching/learning process.
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Skills definitely increased for the students who used the program.
The computer very quickly determined each student's level through
a continuous process of diagnosing and prescribing. Once this
level was found, the individual students progressed through thecontent of the fourteen stands. Progress was consistent for
those students who had lessons on a regular basis.

The Sun River School District Montana designed a project for the teachingof mathematics in the intermedldte grades, that while stressing instructionin the metric system also provided materials for a math program of widerrange. These materials included metric system packets with filmstrips andcassettes, taped recordings with an auto-mate to provide remedial and en-richment materials on a small group or individual basis, and also geometric
models, protractors and compasses for work with angles and spheres.

Cloudcroft, a small mountain district in New Mexico, used NDEA title IIIfunds to implement an individualized social studies program at the secondary
level, complete with listening centers, tape recorders and slide projectors.
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8. CUMULATIVE IMPACT OF NDEA TITLE III ON EDUCATION

To sum up the cumulative impact of NDEA title III for fiscal years 1973and 1974, the States cited examples of the program from different schoollevels and among different types of children with varying learning abilities.These examples tended to show that both successes and weaknesses of theprogram are the result of
management and program prcvisions built into Stateplans, e.g., the principles for determining the priority of projects to beapproved, the standards for laboratory and other special equipment acquiredwith NDEA title III funds, and the matching ratios required of localeducation agencies. Added to the weaknesses for the particular time-spanof this report was the delay in funding the program for fiscal year 1973.

Some northeastern States, as did Delaware, credited NDEA title III with
strengthening inservice training programs for teachers, especially in theareas of reading, mathematics,

science and the humanities. New equipmentand technology demanded that teachers be exposed to new techniques andnew ideas. The program also brought about comprehensive and long-rangeplanning on the part of local education agencies as they moved to establishand maintain priorities. All agreed that individualized instruction andstudent participation in the learning process were becoming realizable goals.

The National Defense Education Act was passed in 1958, just after the Mainelegislature had enacted a law permitting and encouraging the consolidationof school districts. At that time, there were many high schools with fewerthan 50 pupils and fewer than four teachers. With NDEA title III funds, theconsolidated school districts were able to install in the new high schoolsscience, language, and mathematics laboratories and increase and expand
course offerings in these three subjects. Maps, globes, charts, models,
and reference books were also purchased. Today, there are only seven highschools in Maine with fewer than 100 pupils; they are "geographically
isolated" (three located on islands in the ocean) and unable to combine withother schools. NDEA title III has also helped equip new consolidated
elementary schools with science and mathematics equipment and reading andlearning centers. Most of this individualization of instruction could nothave taken place without NDEA title III funds.

This acquisition of equipment and material has had another result in thatit is usually coupled with an incentive to experiment and innovate, thusupgrading the school's educational program. Most States reported thetrend from the textbook-oriented classroon to that as described by New Yorkas a learner-responsive, individualized,
inquiry-based, process-oriented.Indeed, New York goes even further in declaring that these are "no longer

educationally innovative but are structurally inevitable".

New courses have been introduced that 15 years ago would not have been
considered in the province of the average public school -- ceramic arts,
television production, dance and movement, consumer education, history of
the Middle East (and of Africa, and of the USSR), jewerly making, etc.
Success has also been reported in the offering of mini-courses -- usuallydesigned for one-half semester programs.
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Several southeastern States credited the matching allocations provision of
the program as an incentive to raise State standards above the minimal level,
while others felt that it militated against the smaller and poorer schools.
All agreed that the program had brought about growing inventories of audio-
visual materials and sophisticated technological equipment and a concomitantskill in their use on the part of the classroom teacher. Schools now have
laboratories where none had existed before in fields as diverse as industrial
arts, modern foreign languages, science (including mathematics), reading,
the fine arts, and English/language arts. Georgia, in reporting on the over-all impact of the NDEA title III program had this to say about the effect
of the newer equipment:

Local school systems in Georgia state that NDEA title III is
one of the better programs available to them. These funds
enable them to purchase equipment and materials that would not
otherwise be available for student use. In the early days of
the program some systems purchased equipment without planning
For the past several years, local systems in Georgia have
surveyed their needs and, based on these findings, have set
priorities for expending the funds. With emphasis being placed
on research type teaching, quarter system, and individualization
of instruction, there is a greater need for different kinds of
equipment and materials, and for increased quantities of existing
aids....Educators are recognizing a need to gear the instruction
program to the unique needs of the individual student. Science
and industrial arts laboratories have been installed in local
systems that would not have been possible without the aid of NDEA
title III funds. Students and parents are demanding improved
instruction, with more and better equipment and materials. One
school had purchased some audiovisual materials intending to
rely on equipment already on hand for the use of the material.
However, there was such a demand for the materials by both
students and teachers that more equipment had to be purchased.

On the other hand, Mississippi approved of the 50% local matching program
as a means of "helping to insure the wise use of expenditures for in-
structional materials".

In Colorado the concrete impact of NDEA title III has resulted in:

. Creation of media centers in smaller districts

. Substantial support via additional hard and software in
existing print and audiovisual centers

. Increased activity in supporting new curricular programs

. Greater attention given to meeting the needs of students
with physical and mental learning disabilities.
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When New Mexico summed up the cumulative impact, the three points it made
were those stated in one way or another by all States:

Provided access to materials not otherwise available

Provided encouragement to use other methods of in-
struction supplemental to the text

Upgraded specific academic programs.

Better teaching, individualized instruction and learning, inservice training,
minor remodeling from greenhouses to communications laboratories, equipment
that includes looms for weaving as well as that needed for computer assisted
learning, materials for a new concept in media centers. These and many more
are the good things made possible by NDEA title III as reported by the States.
Part of Utah's report which follows portrays an accurate picture of the
program:

Program-wise the impact of title III-A has been tremendous. Schools
have acquired equipment and materials they would never have had other-
wise. Materials have been varied and current and have served the needs
of programs. Equipment has been varied and broadened the possibilities
in the instructional programs.

New devices and machines have enriched the activities in the academic
areas but have also had some impact on other curricular areas.

Project applications in the first years of the program provided an
impoverished educational environment. Inventories were so meager that
"none", "little", or "poor" were tne common evaluations. Laboratory
and audiovisual equipment was practically non-existent in all except
the large schools.

After fifteen years of acquisition all schools have shown signi-
ficant gains. Materials and equipment are available and are being
used. Much of the funding has gone to replace heavily used items
that have worn out in service.

Secondary schools have utilized a greater portion of the fundinc
because of the requirements of many of their programs, particu-
larly in the areas of science aA industrial arts laboratory
equipment.

Equalization of effort and of opportunity has been attempted since
the beginning of the program by providing for variable matching
ratios. The districts that were poorer in financial resources
received a larger percentages of Federal funding. No district
received less than 40% or more than 60%. Relative status on the
matching scale has been determined each year according to the.
relative status of districts in the distribution of the State
uniform school funds. While no system or formulation provide
completely equitable fund distributions, the variable ratio need
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in our State has been generally accepted as fair and approaching
equilization.

In summary, NDEA title III-A has had an important influence on
instructional programs during the years it has been operating.
It has functioned smoothly and well.

While some States saw adverstty in the matching allocations provision in that
it denied smaller schools access to title III funds, most States are moving
to rectify that shortcoming by adopting "variable matching". Nebraska
points out that variable matching in that State ranged from 57%, 47%, 37%,
and 27%, and allowed less able districts to acquire more instructional equip-
ment and materials than would have been possible on a 50-50 matching basis.

American Samoa reported that new equipment and resources made possible "student
participation, rather than passivity, in learning", and California reported
NDEA title III as putting " instruction tools into the hands of teachers,
aides, and students". Missouri expressed much the same idea in other words,
"NDEA title III funding makes it possible for teachers to use methods which
permit students to be participants rather than mere listeners in their own
education".

In some instances the very weaknesses described were a result of the success
of the program, as in Alaska where was pointed out the difficultly of keeping
up with the demand for instructional materials and equipment as more and
more of its schools changed to open concept individualized programs.

California, on the other hand, viewed the program as an unqualified success,
even though recognizin- the uncertainties caused by the "confused" funding
patterns of recent years.



9. LOANS TO PRIVATE
NONPROFIT ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS,FISCAL YEAR 1974

In Fiscal Year 1974, six loans were approved for elementary and secondaryschools in five States. Approximately 1,200 students benefitted fromthese funds. The amount of funds available totaled $250,000 of which$86,740 was approved for elementary and secondary schools. The distribu-tion is shown in Table 9.

Loans were for the acquisition of equipment and instructional materialsin the areas of natural sciences, mathematics, modern foreign languages,history, geography, social sciences, English, and reading, industrial arts,and the arts and humanities. There was minor remodelira in the areas ofscience, modern foreign languages, and industrial art,. The amounts usedin these areas are shown in Table 10.
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INSTRUCTIONS

the purpose or this form is to report program performance
under NDFA Title III-A during fiscal year 1976. Please sub-
mit an oNginal and two copies of this report to the Director,
Ottice ,d libraries and Learning Resources. Ofti of
I.LItiLation, 400 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Washington, I)
20202.

1)efinitions

as used in this form are targets for action or
fiance The requirements for their achievement in be

,pecitied with some certainty.

"Nlanagernent goals" pertain to such facets of administra
non is stall assignments, disseminating program inforrna-
ii,m, determining allocatins. approving project applica-
tions.

"Program goals" arc concerned with such elements as in-
ser\ice educate rn, strengthening instruction in subject
areas. ,,iiiributing to pupil achievement. supporting cur-
riLtilar .hinge

4 "Priorities" identify most urgent needs and provide the
kiss to: a systematic attack on weaknesses in education-
al programs, permitting adjustment as conditions change -

S "Academic subjects" is defined in ii141.1 of the !IDEA
Iitle 111-A Regulations.

h. "Standards" are means far determining the ,uttabilos o!
equipment or minor remodeling af, rt relatL, to ike im
provement of academic subjects in public ch.mctiLir \ an)'
ei.()ndary schools

Instructions

7 Column lb) Enter the number of toll-lane .tai;
to State administration of the NDEA Title 111-A
for each personnel category, whether or not
paid from Title Ill-A funds.

Column (c) Enter the number or part tune daft

Column (d) Enter the full-time equival;:nts /71..
the total of full- and part-time personnel.

Example One full-time secretary (enter "I" m (.1iont
(b));

two part-time secretaries lone at 14
one at 1/3 time) (enter "2" ,Itil,111

1.00 + 0.25 + 0.33 = 1.58 FTh
(enter 1.58 in column (cp.

s. Column (b) Enter the number of approved local cduLa-
tional agency projects reimbursed by the State at
ratios.
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